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Foreword

THIS DIRECTORY of 16mm film libraries has been compiled for the use of teachers, school administrators, librarians, community leaders, and others who use or wish to use educational and informational motion pictures in their programs. It is a revision and an expansion of the Office of Education publication, A Directory of 3,300 16mm Film Libraries, which was prepared and issued 2 years ago.

This directory is an encyclopedic compilation and includes, as explained on pages vi-x, all companies, institutions, and organizations which (a) lend or rent 16mm films within the United States and (b) assented to their being listed in the directory. The Office of Education does not—indeed, it cannot—endorse all of these film libraries and the many thousands of 16mm films which are available from such sources. Rather, it recommends that schools and colleges and other film users follow the suggestions made on the inside front cover of the directory and make their own choices of film libraries in terms of their own needs.

It is our hope and belief that this annotated directory of film libraries, arranged by States and cities, will be helpful to all groups interested in obtaining and using 16mm films in their informational and educational programs.

J. DAN HULL,
Director, Instruction, Organization, and Services Branch

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON,
Assistant Commissioner, Division of State and Local School Systems
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Preparation of the Directory

Background

Ten years ago, the Office of Education compiled and issued its first directory of 16mm film libraries—loan and rental sources of informational and educational motion pictures. The usefulness of this 1948 directory—cautiously titled A Partial List of 16mm Film Libraries—was so immediately apparent that a second edition was issued a year later, entitled more definitely as A Directory of 897 16mm Film Libraries. During the years since 1949, three more editions have been issued and with this sixth edition, the number of film libraries has reached 3,660.

Scope

In the compilation of this directory, a 16mm film library has been defined as any "company, institution, or organization which lends or rents 16mm films within the United States." This is the basic criterion that was used in compiling the directory so that it is a State-by-State and city-by-city list of sources from which 16mm films can be borrowed or rented.

In accordance with the foregoing definition, the directory includes libraries which handle entertainment films and those which handle instructional films; it includes libraries which have only one film and libraries which have thousands of films. It includes commercial dealers, colleges and universities, city and State school systems, public libraries, industrial companies and trade associations, labor unions, civic groups, religious institutions, and Government agencies—any company, institution, or organization which lends or rents 16mm films within the United States.

The second criterion used in compiling the directory is that only those 16mm film libraries which assented to their being listed in the directory have been included. We recognize, of course, that the application of this criterion has eliminated some 16mm film libraries from the directory. Despite our efforts, described below, it is undoubtedly true that we failed to query some libraries. Then, too, some libraries failed to answer our query even though we sent several requests. And in certain instances,
libraries answered our query but asked that they not be listed in the directory.

**Compilation**

A query, in the form of a letter-questionnaire, was sent in January 1958 to all known film libraries and to all companies, institutions, and organizations which we had reasons to believe might be lending or renting 16mm films. Specifically, queries were sent to the 3,300 libraries included in the 1956 Office of Education directory of 16mm film libraries; to the members of the Educational Film Library Association and the National Audio-Visual Association; to those public libraries which, according to the American Library Association, are circulating 16mm films; to State, county, and city school systems which, according to information furnished by State directors of audiovisual education, maintain film libraries for the use of their schools; to the motion-picture libraries listed in the classified sections of the telephone directories of the larger cities in the United States; and to all other possible 16mm film libraries identified in available lists and directories, suggested by friends and advisers, or known by the authors.

In March 1958, a followup questionnaire was sent to nonrespondents who, it was believed, did maintain film libraries. The directory was closed on May 1, 1958.

All in all, the Office of Education queried 4,920 known or possible 16mm film libraries, of which 3,660 stated that they were, in fact, 16mm film libraries and assented to their inclusion in the directory. The following data show, statistically, the results of the Office of Education survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of queries made</td>
<td>4,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of nonrespondents</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of respondents</td>
<td>4,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents: &quot;Not a film library&quot; or &quot;Do not include in directory&quot;</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of 16mm film libraries</td>
<td>3,660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Descriptions of Libraries**

From information supplied by the respondents assenting to inclusion in the directory, a brief description has been prepared of the resources and services of each library. These descriptions have been made as brief as possible because of space limitations and, at the same time, as definitive as possible in order that the film users may have sufficient information to know to which libraries they should go for particular kinds of films.
The annotation of each library contains three items of basic information: (1) The number of films (titles) in the library; (2) the nature of these films; and (3) special restrictions, if any, on the distribution and use of these films.

For the most part, the films distributed by a library have been described in the general terms used in our questionnaire, namely, "entertainment," "educational," "religious," and "sponsored"—in accordance with the reply of the library. "Sponsored," as used in these questionnaire replies, refers to public service films distributed "free" by industry. In those instances where we knew that all of the films in a particular library dealt with the same subject—such as forestry or health or religion—the description is more specific.

Generally speaking, only two kinds of restrictions imposed by libraries on the distribution and use of their films have been noted in this directory: (1) Geographical limitations to particular regions, States, or cities; (2) restrictions concerning the users of a library's films, such restrictions in most instances being required by law. (Most public school systems have such a restriction and their films, purchased with tax funds, may be used only by their schools.)

A word about other restrictions on the distribution and use of 16mm films: Many film libraries have special restrictions on the distribution and use of particular films—because of trade agreements, contractual arrangements, or policy considerations. Other film libraries may have restrictions on the bulk of their films but exempt certain films from such restrictions. Such specialized information has not been given in the annotations—because of its complexity and the necessity of keeping the annotations as brief as possible to conform to space limitations. For the same reasons, information about rental rates has not been included in the annotations. Film users can and should determine the specialized restrictions of those libraries which they patronize.

Then, too, certain generalized restrictions imposed by most film libraries have not been given in the annotations—again because of space limitations. Most libraries, for example, limit the distribution of their films to the continental United States. Most libraries limit their films to noncommercial, nontheatrical, educational use, and permit such films to be televised only under certain conditions. Most film libraries require that the borrower or renter assume responsibility for a film and agree to pay for any damage which may occur in its projection. Because of their almost universal applicability, such restrictions have not been noted for individual film libraries in this directory. Again, film
users should ascertain the general restrictions of those libraries which they patronize.

With this background, users of this directory can assume that, in the absence of information to the contrary, the libraries included in this directory lend or rent 16mm films to all kinds of groups within the United States for nontheatrical, noncommercial, educational use.
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Alabama

ANNISTON
Anniston Public Schools
Approximately 90 films—instructional.

AUDIO
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Agricultural Extension Service
Approximately 800 films—informational on agricultural subjects, some sponsored films; distribution restricted to Alabama.

BESSEMER
Bessemer Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
High School Library
Approximately 200 films—primarily classroom, several entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Bessemer Public Schools and civic groups.

BIRMINGHAM
American Cancer Society
Alabama Division
503 United Security Life Bldg. (8)
Approximately 15 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Alabama.

Alabama Tuberculosis Assn.
P. O. Box 2226, S. Highland Sta.
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Alabama.

Audio-Visual Film Service
2114 Eighth Ave., N. (1)
Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Baptist Book Store
2011 Third Ave., N. (3)
Approximately 300 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Alabama.

Birmingham Public Schools
Department of Visual Instruction
2301 Avenue J (8)
Approximately 1,200 films—primarily classroom, a few sponsored films; distribution restricted to Birmingham Public Schools.

Jefferson County Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction
Approximately 500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Jefferson County.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
927 Comer Bldg. (3)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Phoenix Bldg.
P. O. Box 2662 (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.
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Tandy Leather Co.
1400 Second Ave., N.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
1027 Comer Bldg.
2026 Second Ave., N. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Alabama.

United World Free Film Service
1106 S. Twelfth St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

Buford Word, M.D.
2205 Highland Ave.
One film demonstrating a Cesarean section operation; distribution to medical groups only.

FAIRFIELD
United States Steel Co.
Tennessee Coal and Iron Division
Birmingham Film Distribution Center
General Offices
Approximately 25 films—primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.

GADSDEN
Gadsden Public Schools
Approximately 185 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Gadsden Public Schools.

Select Motion Pictures
Route #1
Gilbert Ferry Rd.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

HUNTSVILLE
Public Health Department
Approximately 100 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Alabama.

MOBILE
Baptist Book Store
902 Government St.
Approximately 60 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to southern Alabama.

Mobile Diocese
Parochial Schools
P. O. Box 129 (1)
Approximately 50 films—educational for school and college use.

Mobile Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Barton Bldg.
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools in Mobile County.

U. S. Army Engineers
Mobile District
2301 Grant St. (7)
Two films—on the Intracoastal Waterway.

MONROEVILLE
Monroe County Board of Education
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Monroe County Schools.

MONTGOMERY
Alabama Education Assn.
Approximately 15 films—educational; distribution restricted to members of the Alabama Education Association and to parent-teacher groups.

Alabama High School Athletic Assn.
404 State Office Bldg.
Approximately 115 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Alabama.

Alabama Public Library Service Division
Approximately 30 films—on library service.
Alabama State Department of Public Health
Division of Public Health Education
The Film Library (4)
Approximately 850 films—on health and communicable diseases, mental hygiene, and a few entertainment shorts; distribution to Alabama County health departments, mental health societies, and other groups.

Commission on Alcoholism
8 N. Union St.
Approximately 15 films—educational on the treatment of alcoholics through group therapy; distribution restricted to Alabama.

John R. Moffitt Co., Inc.
108 N. McDonough St. (4)
Approximately 200 films—primarily religious, some entertainment, a few sponsored.

Montgomery County Board of Education
Approximately 160 films—educational and informational; distribution restricted to schools within the city and county of Montgomery.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
509 Hill Bldg.
78 Washington Ave. (4)

Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Photo-Sound Co.
Audio and Visual Equipment
166 Church St.
Approximately 100 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

THEODORE
Bellingrath Gardens
One film—on the Bellingrath Gardens.

TUSCALOOSA
Tuscaloosa County Board of Education
Approximately 80 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Tuscaloosa County Schools.

UNIVERSITY
University of Alabama
Extension Division
Audio-Visual Aids
P. O. Box 1991
Approximately 1,500 films—educational, a few sponsored.

Alaska

ANCHORAGE
Kohli Motion Picture Service, Inc.
Box 2079
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Pictures, Inc.
427 G St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and features, religious, and sponsored.

U. S. Army Engineers
Alaska District

Two films—on military activities of the Corps of Engineers.

COLLEGE
University of Alaska
Information Office
Agricultural Extension Service
Box B
Approximately 65 films—primarily on agriculture and home economics; distribution restricted mainly to farmers, homemakers, and 4-H groups in Alaska.
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#### JUNEAU
- **Alaska Department of Health**
  - Division of Health Education
  - Alaska Office Bldg.
  - Approximately 250 films—educational on health subjects; distribution restricted to Alaska.
- **American Cancer Society**
  - Alaska Division, Inc.
  - Valentine Bldg.
  - Approximately 30 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Alaska.
- **U.S. Coast Guard**
  - Seventeenth Coast Guard District
  - P.O. Box 2631
  - Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Seventeenth Coast Guard District.

#### PALMER
- **U.S. Soil Conservation Service**
  - Territorial Office
  - P.O. Box F
  - Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Alaska.

#### ARIZONA

#### BISBEE
- **Cochise County Cooperative Film Library**
  - County School Superintendent’s Office
  - Box 1159
  - Approximately 700 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools in Cochise County.

#### FLAGSTAFF
- **Arizona State College**
  - Approximately 900 films—educational and informational.

#### PHOENIX
- **American Cancer Society**
  - Arizona Division
  - 548 E. McDowell Rd.
  - Approximately 65 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Arizona.
- **Arizona State Department of Health**
  - Approximately 800 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Arizona.
- **U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service**
  - P.O. Box 2021
  - Approximately 40 films—on commercial fisheries and wildlife conservation; distribution restricted to Alaska.
- **U.S. Forest Service**
  - Approximately 65 films—on the National forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to Arizona.

#### PALMER
- **Arizona Tuberculosis & Health Assn., Inc.**
  - P.O. Box 5155
  - Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Arizona.

#### PHOENIX
- **Baptist Book Store**
  - 390 N. First Ave.
  - P.O. Box 2794
  - Approximately 200 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Arizona.
- **The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.**
  - 16 W. McDowell Rd.
  - Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.
- **Movie Center**
  - 119 W. McDowell St.
  - Approximately 900 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Southwest.
National Conference of Christians and Jews
302 Central & Washington Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
606 Mayer-Heard Bldg.
112 N. Central Ave.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Salt River Project
Public Relations Dept.
P. O. Box 1980
One film—on the development of the Salt River Valley and the Salt River Project.

Tandy Leather Co.
1006 N. Central
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
217 Ellis Bldg.
187 N. Second Ave.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Arizona.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 929
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Arizona.

United World Free Film Service
119 W. McDowell
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

State Director of Civil Defense
128 W. Indian School Rd.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Arizona.

Arkansas

ARKADELPHIA
Southwest Arkansas Cooperative Film Library
Henderson State Teachers College
Approximately 65 films—educational; distribution restricted to member high schools and colleges of the cooperative film library.

BLYTHEVILLE
Mississippi County Schools
Film Library
Mississippi County Courthouse
Approximately 125 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Mississippi County public schools.
CAMDEN
Camden Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools of Ouachita County.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
Arkansas A and M College
Approximately 95 films—educational; distribution restricted to college use.

CONWAY
Arkansas State Teachers College
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

State Director of Civil Defense
2215 College
Approximately 85 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

FAYETTEVILLE
Fayetteville Public Schools
Approximately 25 films—instructional; distribution restricted to school district.

FORT SMITH
American Cancer Society
Arkansas Division, Inc.
602 S. 28th St.
Thirty-five films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

Fort Smith Public Schools
400 N. Fifteenth St.
Approximately 110 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Fort Smith Public Schools.

Tandy Leather Co.
519 Towson Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

JONESBORO
Arkansas State College
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 560 films—instructional for school and college use.

LITTLE ROCK
All State Supply, Inc.
1212 E. Sixth St.
Approximately 60 films—all religious.

Arkansas Agricultural Extension Service
P.O. Box 391
Approximately 140 films—informational on agricultural and home economics subjects; distribution restricted to Arkansas County extension agents.

Arkansas Athletic and Contest Assn.
1500 W. Fourth St.
Approximately 75 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Arkansas.

Arkansas State Board of Health Division of Public Health Education
Approximately 600 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

Arkansas State Department of Education
Audio-Visual Service
Approximately 1,500 films—all instructional; distribution restricted to Arkansas public schools and State colleges.

Arkansas Tuberculosis Assn.
401 Waldon Bldg.
Thirteen films—educational; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

Baptist Book Store
303 W. Capitol Ave.
Approximately 200 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Arkansas.
Little Rock Public Schools
800 Louisiana St.
Approximately 350 films—all educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Little Rock Public Schools and closely related organizations.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
501 Woodlane
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
900 W. Capitol Ave.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Tandy Leather Co.
111 W. Ninth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Army Engineers
Little Rock District
P. O. Box 887
Seven films—on surveying, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
204 Old Post Office Bldg.
812 W. Second St.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
823 Federal Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Arkansas.

MAGNOLIA
Southern State College
Approximately 110 films—educational; distribution primarily to College faculty.

NORTH LITTLE ROCK
North Little Rock Public Schools
28th & Poplar Sts.
Approximately 800 films—classroom, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to North Little Rock Public Schools and community organizations.

PINE BLUFF
Pine Bluff Public Schools
Administration Office
Elementary Supervisor
Approximately 90 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Pine Bluff elementary public schools.

SEARCY
The National Education Program
Motion Picture Division
815 E. Center St.
Twenty-three films—on American citizenship, economics, etc.

White County Film Library
White County Courthouse
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to White County schools.

VAN BUREN
Crawford County Film Library
Crawford County Courthouse
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Crawford County schools.
ALAMEDA
Alameda City Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 180 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Alameda public schools.

Alameda Unified School District
Instructional Materials
Corner Eagle Ave. & Everett St.
Approximately 160 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Alameda Unified School District.

ALHAMBRA
Alhambra City Schools
601 N. Garfield
Approximately 510 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Alhambra public schools.

Alhambra Public Library
410 W. Main St.
Approximately 15 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit plus 18 films borrowed monthly from other sources—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to Alhambra and other jurisdictions sharing a reciprocal agreement with it.

ALTURAS
Modoc County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; shared cooperatively with Lassen County schools.

ARCATA
Humboldt State College
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 150 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Humboldt State College.

AUBURN
Placer County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 800 films—educational; some sponsored; distribution restricted, except for sponsored films, to public schools in Placer, Nevada, Sierra, and Alpine Counties.

BAKERSFIELD
Bakersfield City School District
Audio-Visual Education Library
1300 Baker St.
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bakersfield public schools.

Kern County Free Library
Approximately 180 films available through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational; distribution to individuals or to groups; not for classroom use.

Kern County Superintendent of Schools
Instructional Materials Library
1315 Truxtun Ave.
Approximately 8,200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Kern County public schools.

BELLFLOWER
Bellflower Unified School District
Audio-Visual Education
16703 S. Clark Ave.
Approximately 250 films—instructional; distribution primarily to Bellflower Unified School District.

BERKELEY
Associated Cooperatives
822 Anthony St. (10)
Two films—informational and cooperatives; distribution restricted to California and Nevada.
Berkeley Unified School District
Department of Audio-Visual Aids
1720 Oregon St. (3)
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Berkeley public schools.

California Interscholastic Federation
1521-A Shattuck Ave.
Four films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of California.

California State Department of Public Health
Bureau of Health Education
2151 Berkeley Way (4)
Approximately 400 films on health subjects for public and professional audiences; distribution restricted to California.

Farm Credit Banks of Berkeley
P. O. Box 525 (1)
Eleven films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit district.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
2161 Shattuck Ave.
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
2020 Milvia St. (4)
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to California.

University of California Extension
Department of Visual Education
Approximately 3,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to eight Western States.

BEVERLY HILLS
A. B. Abarbanel, M.D.
455 N. Bedford Dr.
Seven films—on medical subjects; distribution limited to medical personnel.

Air France
9389 Wilshire Blvd.
Four films—travelogs.

C. J. Baumgartner, M.D.
409 N. Camden Dr.
Ten films—on surgery and surgical anatomy; distribution restricted to medical schools and societies.

Beverly Hills Unified Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
255 S. Lasky Dr.
Approximately 300 films—educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Beverly Hills public schools and civic organizations.

Alfred Goldman, M.D.
Suite 419
416 N. Bedford Dr.
Four films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to the medical profession.

Samuel L. Perzik, M.D.
300 S. Beverly Dr.
Three films—medical; distribution primarily to medical groups.

Donald Reed Motion Picture Service
297 S. Robertson Blvd.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
9870B Wilshire Blvd.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

BRIDGEPORT
Mono County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 210 films—educational; distribution restricted to Mono County.

BURBANK
Burbank Public Library
425 E. Olive Ave.
Twenty-four films in permanent
collection plus 15 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational, for adults and children; distribution restricted to Library card holders.

Burbank Unified School District Audio-Visual Education
245 E. Magnolia Blvd.
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Burbank Unified School District.

CAMPBELL
American Film Center
797 Bucknam Ave.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational and religious.

CHICO
Chico State College
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 500 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Butte and Glenn Counties and members of Northern California Audio-Visual Association.

COALINGA
Coalinga District Library
Ten to 15 films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to groups within the Coalinga Union High School District.

COMPTON
Evangelistic Audio-Visual Association
2842 E. 128th St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, religious, and sponsored.

CONCORD
Diablo Valley College
Golf Links Rd.
Approximately 40 films—instructional; distribution restricted to tax-supported agencies and off campus college classes.

DEL PASO HEIGHTS
Grant Union High School District
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
1400 Grand Ave.
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to school district.

DOWNEY
Autoletics
A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
Motion Pictures, Dept. 868
9150 E. Imperial Hwy.
Twelve films—on aircraft missiles.

EL CAMINO COLLEGE
El Camino College
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 800 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Los Angeles County.

EL CENTRO
Imperial County Schools
Audio-Visual Education Service
Approximately 670 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Imperial County public schools and civic groups.

EL SEGUNDO
North American Aviation, Inc.
Public Relations Dept.
Att: News Bureau
1700 E. Imperial Hwy.
Approximately 85 films—instructional on aircraft and related fields.
EUREKA
Eureka City Schools
Audio-Visual Education
1915 J St.
Approximately 145 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Eureka City and Humboldt County schools.
Humboldt County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; some sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools of Humboldt, Trinity, and Del Norte Counties.

FAIRFIELD
Solano County Library
Ten to fifteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.
Solano County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,425 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Solano County.

FRESNO
Baptist Book Store
2316 Tulare St.
Box 18/14 (21)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to California.
Fresno Camera Exchange
Audio-Visual Dept.
2087 Merced St. (21)
Approximately 480 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.
Fresno County Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
2314 Mariposa St.
Approximately 1,400 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools of Fresno and Fresno County.
Fresno State College
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 1,150 films—classroom; distribution restricted to educational institutions and service agencies in California.
Hume Lake Conference, Inc.
155 Van Ness Ave.
One film—on camp life for children.
Tandy Leather Co.
2117 Inyo St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

FULLERTON
Fullerton Public Library
Willshire and Pomona Ave.
Approximately 85 films—educational, entertainment, and sponsored; also 14 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to card holders.

GARDEN GROVE
Cottage Films
13061 S. Jefferson St.
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

GLENDALE
Harold C. Ambrosch
1325 E. Colorado St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.
Glendale Public Library
819 E. Harvard St. (5)
Approximately 50 films—informational and documentary.
Glendale Unified School District
Department of Audio-Visual Education
411 E. Wilson Ave.
Approximately 1,100 films—educational; distribution of educational films restricted to Glendale public schools; sponsored films available to Glendale groups.

Grace Films, Inc.
1572 Grandview Ave. (1)
Twelve films—religious.

GOLETA
Santa Barbara County Schools
Educational Service Center
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 875 films—educational; distribution restricted to Santa Barbara County public schools.

HANFORD
Kings County Schools
Audio-Visual Aids
P. O. Box 92
Approximately 650 films—educational; distribution restricted to Kings County public schools.

HAYWARD
Alameda County Schools
Curriculum Materials Center
1304 Winton Ave.
Approximately 1,520 films—classroom; distribution restricted to school districts that have contracted with the Alameda County Superintendent of Schools for audiovisual services.

HOLLYWOOD
Academy Films
800 N. Seward St. (38)
Approximately 85 films—educational.

Atlantis Productions, Inc.
7967 Sunset Blvd. (46)
Six films—educational.

Bailey Films
6509 De Longpre Ave. (38)
Approximately 700 films—entertainment and educational.

Cinesound Studios
1037 N. La Brea Ave. (38)
Twenty-five films—educational.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Regional Office
5625 Hollywood Blvd. (28)
Approximately 800 films—educational.

Family Films, Inc.
5823 Santa Monica Blvd. (38)
Approximately 95 films—all religious.

Films, Inc.
5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Approximately 1,800 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Films of India
109 S. Edinburgh Ave. (48)
Five films—about India.

Handel Film Corp.
6926 Melrose Ave. (38)
Twenty-six films—about atomic energy.

Herman Hack Productions
2441 N. Beachwood Dr. (28)
Three films—informational and religious.

Hansen’s Church Films
1463 N. Vine St. (28)
Approximately 600 films—religious.
Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.
6060 Sunset Blvd. (28)
Approximately 300 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational, and religious.

Musical Culture Society of America
6533 Hollywood Blvd. (28)
Approximately 25 films—all musical for entertainment and education.

HUNTINGTON PARK
Baptist Book Store
6616 Rita Ave.
Box 228
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to California.

T. N. Rogers Productions
5951 Stafford Ave.
Approximately 15 films—on sports.

INDEPENDENCE
Inyo County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 375 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Inyo County public schools.

KENTFIELD
Elias Katz, Ph.D.
808 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Approximately 10 films—educational on art subjects.

LAGUNA BEACH
Fredric Christian
146 Cliff Dr.
Two films—entertainment and educational.

LA MESA
La Mesa—Spring Valley City School District
Education Center
4750 Date Ave.
Approximately 750 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Diego County.

LONG BEACH
Cowelco
1834 W. Fourteenth St.
One film—on automatic steering for power and sail boats.

Long Beach Public Library
Film Service (2)
Approximately 345 films—informational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of public library cards and for group use only.

Long Beach Unified School District
Audio-Visual Service
201 E. Eighth St. (13)
Approximately 1,600 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Long Beach public schools.

Merkle Film Library
1734 Pacific Ave. (18)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment and religious.

U. S. Coast Guard
Eleventh Coast Guard District
706 Times Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Eleventh Coast Guard District.

LOS ALTOS
Track & Field News
Box 296
Five films—educational.

LOS ANGELES
Air France
510 W. Sixth St.
Four films—travelogs.
American Airlines, Inc.
523 W. Sixth St. (14)
Nine films—travel documentaries.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
326 W. Third St. (13)
Eight films—informational and religious.

American President Lines
514 W. Sixth St.
Four films—travelogs describing the passenger and freighter services of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical area.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Pacific Southwest Regional Office
590 N. Vermont Ave. (4)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Azcena Films, Inc.
1743 S. Vermont Ave. (6)
Approximately 250 films—entertainment and religious features with Spanish dialog.

Roger W. Barnes, M.D.
Suite 209
1700 Brooklyn Ave. (33)
Four films—on surgical techniques; distribution restricted to medical audiences.

Elmer Belt, M.D.
1938 Wilshire Blvd. (57)
Two films—on malignant and benign hypertrophy; distribution restricted to medical profession.

R. Theodore Bergman, M.D.
1216 Wilshire Blvd. (14)
Four films—on anatomical dissection; distribution restricted to medical profession.

Bureau of Jewish Education Audio-Visual Dept.
590 N. Vermont Ave. (4)

Approximately 105 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to 11 Western States.

Canadian Consulate General
510 W. Sixth St.
Approximately 100 films—on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian National Railways Motion Picture Library
510 W. Sixth St.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
530 W. Sixth St. (14)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Cokesbury Book Store
5244 Santa Monica Blvd. (29)
Approximately 1,300 films—primarily religious; but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Community Chest of Los Angeles Area
729 S. Figueroa St. (17)
Five films—educational.

Consulate of Israel
659 S. Highland Ave.
Fifteen films—about Israel.

Continental Trailways Bus System Traffic Dept.
1501 S. Central
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.

Craig Corp.
8410 S. La Cienega Blvd. (16)
Approximately 650 films—instructional.

Craig Movie Supply Co.
1053 S. Olive St. (15)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to West Coast States.

Community Chest of Los Angeles Area
729 S. Figueroa St. (17)
Five films—educational.

Consulate of Israel
659 S. Highland Ave.
Fifteen films—about Israel.

Continental Trailways Bus System Traffic Dept.
1501 S. Central
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.

Craig Corp.
8410 S. La Cienega Blvd. (16)
Approximately 650 films—instructional.
William M. Dennis
Film Libraries
2506 1/2 W. Seventh St. (57)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

East Los Angeles Junior College Library
5357 E. Brooklyn Ave. (22)
Approximately 85 films—instructional; distribution restricted to East Los Angeles Junior College.

Educational Films Enterprises, Inc.
500 N. Wilcox Ave. (4)
Approximately 30 films—on historical subjects.

Film Associates of California
10521 Santa Monica Blvd. (25)
Twenty-five films—educational; distribution restricted to schools, churches, libraries and museums.

Film Classic Exchange
1977 S. Vermont Ave. (7)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious, including old-time movies.

Focus Films Co.
1385 Westwood Blvd. (24)
Four films—educational on the French language.

Giannini Film Library
Institute of Aeronautical Sciences
7660 Beverly Blvd. (36)
Thirty-five films—educational on aeronautical sciences.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.
Motion Picture Dept.
Fifteen films—entertainment shorts and educational, particularly on the manufacture and uses of rubber.

Leroy E. Hurte Productions
4477 W. Adams Blvd. (16)
Three films—travelogs on Africa.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
4386 W. Sunset Blvd. (29)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

George P. Landegger, M.D.
1307 Wilshire Professional Bldg.
3875 Wilshire Blvd. (5)
Seven films—educational.

Lederle Laboratories
Division of American Cyanamid Co.
Film Library
2800 S. Eastern Ave. (22)
Approximately 40 films—for medical and agricultural groups; distribution restricted to Western States.

Los Angeles City College (29)
Approximately 1,000 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Los Angeles City College.

Los Angeles City Schools
Audio-Visual Aids
1205 W. Pico Blvd. (15)
Approximately 3,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Los Angeles public schools.

Los Angeles County Schools
Division of Audio-Visual Education
808 N. Spring St. (12)
Approximately 2,800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Los Angeles County public schools.

Los Angeles Harbor Department
Public Relations Division
City Hall (12)
One film—on the history and facilities of Los Angeles Harbor.

Los Angeles Public Library
Audio-Visual Service
Approximately 700 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Los Angeles Public Library card holders.
Los Angeles State College
855 N. Vermont Ave. (29)
Approximately 700 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Los Angeles State College.

Loyola University of Los Angeles
7101 W. 80th St. (45)
Approximately 325 films—educational and religious.

Meletron Corp.
950 N. Highland Ave.
Two films—on the manufacture of pressure actuated switches; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, business and industry.

A. C. Mietus, M.D.
1245 Glenden Ave. (24)
One film—medical.

A. F. Milliron Co.
1198 S. La Brea Ave. (19)
Some films, number not reported—educational, and sponsored.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
2400 W. Seventh St. (57)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Moody Institute of Science
11428 Santa Monica Blvd. (25)
Approximately 65 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to geographical region and prior location approval.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
3335 Wilshire Blvd. (5)
Approximately 15 films on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Occidental College
Audio-Visual Dept. (41)
Approximately 120 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Occidental College.

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.
740 S. Olive St. (55)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Pacific Tube Co.
Film Dept.
5710 Smithway St. (22)
One film—informational.

Research Center
Sub-Committee on Noise in Industry
111 N. Bonnie Brae St. (26)
Two films—educational.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
650 Grand Ave.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
Room 100
121 E. Sixth (14)
Approximately 20 films—travelogs, railroad industry, and Southwest Indian films.

16-mm Films & Equipment Co.
4336 Sunset Blvd. (29)
Approximately 750 films—entertainment and educational.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
808 S. Broadway (14)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Smith & Holst Film Libraries, Inc.
2408 W. Seventh St.
Approximately 2,750 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational and religious.

Southern Pacific Co.
Public Relations Dept.
Pacific Electric Bldg. (14)
Five films—about railroads.
A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
1187 S. Hope St.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tandy Leather Co.
2514 W. Seventh St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
929 S. Broadway (15)
Approximately 20 films—mostly about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

Tompkins Films
960½ Larabee St. (46)
Approximately 25 films—primarily instructional for classroom use.

United Air Lines
School and College Service
900 Wilshire Blvd. (14)
Eight films—on airplanes and air travel.

U. S. Army Engineers
Los Angeles District
17277 Foy Station (17)
One film on floods and flood control.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
330 Western Pacific Bldg.
1031 S. Broadway (15)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to California.

United World Free Film Service
2408 W. Seventh St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

United World Films, Inc.
6610 Melrose Ave. (46)
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

University of California
University Extension

Visual Instruction (24)
Approximately 3,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to eight Western States.

University of Southern California
Audio-Visual Services
University Park (7)
Approximately 325 films—entertainment shorts and educational.

The Upjohn Co.
900 N. Chihuenga Blvd.
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Western Gear Corp.
Box 182, Lynwood
Two films—on speed boat races and gear making.

Western Oil & Gas Assn.
609 S. Grand Ave. (17)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

MARYSVILLE

Yuba County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 380 films—primarily educational.

MERCED

Merced County Schools
Instructional Aids
Approximately 500 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Merced and Mariposa County schools.

MODESTO

McHenry-Stanislaus County
Libraries
Fourteenth and Eye Sts.
Approximately 85 films plus ten to fifteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults.
Stanislaus County Schools
Instructional Materials Dept.
P. O. Box 1697
Approximately 1,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Stanislaus County public schools.

Teaching Aids Exchange
711 Sycamore Ave.
Approximately 200 films—classroom.

MONTEBELLO
Montebello Unified School District
Audio-Visual Aids
123 S. Montebello Blvd.
Approximately 400 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to schools in Montebello School District.

MONTEREY
Monterey Public Library
Nine films plus approximately 15 films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to organised nonschool groups in Monterey.

Monterey Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 200 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Monterey Public Schools.

World Wide Pictures
2400 W. Seventh St. (57)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
89 E. 62d St. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

MADERA
Madera County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 350 films—educational, several sponsored; distribution restricted to Madera County.

MARTINEZ
Contra Costa County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Room B002, Court House
Approximately 1,225 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Contra Costa County public schools.

MOUNTAIN VIEW
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
Three films—on flower and vegetable gardening.

NAPA
Napa County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
1436 Polk St.
Approximately 800 films—educational and sponsored.

NORTH SACRAMENTO
North Sacramento School District
Audio-Visual Education
110 Dixieanne Ave.
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to North Sacramento public schools.

OAKLAND
Alameda County Tuberculosis & Health Assn.
121 E. Eleventh St.
Approximately 25 films—educational on medical subjects; distribution restricted to Alameda County.

Baptist Book Store
526 Fifteenth St. (12)
Approximately 150 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to California.

J. I. Case Co.
1933 Peralta St. (7)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.  
7250 MacArthur Blvd.  
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Ford Motor Co.  
Film Library  
4808 Telegraph Ave. (2)  
Approximately 50 films—travelog, educational and industrial.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.  
Film Services  
1924 Broadway (12)  
Six films—educational on aluminum and its uses.

Kaiser Steel Corp.  
1924 Broadway (12)  
Two films on the manufacture and uses of steel.

Oakland Public Library  
125 Fourteenth St. (12)  
Fifteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit— informational; distribution limited to Bay area, preferably Oakland.

Oakland Public Schools  
Audio-Visual Dept.  
1025 Second Ave. (6)  
Approximately 1,100 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Oakland Public Schools.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission  
Att: Assistant to the Manager  
San Francisco Operations Office  
518 Seventeenth St. (12)  
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to California.

ORANGE  
Orange Public Library  
2340 E. Chapman  
Approximately 14 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational primarily for adults; distribution restricted to city.

OROVILLE  
Butte County Schools  
Audio-Visual Education  
Approximately 750 films—educational; distribution restricted to Butte County Schools; industry deposited films available to groups.

PACIFIC GROVE  
Pacific Film Library  
104 Fountain Ave.  
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

PALM SPRINGS  
Bond Safety Projects  
542 Calle Santa Rosa  
Three films—instructional.

PALO ALTO  
Children's Productions  
P. O. Box 1318  
Approximately 15 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

PASADENA  
American Bible Society  
Audio-Visual Dept.  
164 N. Euclid Ave. (1)  
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

Arthur Barr Productions  
1285 Bresso Ave. (7)  
Approximately 15 films—entertainment and educational.

California Institute of Technology  
One film—about the building and operation of the Hale telescope at Palomar Observatory.
Esto Publishing Co.
Box 46 (16)
Two films—on art.

Johnston Pump Co.
Sales Dept.
Bin K (15)
Three films—instructional and informational on deep well pumps for irrigation of farm land.

Pasadena City Schools
Audio-Visual Service
351 S. Hudson Ave.
Approximately 2,400 films—educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Pasadena public schools.

Pasadena Public Library
285 E. Walnut St. (1)
Eighteen films owned plus 15 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

PLACERVILLE
County Superintendent of Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 550 films—educational; distribution restricted to El Dorado County schools.

POMONA
California State Polytechnic College
Audio-Visual Aids
Science Bldg.
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to State College.

Pomona Public Library
380 N. Main St.
Approximately 75 films plus 30 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational; distribution limited to city.

RED BLUFF
Tehama County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 400 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Tehama County public schools.

REDDING
Shasta County Library Cooperative District
Yuba St.
A few seasonal films, mostly for children, plus ten to fifteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults.

Shasta County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Box 189
Approximately 585 films—educational; distribution restricted to Shasta County Schools.

REDLANDS
University of Redlands
Approximately 50 films—classroom; distribution restricted to campus use.

REDONDO BEACH
Film Library
Record Identification Bureau
Police Dept.
Fifteen films—entertainment shorts and educational; distribution restricted primarily to the County.

Marine World Films
Fisher Productions
1911 S. Catalina Ave.
Nine films—on skin diving and ocean life.

Redondo Beach City School District
115 S. Francisca Ave.
Approximately 190 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Redondo Beach City School District.
REDWOOD CITY
San Mateo County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 700 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Mateo County public schools.

RICHMOND
Ortho Film Library
California Spray-Chemical Corp.
Seven films on flowers.
Richmond Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 215 films plus twelve to sixteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to Library card owners in Richmond and El Cerrito.

RIVERSIDE
Riverside City Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
3954 Twelfth St.
Approximately 1,000 films—instructional; distribution restricted to city school system.

Riverside Public Library
3581 Seventh St.
Approximately 18 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to city and Riverside County.

Schools of Riverside County
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Riverside County public schools.

ROSEMEAD
Fletcher Aviation Corp.
Fletcher Airport
Three films on aircraft, flight refueling, and crop dusting.

SACRAMENTO
California Disaster Office
P. O. Box 110 (1)
Approximately 40 films—on civil defense and natural disasters; distribution restricted to California.

California State Department of Education
Bureau of Audio-Visual Education
721 Capitol Ave. (14)
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to the staff of California State Department of Education.

McCurry Foto Co.
Eighth and Eye Sts. (14)
Approximately 250 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
825½ “J” St. (14)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Sacramento City Unified School District
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
P. O. Box 2271 (1)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily classroom, some entertainment shorts and sponsored films; distribution restricted to Sacramento City Unified School District.

Sacramento County Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Court House, Room 10
Approximately 1,300 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Sacramento County Schools.

Sacramento Diocese
Parochial Schools
1017 Eleventh St.
Approximately 80 films—religious; distribution restricted to 200-mile area.
Sacramento State College
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Sacramento State College.

State of California
Department of Fish and Game Hq.
Nine films—on wildlife; distribution restricted to California.

Tandy Leather Co.
1313 Jay St.
Four films on leatherscraft and carving.

U. S. Geological Survey
P. O. Box 4197
Eight films—on technical phases of topographic mapping; distribution restricted to Pacific Coast States.

SALINAS

Monterey County Library
26 Central Ave.
Ten to fifteen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to groups in the County.

Monterey County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
155 W. Alisal St.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Monterey County.

Salinas Public Library
Main and San Luis
Seventeen films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards and for group use.

Salinas Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
449 Central Ave.
Approximately 350 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Salinas schools.

SAN ANDREAS

Calaveras County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 555 films—educational, a few religious and sponsored; distribution restricted to Calaveras, Amador, and El Dorado Counties.

SAN BERNARDINO

Gill’s Film Library
1657 E St.
Approximately 475 films—religious, educational, and entertainment.

San Bernardino City Schools
Audio-Visual Education
799 F St.
Approximately 1,400 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Bernardino City Schools.

San Bernardino County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
565 Sierra Way
Approximately 8,200 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Bernardino County Schools.

San Bernardino Public Library
587 E St.
Approximately 10 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to city.

SAN DIEGO

Floyd W. Cocking
4757 Constance Dr. (15)
Two films—on mechanical drawing and free hand art lettering.

Knight’s Library
527 University Ave. (8)
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
Langley Corp.
310 Euclid Ave. (14)
One film—on the techniques of fishing.

Port of San Diego
1365 Harbor Dr. (1)
Two films—educational on the harbor industry and recreational facilities of San Diego.

San Diego City Schools
Instructional Aids
4100 Normal St. (3)
Approximately 4,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to greater San Diego area.

San Diego County Schools
Audio-Visual Service
209 Civic Center (1)
Approximately 3,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to educational institutions of San Diego County.

San Diego Junior College
1425 Russ Blvd. (2)
Approximately 275 films—instructional; distribution primarily restricted to Junior College.

San Diego State College
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to San Diego State College.

Tandy Leather Co.
936 Second Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Eleventh Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
937 Harbor Dr. (30)
Approximately 885 films—885 public information and 880 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Eleventh Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

SAN FRANCISCO

Air France
323 Geary St. on Union Sq.
Four films—travelogs.

Allen's Photo Supply Co.
238 Market St.
Approximately 450 films—entertainment shorts and home movies.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
224 McAllister St. (2)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
California Division
467 O’Farrell St. (2)
Fifteen films—on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to California.

American President Lines, Inc.
810 California St.
Four films—travelogs describing the passenger and freighter services of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical region.

American Red Cross
Office of Public Information
Pacific Area Office
1550 Sutter St. (1)
Approximately 25 films—informational about Red Cross services; request films through local Red Cross chapters.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Central Pacific Regional Office
40 First St. (5)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Association Films, Inc.  
799 Stevenson St.  
Approximately 500 films — entertainment, educational, and industry sponsored; distribution restricted to Western States.

Audio Film Center  
406 Clement St. (18)  
Approximately 750 films — on foreign languages, music, art, and documentary.

Australian News and Information Bureau  
153 Kearny St.  
Approximately 100 films — informational about Australia; distribution restricted to twelve Western States.

W. E. Borley, M.D.  
490 Post St.  
One film — instructional.

A. M. Byers Co.  
225 Bush St. Room 300 (4)  
Two films — on wrought iron and snow melting.

California State Automobile Assn.  
150 Van Ness Ave.  
Approximately 50 films — educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to the West Coast.

California Tuberculosis & Health Assn.  
130 Hayes St. (2)  
Approximately 85 films — on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to California.

Canadian Consulate General  
400 Montgomery St.  
Approximately 100 films — on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian National Railways Motion Picture Library  
502 Shreve Bldg.  
210 Post St.  
Approximately 20 films — travelogues on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway  
185 Post St. (8)  
Approximately 15 films — travelogues on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Craig Corp.  
149 New Montgomery St. (5)  
Approximately 1,000 films — entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to West Coast States.

Gateway Productions, Inc.  
1859 Powell St. (11)  
Approximately 260 films — educational, classroom, and adult.

General Motors Corp. Film Library  
405 Montgomery St. (4)  
Approximately 65 films — educational, all sponsored; distribution restricted to eleven Far Western States.

German Tourist Information Office  
323 Geary St. (2)  
Twenty-eight films — entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Western States.

Golden Gate College  
Twelve films — classroom; for use only in the College.

David O. Harrington, M.D.  
384 Post St. (8)  
One film — medical; distribution restricted to medical profession.

85 McAllister St. (2)  
Approximately 1,500 films — primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.  
600 Stockton St. (20)  
Six films — educational on health subjects.
Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
444 Mission St. (5)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
Suite 9168, Central Tower (3)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

New Zealand Government Tourist Bureau
153 Kearny St.
Approximately 100 films—entertainment and educational, particularly about New Zealand.

Overseas Shipping Co.
310 Sansome St. (4)
Approximately 10 films—primarily travelogues on Norway and Denmark; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.
140 New Montgomery St. (5)
Approximately 75 films—informatio
and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Photo and Sound Co.
116 Natoma St. (5)
Approximately 4,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Presbyterian Distribution Service
234 McAllister St. (2)
Several films, number not reported, all religious; distribution restricted to churches.

Royal Consulate General of Sweden
1960 Jackson St. (9)
Approximately 80 films—entertainment and educational about Sweden; distribution restricted to Consulate General district.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
420 Post St.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogues.

San Francisco City College
Audio-Visual Dept.
50 Phelan Ave. (12)
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to San Francisco City College.

San Francisco State College
Audio-Visual Library
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to San Francisco State College.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
114 Sansome St.
Approximately 20 films—travelogues, railroad industry, and Southwest Indian films.

Shell Oil Co.
Public Relations Dept.
100 Bush St. (6)
Approximately 25 films—educational, about the oil industry and related subjects.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
228 First St. (5)
Four films—instructional on machine tools.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
569 Mission St. (5)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southern Pacific Co.
Public Relations Dept.
65 Market St. (5)
Five films—about railroads.

Tandy Leather Co.
1110 Mission St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
Tri-Delt Productions, Inc.
315 Sutter St. (8)
Two films—educational and informational.

United Air Lines
School and College Service
400 Post St. (2)
Eight films—on airplanes and air travel.

U. S. Army Engineers
South Pacific Division
P. O. Box 3339
Rincon Annex (19)
Fourteen films—on flood control, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Coast Guard
Twelfth Coast Guard District
903 U. S. Appraisers Bldg.
630 Sansome St. (26)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Twelfth Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, Sixth Army
Attn: Signal Officer
Presidio of San Francisco
Approximately 710 films—250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Sixth Army area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Twelfth Naval District
Attn: Asst. for Public Information
Federal Office Bldg. (2)
Approximately 885 films—225 public information and 660 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Twelfth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
611 Pacific Bldg.
821 Market St. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to California.

U. S. Forest Service
630 Sansome St. (11)
Approximately 65 films—on the national forest, forest management and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to California.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, Twelfth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District
Building 3, Room 504
100 Harrison St. (6)
Approximately 15 films—about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

United States Steel Corp.
Columbia-Geneva Steel Division
San Francisco Film Distribution Center
120 Montgomery St. (6)
Approximately 25 films—primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.

United World Free Film Service
350 Battery St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
199 First St.
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Westcoast Films
360 Battery St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational, religious and sponsored.

Western Cinema Guild
381 Bush St. (4)
Approximately 400 films—foreign language, art, documentary.
Western Pacific Railroad Co.
526 Mission St. (5)
Five films on freight and passenger railroad transportation.

Wine Advisory Board
717 Market St. (8)
Two films—educational, on the wine industry.

Walter P. Work, M.D.
384 Post St. (8)
One film—on techniques in wide field laryngecomy.

World Wide Pictures
444 Mission St. (5)
Fifteen films—religious.

SAN JOSE
Munday and Collins
303 N. Market St. (10)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

National Safety Council
Santa Clara County Chapter
381 W. San Fernando (10)
Approximately 40 films—on traffic, home, and industrial safety; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose Public Library
Fifteen to twenty films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit, plus twenty-five titles owned by Library and ten titles on long term deposit—informational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.

San Jose Unified School District
Division of Instructional Materials
408 Almaden Ave. (14)
Approximately 1,210 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose Unified School District.

Santa Clara County Department of Public Health
2220 Moorpark Ave. (28)
Approximately 25 films—on public health subjects; distribution restricted to Santa Clara County.

San Jose Chamber of Commerce
Public Relations Dept.
Civic Auditorium (18)
Two films—informational.

San Jose State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to San Jose State College.
SAN MARCOS
Palomar College
Audio-Visual Aids
Two films— instructional; distribution primarily restricted to on-campus use.

SAN MATEO
College of San Mateo
Approximately 200 films— instructional; distribution restricted to College of San Mateo.
San Mateo City School District
120 N. Ellsworth Ave.
Ten films— instructional; distribution restricted to K8 schools and groups in San Mateo City.

SAN PABLO
West Contra Costa Junior College
2801 Castro Rd.
Approximately 50 films— educational; distribution restricted to the College.

SAN PEDRO
Riviera Productions
29 Miraleste Plaza
Approximately 50 films— entertainment, educational, and religious.

SAN RAFAEL
Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.
Four films— educational on guide dogs for the blind.
Marin County Superintendent of Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,810 films— educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Marin County public schools.

SAN BERNARDINO
Orange County Schools
Audio-Visual Services
1104A W. Eighth St.
Approximately 1,500 films— educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Orange County public schools.

SANTA BARBARA
Santa Barbara City Schools
Instructional Materials
1235 Chapala St.
Approximately 200 films— educational and sponsored; distribution of educational films restricted to schools.

SANTA CLARA
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
1655 Scott Lane
Three films— on safety; distribution restricted to west of Rocky Mountains.

SANTA CRUZ
Santa Cruz County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 595 films— educational; distribution restricted to Santa Cruz County public schools.

SANTA MONICA
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Twelve films— on aircraft.
Santa Monica Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 250 films— entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Santa Monica out-of-school groups.
Santa Monica Unified School District
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
1723 Fourth St.
Approximately 900 films— educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Santa Monica Unified School District.
SANTA ROSA
Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 7
Naval Auxiliary Air Station
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense and related subjects.
Sonoma County Schools
Instructional Materials Dept.
Audio-Visual Services
Approximately 1,020 films—educational; some sponsored; distribution restricted to Sonoma County.

SHERMAN OAKS
Don Taylor Productions
4114 Dixie Canyon Ave.
Approximately 20 films on sports and travel.

SOUTH PASADENA
South Pasadena Public Library
1115 El Centro
Approximately 15 films monthly through the Southern California Library Film Circuit plus some sponsored films—informational, primarily for adults; free distribution restricted to city.
South Pasadena Unified School District
Audio-Visual Education
512 Garfield Ave.
Approximately 50 films—classroom; distribution restricted to South Pasadena elementary public schools.

STOCKTON
Tillman J. Meadows Co.
20 E. Acacia St.
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to California.

San Joaquin County Schools
Audio-Visual Services
838 E. Market St. (6)
Approximately 1,100 films—educational; distribution restricted to San Joaquin County Schools.

Stockton and San Joaquin County Public Library
Fifteen to twenty films monthly through the Northern California Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to San Joaquin County.

SUISUN
Hunter Boat Corp.
Two films—entertainment.

SUSANVILLE
Lassen County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 850 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Lassen and Modoc Counties.

TORRANCE
Hi-Shear Rivet Tool Co.
2800 W. 247th St.
One film on aircraft riveting; distribution primarily to business and industry.

Torrance Unified School District
Educational Materials Bldg.
2335 Plaza Del Amo
Approximately 500 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Torrance Unified School District.

TURLOCK
Gospel Films Library
P. O. Box 847
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.
UKIAH
Mendocino County Superintendent of Schools
Court House
Approximately 1,400 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to Mendocino and Lake Counties public schools.

VENTURA
Ventura County Superintendent of Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
Court House
Approximately 1,400 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Ventura County.

VISALIA
Tulare County Superintendent of Schools Office
Audio-Visual Services Dept.
Room 1—Courthouse
Approximately 2,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to Tulare County public schools.

WEAVERVILLE
Trinity County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 20 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Trinity, Humboldt, and Del Norte Counties public schools.

WEST HOLLYWOOD
Courneya Productions
1888 N. Crescent Hgts. (46)
Approximately 40 films—entertainment shorts and informational.

WHITTIER
Whittier Public Library
206 N. Greenleaf Ave.
Approximately 15 films monthly
through the Southern California Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards indicating film service registry.

WILLOWS
Glen County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 480 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Glenn County.

WILMINGTON
Los Angeles Harbor Junior College
1111 Figueroa Pl.
Approximately 125 films, 75 in permanent collection, 50 on weekly loan—educational; distribution restricted to Wilmington.

WOODLAND
Yolo County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
702 Main St.
Approximately 935 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Yolo County Schools.

YREKA
Siskiyou County Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Court House
Approximately 925 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Siskiyou County.

YUBA CITY
Sutter-Colusa Counties Audio-Visual Center
B-1 Old Court House
Approximately 1,200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Sutter and Colusa County schools.
BOULDER
State Director of Civil Defense
1511 University Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Colorado.
Thorne Films, Inc.
1707 Hillside Rd.
Five films—educational; distribution restricted to schools and colleges.
University of Colorado
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
Approximately 4,000 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Rocky Mountain region.

COLORADO SPRINGS
Rocky Mountain Films
Approximately 1,400 films—entertainment; distribution restricted to States west of the Mississippi River.

DENVER
Air France
Patterson Bldg., Room 224
1706 Welton St.
Four films—travelogues.
Akin and Bagshaw Film Library
2027 E. Colfax Ave. (6)
Approximately 3,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
American Bible Society
1445 Glenarm Pl. (2)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.
American Cancer Society
Colorado Division
1008 E. Nineteenth Ave. (5)
Approximately 55 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Colorado.
American National Cattlemen's Assn.
801 E. Seventeenth Ave. (18)
Three films—on beef cattle.
American Petroleum Institute
500 Farmers Union Bldg. (3)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Mountain States Regional Office
220 Empire Bldg. (2)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Audio-Visual Center
28 E. Ninth Ave. (8)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
Colorado Advertising & Publicity Dept.
Capitol Bldg. (2)
Fifteen films—entertainment shorts and travelogues on Colorado.
Colorado Department of Highways
Highway Office Bldg.
4201 E. Arkansas Ave. (22)
One film on maintenance of mountain highways in winter.
Colorado Fuel & Iron Corp.
Twelve films—on the manufacture and uses of steel and steel products.
Colorado Mining Assn.
204 State Office Bldg.
One film on uranium prospecting and mining on the Colorado Plateau.
Colorado State Department of Public Health
Health Education Section
State Office Bldg. (2)
Approximately 100 films—educational on health subjects; distribution restricted to Colorado.

Colorado Tuberculosis Assn.
1633 Vine St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Colorado.

Continental Trailways Bus System
Traffic Dept.
Seventeenth and Broadway
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.

Denver Public Schools
Department of Special Services
414 Fourteenth St. (2)
Approximately 4,000 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Denver Public Schools.

Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 6
P. O. Box 8878, University Park Station
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
714 Eighteenth St. (2)
Approximately 4,000 films—entertainment, religious, educational, and sponsored.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
28 E. Ninth Ave. (3)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
931 Fourteenth St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
313 Midland Savings' Bldg.
444 Seventeenth St. (2)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

National Jewish Hospital at Denver
3800 E. Colfax Ave. (6)
One film—educational on tuberculosis.

Religious Film Libraries
1457 S. Broadway
Approximately 600 films—entertainment shorts, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
909 Seventeenth St.
Room 607
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Kenneth C. Sawyer, M.D.
1839 High St.
Fourteen films—medical for college and professional use.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
Denver Club Bldg., Room 639
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tandy Leather Co.
1535 Broadway
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 2100 (1)
Approximately 20 films—mostly about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
426 Denham Bldg.
835 Eighteenth St. (2)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Colorado.
U. S. Geological Survey
Federal Center, Bldg. 25
Eight films—on technical phases of topographic mapping; distribution restricted to Rocky Mountain States.

United World Free Film Service
2027 E. Colfax Ave.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

University of Denver
Audio-Visual Service (10)
Approximately 25 films—on Latin America.

The Upjohn Co.
3730 E. 48th Ave. (16)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Visual Aid Center
1457 S. Broadway (10)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and religious; distribution primarily to churches.

Vocational Rehabilitation Division
210 State Office Bldg.
Three films—educational; distribution restricted to Colorado.

World Wide Pictures
28 E. Ninth Ave. (3)
Fifteen films—religious.

FORT COLLINS
Colorado State University
Visual Aids Service
Approximately 800 films—on agriculture and home economics subjects, also regional depository for Forest Service films; distribution restricted to Colorado and neighboring States.

Larimer County Library
Film Service
Approximately 250 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

GOLDEN
Colorado School of Mines
Office of Information
Three films—on mining education.

GRAND JUNCTION
Mesa County Valley Schools
District 51
543 Rood Ave.
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to public schools in District 51.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Asst. to Manager for Public Information
Grand Junction Operations Office
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

GREELEY
Colorado State College of Education
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 1,800 films—educational, some sponsored.

PUEBLO
Pueblo Junior College
Center of Audio-Visual Materials
900 W. Orman Ave.
Approximately 1,100 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
104 E. Fourth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
Perry-Mansfield Motion Pictures
Perry-Mansfield School of Theatre and Dance
Approximately 25 films on the dance, two on horsemanship.
BLOOMFIELD
Kaman Aircraft Corp.
Old Windsor Rd.
Two films on helicopters; distribution primarily restricted to business and industry.

BRIDGEPORT
The Bullard Co.
286 Cressfield Ave. (9)
Four films on the manufacture of machine tools.

University of Bridgeport
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution primarily to schools and organisations of the greater Bridgeport area.

DANBURY
American Cyanamid Co.
Surgical Products Division
1 Casper St.
Approximately 250 films—on surgical procedures; distribution restricted to professional groups.

Sperry Products, Inc.
One film—on ultrasonic inspection.

The World Outdoors
P. O. Box 549
Five films—on hunting, fishing, nature, and wildlife.

GREENWICH
The Greenwich Library
Approximately 105 films—documentary, art, informational, and sponsored plus 35 films monthly from other sources; distribution primarily restricted to Greenwich.

Greenwich Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 600 films—for classroom use only; distribution restricted to Greenwich schools.

Pix Film Service, Inc.
34 E. Putnam Ave.
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

HARTFORD
Aetna Casualty and Surety Co.
Public Education Dept.
181 Farmington Ave. (15)
Seventeen films—educational on public safety.

Air France
18 Asylum St.
Room 311
Four films—travelogs.

Connecticut Light & Power Co.
Box 2010 (1)
Approximately 40 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

Connecticut State Department of Education
Library of Audio-Visual Materials
802 State Office Bldg.
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Connecticut, primarily to public schools.

Connecticut State Department of Health
Bureau of Public Health Education
185 Capitol Ave.
Approximately 350 films—educational on health and disease; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

Connecticut Tuberculosis Assn., Inc.
17 Woodland St. (5)
Approximately 30 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

Harrison Harries
110 High St.
Approximately 1,000 films—primarily entertainment shorts, some educational, religious, and sponsored.
Hartford Public Library (3)
Twenty-one films—other films obtained as requested from other sources; distribution restricted to greater Hartford area.

Hartford Public Schools
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools of Hartford.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
983 Main St. (3)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Rockwell Film and Projection Service
182 High St. (6)
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational and sponsored.

State Director of Civil Defense
92 Farmington Ave. (15)
Approximately 35 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
403 Federal Bldg.
135 High St. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

MIDDLETOWN
Russell Library
Film Dept.
Approximately 150 films plus 75 others obtained each month; distribution restricted to Russell Library users; no mail service.

Woodrow Wilson High School
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 25 films—educational; distribution restricted to public school members of local regional film pool.

MILFORD
Milford Public Library
Sixteen films on art and music.

Milford Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 100 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Milford and Stratford area public schools.

NEW BRITAIN
Fafnir Bearing Co.
One film—informational.

New Britain Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Administration Bldg.
Approximately 850 films—classroom; distribution restricted to New Britain public and parochial schools.

Skinner Chuck Co.
Sales Dept.
95 Edgewood Ave.
One film on the universal scroll and power chuck.

Teachers College of Connecticut
Approximately 40 films—instructional; distribution restricted to staff and laboratory schools of the College.

NEW HAVEN
American Cancer Society
Connecticut Division, Inc.
1044 Chapel St.
Approximately 20 films—on cancer and cancer control; distribution restricted to Connecticut.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Connecticut Regional Office
966 Chapel St.
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Connecticut Film Service
50 Greene St.
Approximately 185 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Films for Education
1066 Chapel St.
Three films—instructional.

H-B Motion Picture Service
174 George St. (10)
Approximately 190 films—entertainment and educational.

New Haven Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
68 Gregory St.
Approximately 325 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New Haven.

Southern New England Telephone Co.
227 Church St. (8)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Yale University Press Film Service, Inc.
143 Elm St. (7)
Fifteen films—on United States history.

SOUTH NORWALK
Norwalk Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
Tracey School, Camp St.
Approximately 350 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Norwalk Public Schools.

STAMFORD
Stamford Public Library
The Ferguson Library
Approximately 825 films—educational and entertainment, including sponsored films; free distribution restricted to Stamford.

STORRS
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
University of Connecticut
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Connecticut and Rhode Island.

University of Connecticut
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 1,800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New England.

STRATFORD
Sikorsky Aircraft Division
United Aircraft Corp. (1)
Five films—informational about aircraft.

Stratford Public Schools
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Stratford Public Schools and, through an exchange agreement, Milford Public Schools.

TORRINGTON
Flieg & Newbury
41-45 Water St.
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

WEST HARTFORD

Robert E. Morris Co.
Box 41 (7)
Two films—educational on the construction and uses of Nichols milling machines.

Pratt & Whitney Co.
Advertising Dept.
Charter Oak Blvd. (1)
Two films—educational.

West Hartford Public Library
Approximately 18 films monthly through the Connecticut Libraries Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to West Hartford and to holders of Library cards.

West Hartford Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 750 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to West Hartford Public Schools and community groups.

WESTPORT

Weston Woods Studios
Fourteen films—visualisations of children's books.

DELAWARE CITY

State of Delaware
Department of Civil Defense
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Delaware.

DOVER

Delaware Association of Secondary School Administrators
State Director of Health and Physical Education
Approximately 15 films—on sports;

Westport Public Library
Eighteen films monthly through the Connecticut, and Canadian Film Library Circuits; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Westport Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 325 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Westport and Fairfield Public Schools.

WETHERSFIELD

Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference, Inc.
282 Main St. (9)
Eleven films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Connecticut.

Taylor Films & Equipment Co.
169 Main St. (7)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment and informational; distribution restricted to States east of Mississippi River.

WINDSOR

Gospel Films Library
40 Loomis Ave.
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Delaware

distribution restricted to member high schools in Delaware.

Delaware State Board of Health
Public Health Education
Approximately 135 films—educational; distribution restricted to Delaware.

State Department of Education
Film Library
Approximately 190 films—classroom and sponsored; distribution restricted to Delaware.
NEWARK
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 418
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Delaware.

University of Delaware
Department of Rural Communications
Approximately 65 films—on agriculture and home economics.

WILMINGTON
American Cancer Society
Delaware Division, Inc.
1324 Market St. (1)
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Delaware.

Dr. Norman L. Cutler
1300 N. Harrison St.
Three films—educational.

Delaware Anti-Tuberculosis Society, Inc.
1308 Delaware Ave.
Approximately 10 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Delaware.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Advertising Dept.
Motion Picture Distribution
Educational films, number not given, about du Pont products.

Hercules Powder Co.
Advertising Services (99)
Twelve films—educational, sponsored.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1101 Washington St. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Two films—informational for adults.

Photo Shops, Inc.
1007 Tatnall St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and features; distribution restricted to eastern United States.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
200 W. Tenth St. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Saving Bonds; distribution restricted to Delaware.

Wilmington Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools and related organizations in Wilmington.

District of Columbia

AFL-CIO
Film Division
815 Sixteenth St., NW.
Approximately 300 films—on social and economic issues, international affairs, labor and labor unions, and political education.

Air France
1518 K St., NW. (5)
Four films—travelogs.

Allied Youth, Inc.
1709 M St., NW. (6)
One film—on the work of the organization.

American Cancer Society, Inc.
District of Columbia Division
1415 Eye St., NW. (5)
Approximately 15 films—primarily on cancer and cancer education; distribution restricted to District of Columbia.
American Hearing Society
1800 H St., NW. (6)
One film—on how we hear and speak.

American Institute of Architects Library
1785 New York Ave., NW. (6)
Three films—on architecture.

American Institute of Cooperation
744 Jackson Pl., NW. (6)
One film—on farmer cooperatives.

American Podiatry Association
3301 Sixteenth St., NW.
Three films—on chiropody and podiatry.

American Potash Institute
1102 Sixteenth St., NW. (6)
Eight films—on the production and use of fertilizers.

American Trucking Associations, Inc.
1424 Sixteenth St., NW. (6)
Approximately 25 films—public relations and safety films about the trucking industry.

The American Waterways Operators, Inc.
Suite 502
1025 Connecticut Ave., NW. (6)
One film—on the conservation, control and utilization of water resources.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
D.C. Maryland Regional Office
1840 Rhode Island Ave., NW. (6)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

B’nai B’rith Youth Organization
1129 Vermont Ave., NW. (6)
Forty films—informational and religious; distribution primarily to B’nai B’rith youth groups.

Paul L. Brand & Son
2153 K St., NW. (7)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

A. M. Byers Co.
935 Munsey Bldg. (4)
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Canadian Embassy Information Office
1746 Massachusetts Ave., NW. (6)
Approximately 100 films—on Canada; distribution restricted to D.C. area.

Canadian National Railways Motion Picture Library
922 Fifteenth St., NW.
Fourteen films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
1504 K St., NW. (5)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.A.
Audio-Visual Services Dept.
1615 H St., NW. (6)
Nine films—informational about the U.S. economy.

Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
725 Thirteenth St., NW. (5)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Church Book Shop
Audio-Visual Dept.
725 Twelfth St., NW. (5)
Approximately 800 films—on religious subjects; distribution restricted to District of Columbia.
Council of Churches National Capital Area
Audio-Visual Services
1751 N St., NW. (6)
Nine films—on church subjects.

Defenders of Furbearers
2140 P St., NW. (7)
Six films—on wildlife conservation.

District of Columbia Department of Public Health
Health Education Section
300 Indiana Ave., NW. (1)
Several films on various aspects of health and 75 films on mental health; distribution restricted to D. C. area.

District of Columbia Office of Civil Defense
4820 Howard St., NW. (16)
Approximately 30 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to D. C. area.

District of Columbia Public Library (1)
Approximately 470 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to groups in the District of Columbia.

District of Columbia Recreation Dept.
3149 Sixteenth St., NW. (10)
Two films—on community recreation and leadership; distribution restricted to D. C. area.

District of Columbia Tuberculosis Assn.
1601 Eighteenth St., NW.
Six films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to the District of Columbia.

Educational Council of the Graphic Arts Industry
5728 Connecticut Ave., NW. (15)
Ten films—educational on the graphic arts industry.

Embassy of Egypt
Press Office
2310 Decatur Pl., NW. (8)
Seven films—on Egypt.

Embassy of Israel
1621 22nd St., NW.
Fifteen films—about Israel.

Farm Film Foundation
1731 Eye St., NW. (6)
Approximately 100 films—primarily on agricultural subjects.

“The” Film Center
915 Twelfth St., NW. (5)
Approximately 5,000 films—primarily entertainment features and shorts, and religious.

Goodwill Industries of America, Inc.
1229 Twentieth St., NW. (6)
Two films—on the services of Goodwill Industries; also approximately 10 TV shorts.

Greyhound Bus Terminal
1110 New York Ave., NW. (5)
Three films—on historic and scenic highlights of the United States.

Institute of Scrap Iron & Steel, Inc.
1729 H St., NW.
Two films—on scrap iron.

Jewish Community Council of Greater Washington
1420 New York Ave., NW. (5)
Thirteen films—on Biblical subjects, and inter-group relations; distribution restricted to D. C. area.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
927 Nineteenth St., NW. (6)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Association of Ice Industries
810 Eighteenth St., NW. (6)
One film on fresh fruits and vegetables.

National Association of Plumbing Contractors
1016 Twentieth St., NW. (6)
Eighty-five films on plumbing, heating, and air conditioning.

National Canners Assn.
1133-Twentieth St., NW. (6)
Four films—educational.

National Coal Assn.
802 Southern Bldg.
Fifteenth and H Sts., NW. (5)
Three films on coal and the coal industry.

National Committee for Careers in Medical Technology
1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW.
Two films—on medical technology.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
302 Southern Bldg. (5)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Education Assn.
1201 Sixteenth St., NW. (6)
Nineteen films—educational; distribution restricted to District of Columbia.

National Highway Users Conference, Inc.
National Press Bldg. (4)
Two films—on American highways and safety.

National Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Assn., Inc.
1500 Rhode Island Ave., NW. (5)
Three films—on painting.

National Plant Food Institute Film Services
1700 K St., NW. (6)
Seven films on agriculture.

New Zealand Embassy
19 Observatory Circle, NW. (8)
Approximately 65 films—travelogs about New Zealand.

Pan American Union Visual Arts Section
Seventeenth and K Sts., NW. (6)
Approximately 50 films—on Latin American countries.

Potomac Cooperative Federation
1129 Vermont Ave., NW. (5)
Two films—on cooperatives and their operations; distribution restricted to D.C., Maryland and Virginia.

Prevention of Blindness Society
889 Seventeenth St., NW. (6)
Three films—on children’s eyes, glaucoma, and eye accidents; distribution restricted to Washington metropolitan area.

Sebena Belgian World Airlines
1001 Connecticut Ave., NW. (6)
Twenty-five films—primarily travelogs.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
2150 Wisconsin Ave., NW.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Structural Clay Products Institute
1520 Eighteenth St., NW. (6)
One film—on clay and clay products.

Tandy Leather Co.
1741 Connecticut Ave., NW.
Four films on leatherscraft and carving.

U. S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Walter Reed Army Medical Center
6825 Sixteenth St., NW. (25)
Approximately 165 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to the medical profession and allied scientific groups.
U. S. Department of the Army
Office of the Chief of Engineers
Technical Liaison Division
Pictorial Branch
Four films—on the construction of dams.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Public Information Service (Pictorial)
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Coast Guard
Coast Guard Headquarters
Chief, Public Information Division (25)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities.

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service (25)
Approximately 85 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention.

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Motion Picture Service (25)
Approximately 250 films—on agriculture and related subjects.

U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, Military District of Washington
Att: Signal Officer (25)
Approximately 710 films—250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to District of Columbia and neighboring area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

U. S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Public Roads (25)
Three films—on the testing and construction of highways; distribution to professional and technical groups.

U. S. Department of Commerce
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Division of Technical Services (25)
Three films—on tides and currents, hydrographic surveying, and the work of the Survey.

U. S. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards (25)
Eleven films—on technical dental subjects; distribution restricted to professional dental groups.

U. S. Department of Commerce
Weather Bureau (25)
Seven films—on weather and weather forecasting; distribution restricted to District of Columbia.

U. S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation (25)
Seven films—on conservation and reclamation in the western United States.

U. S. Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Map Information Office (25)
Eight films—on technical phases of topographic mapping; distribution to engineering colleges and other professional audiences.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Potomac River Naval Command
Att: Asst. for Public Information

U. S. Naval Gun Factory, Bldg. 200 (25)
Approximately 885 films—225 public information and 660 training films; distribution of all films restricted to District of Columbia and neighboring area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
502 Winder Bldg.
604 Seventeenth St., NW. (25)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to the District of Columbia.
U. S. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Division of Research Information
1512 H S., NW. (25)
Approximately 40 films—on aeronautical and related technical subjects.

U. S. National Archives (25)
One film—about the National Archives.

U. S. National Gallery of Art (25)
One film—on the National Gallery of Art.

U. S. Veterans Administration
VA Central Film Library (25)
Approximately 500 films—mostly on medical subjects, some public information and training films—150 films produced by VA, 350 acquired from other sources; distribution of the non-VA films restricted to VA and cooperating institutions.

The Upjohn Co.
6130 N. Capitol St., NW.
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Washington Heart Assn.
1000 Connecticut Ave., NW. (6)
Several films, number not reported, on heart disease in children and adults.

White Fathers Film Distribution Center
1624 21st St., NW. (9)
Sixteen films—educational, religious and sponsored.

World Wide Pictures
927 Nineteenth St., NW. (6)
Fifteen films—religious.

BARTOW
Polk County Film Library
Box 891
County School Board Bldg.
Approximately 335 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Polk County public schools.

BRADENTON
John L. Douglas & Associates
Ragsdale Bldg.
Five films—informational about Florida.

Manatee County Schools
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to Manatee County Schools.

CLERMONT
Feature Story Film Productions
P. O. Box 606
Ten films—entertainment shorts and educational.

CORAL GABLES
University of Miami
Alumni Association
P. O. Box 8058
University Branch Post Office (46)
One film—informational on interest in higher education.

CRESTVIEW
Okaloosa County Materials Center
Okaloosa Board of Public Instruction
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools.

DAYTONA BEACH
Daytona Beach Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 10 films—educational; distribution restricted to Volusia County public schools.
DELAND
Volusia County Public Schools
Educational Services Center
Box 780
Approximately 250 films—classroom and religious; distribution restricted to public schools of Volusia County.

FORT LAUDERDALE
Board of Public Instruction
Materials Center
1400 SW. Fourth St.
Approximately 460 films—educational; distribution restricted to Broward County schools and groups connected with the schools.

Gordon S. Cook
Box 2806
Approximately 50 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Florida.

Florida Audio-Visual, Inc.
1235 E. Las Olas Ave.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational and religious; distribution restricted on Fox, Warner, M.G.M., and Disney features.

Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce
307 E. Las Olas Blvd.
Two films—on sailfishing and water sports.

Gil Sayward Associates
Film Library
25 W. Broward Blvd.
Two films—on fishing and water sports.

Lees Malcolm Schadel, Jr., M.D.
1400 S. Andrews Ave.
One film—medical; distribution to physicians only.

FORT MYERS
Lee County Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 250 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Lee County Public Schools.

GAINESVILLE
Alachua County Public Schools
Approximately 245 films—educational.

Florida High School Athletic Assn.
Box 702
Approximately 15 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Florida.

University of Florida
General Extension Division
Department of Visual Instruction
Approximately 1,150 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Florida.

JACKSONVILLE
Baptist Book Store
218 W. Church (2)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Jacksonville area.

Duval County Board Film Library
605 Ocean St.
Approximately 810 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Duval County public schools.

Florida State Board of Health
Division of Health Information
P. O. Box 210 (1)
Approximately 220 films—educational; distribution restricted to Florida.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
1708 Prudential Bldg.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.
Florida

Orben Pictures
1615 Hendricks Ave. (7)
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Lynch Bldg.
P. O. Box 390
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State Director of Civil Defense
2585 Riverside Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Florida.

Tandy Leather Co.
609 Laura St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

MIAMI

Air France
Columbus Hotel Bldg.
32 Biscayne Blvd.
Four films—travelogs.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Florida Regional Office
330 Seybold Bldg. (32)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Baptist Book Store
1275 W. Flagler St. (35)
Approximately 60 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Miami area.

Board of Public Instruction
Instructional Materials Dept.
275 NW. Second St. (36)
Approximately 2,800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Dade County public schools.

City of Miami Publicity Dept.
320 NE. Fifth St.
Ten films—entertainment shorts and informational.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
55 NE. Thirteenth St. (32)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Miami Public Library
Art and Music Division
1 Biscayne Blvd. (32)
Approximately 150 films—informational and instructional; distribution restricted to Miami.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
305-6 Calumet Bldg. (32)
Approximately 15 films on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
Ingraham Bldg.
Second Ave. & First St., SE.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Stevens Pictures, Inc.
9536 NE. Second Ave. (38)
Several thousand films—primarily entertainment, some educational.

Tandy Leather Co.
278 W. Flagler
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Coast Guard
Seventh Coast Guard District
150 SE. Third Ave. (32)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Seventh Coast Guard District.

United World Films, Inc.
1811 NE. Bayshore Dr.
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
OCALA
Guided Tour Productions
Box 107
Approximately 25 films—primarily entertainment shorts and travelogues.

Marion County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
P. O. Box 597
Approximately 225 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to public schools of Marion County.

ORLANDO
Orange County Film Library
Approximately 450 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Orange County schools.

Wurtele Film Productions
P. O. Box 504
Twelve films—on public relations.

PANAMA CITY
Bay County Materials Center
721 Magnolia St.
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bay County public schools.

PENSACOLA
Escambia County Schools
Materials Center
215 W. Garden St.
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to public schools and civic organizations of Escambia County.

ST. PETERSBURG
Pinellas County Public Schools
Materials Center
3991 37th St., N.
Approximately 500 films—instructional; distribution restricted to public schools of Pinellas County.

Sunshine City Films
225 Fourth St., S.
P. O. Box 1371
Approximately 25 films—entertainment shorts and informational; distribution restricted to States east of Montana and Texas.

SARASOTA
Carey-Swain, Inc.
1938 Laurel St.
P. O. Box 2884
Approximately 10 films—educational and informational.

Sarasota County Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 230 films—instructional; distribution restricted to public schools of Sarasota County.

STUART
Martin County Schools
Audio-Visual Library
711 E. Fourth St.
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

TALLAHASSEE
Florida Development Commission
Caldwell Bldg.
Approximately 100 films—on Florida.

Florida State University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 3,000 films—educational and sponsored.

Florida Vocational Rehabilitation Division
Department of Education
Tallahassee Administration Bldg.
Three films—on vocational rehabilitation; distribution primarily restricted to Florida.

Leon County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Leon County.
Tampa
American Cancer Society
Florida Division
416 Tampa St.
Twelve films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Florida.

Baptist Book Store
1000 Florida Ave. (2)
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Florida.

Hillsborough County Public Schools Materials Center
Approximately 1,200 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools.

Photomart
228 S. Franklin St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment.

Southern Photo & News
608 E. LaFayette St. (2)
Approximately 2,210 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
207 E. Tyler St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
414 Post Office Bldg. (2)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Florida.

Tavares
Lake County Materials Center
Lake County Board of Public Instruction
Approximately 185 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lake County public schools.

West Palm Beach
Palm Beach County Film Library
C/o Central Elementary School
Georgia Ave. and Hibiscus
Approximately 450 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Winter Park
Rollins College
Film Library
Mills Memorial Library
Approximately 55 films—educational and sponsored.

Georgia

Athens
University of Georgia
Center for Continuing Education
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Atlanta
Air France
Rhodes Haverty Bldg.—Rm. 1620
(3)
Four films—travelogs.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
85 Walton St. (3)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society, Inc.
Georgia Division
2025 Peachtree Rd., Box 1
Approximately 55 films—on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Georgia.
American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
850 St. Charles Ave., NE.
*Eight films—informational and religious.*

American Petroleum Institute
412 Henry Grady Bldg. (3)
*Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.*

American Red Cross
Office of Public Information
Southeastern Area Office
1955 Monroe Dr., NE. (9)
*Approximately 25 films—informational about Red Cross services; request films through local Red Cross chapters.*

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Southeastern Regional Office
41 Exchange Pl., SE. (3)
*Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Atlanta City Schools
170 Tenth St., NE.
*Approximately 1,500 films—educational; a few entertainment shorts; distribution restricted primarily to Atlanta public schools.*

Atlanta Public Library
Audio-Visual Fine Arts Dept. (3)
*Approximately 450 films—entertainment, informational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Atlanta vicinity.*

Baptist Book Store
283 Peachtree St., NE. (3)
*Approximately 350 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Georgia.*

A. M. Byers Co.
704 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg. (3)
*Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.*

Calhoun Co.
121 Forrest Ave., NE. (8)
*Approximately 400 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Georgia.*

Canadian Pacific Railway
807-809 C & S National Bank Bldg. (3)
*Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

The Cokesbury Book Store
72 Broad St., NW. (3)
*Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Colonial Film and Equipment Co.
71 Walton St., NW.
*Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, and sales training.*

Consulate of Israel
795 Peachtree St., NE.
*Fifteen films—about Israel.*

Delta Air Lines
Municipal Airport
Film Dept.
*Approximately 10 films—travelogs.*

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Regional Office
P. O. Box 12202, Northside Station
*Approximately 800 films—educational; primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Films, Inc.
277 Pharr Rd., NE.
P. O. Box 12202, Northside Station
*Approximately 1,800 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.*
Fulton County Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
332 Central Ave., SW.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational, a few entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Fulton County Schools.

Georgia Department of Public Health
Division of Public Health Education
State Office Bldg. (3)
Approximately 200 films—educational on health subjects; distribution restricted to Georgia.

Georgia Institute of Technology Library
Approximately 55 films—instructional; distribution restricted to campus use.

Georgia State Department of Education
Audio-Visual Education Service
121 Memorial Dr., SW.
Approximately 3,800 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Georgia public schools and school-related organizations.

Georgia Tuberculosis Assn.
100 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. (3)
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis; distribution restricted to Georgia.

Gospel Films Library
P. O. Box 801
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Gulf Oil Corp.
P. O. Box 6145, Station H (8)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
52 Auburn Ave., NE. (8)
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
714 Spring St., NW. (8)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1115 First National Bank Bldg. (3)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
808-9 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.
Carnegie Way & Ellis Sts.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
101 Marietta St.
Room 613
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
P. O. Box 1710
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Hurt Bldg. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
1235 Techwood Dr., NW.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

State Director of Civil Defense
959 E. Confederate Ave., SE. (2)
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Georgia.
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Stevens Pictures, Inc.
101 Walton St., NW. (3)
Several thousand films—primarily entertainment, some educational.

Tandy Leather Co.
240 Spring St., NW.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 1722 (1)
Approximately 20 films—mostly about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

The Upjohn Co.
25 Fifth St., NW. (2)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

U. S. Army Engineers
South Atlantic Division
P. O. Box 1889
Fifteen films—on the Intracoastal Waterway, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
202 Federal Reserve Annex
114 Marietta St. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Georgia.

U. S. Forest Service
50 Seventh St., NE. (5)
Approximately 85 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to Southern States.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, Sixth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District
Room 541, Peachtree, Seventh Bldg.
50 Seventh St., NE.
Approximately 15 films—about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Public Health Service
Communicable Disease Center
50 Seventh St., NE. (23)
Approximately 600 films—on public health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to groups which offer professional training in the fields of health, medicine, and allied sciences.

United World Films, Inc.
287 Techwood Dr., NW.
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

World Wide Pictures
714 Spring St., NW. (8)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
P. O. Box 4935
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

AUGUSTA

Augusta Regional Library
Twenty-three films owned plus approximately 175 films through the Georgia State Department of Education—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to Columbia and Richmond Counties.

Richmond County Schools
Approximately 300 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Richmond County public schools.

BRUNSWICK

Glynn County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 100 films plus others weekly through the Georgia State Department of Education; distribution restricted to Glynn County Public Schools.

CALHOUN

Gordon County Schools
Film Library
Georgia

Approximately 110 films—primarily educational.

CANTON
Cherokee County Schools
Approximately 185 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Cherokee County schools and community groups.

CARROLLTON
West Georgia Regional Library
Box 62
Approximately 175 films through the Georgia State Department of Education—informational; primarily for adults; distribution restricted to Carroll, Douglas, Habersham, Heard Counties.

CHAMBLEE
J. I. Case Co.
4624 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Chaser Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
4951 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

CLARKESVILLE
Northeast Georgia Regional Library
Approximately 175 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Habersham, Rabun, and Stephens Counties.

COLLEGEBORO
Georgia State Department of Education
Collegeboreo Film Library
Georgia Teachers' College Library Bldg.

Approximately 3,500 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Georgia public schools, school-related organizations, and teacher education groups.

COLUMBUS
Muscogee-Chattahoochee-Marion Regional Library
W. C. Bradley Memorial Library
Approximately 350 films—informational, primarily for school use; distribution restricted to Chattahoochee, Marion, and Muscogee Counties.

Muscogee County Schools
Approximately 300 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Muscogee County public schools.

Seban, Inc.
404 Eleventh St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

DECATUR
Decatur Independent School System
High School Library
Approximately 30 films—classroom; distribution restricted to school system.

DE KALB
DeKalb County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 175 films—classroom; distribution restricted to DeKalb County Schools and community groups.

EASTMAN
Ocmulgee Regional Library
Film Library
Approximately 50 films—informational and informational; distribution restricted to Dodge, Telfair, and Bleckley Counties.
ELBERTON
Elbert County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 40 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Elbert County Schools.

EMORY UNIVERSITY
Emory University
Teaching Aids Office
Approximately 100 films—primarily classroom; distribution generally restricted to campus use.

FITZGERALD
Fitzgerald Independent School System
Approximately 75 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to local school system and community groups.

FORT McPHERSON
U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, Third Army
Att: Signal Officer
Approximately 710 films—250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Third Army area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

GRIFFIN
Flint River Regional Library
210 S. Sixth St.
Approximately 670 films through the Georgia State Department of Education—informational; distribution restricted to Pike and Spalding Counties.

MACON
Georgia State Department of Education
10620 Forsyth St.
Approximately 3,800 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Georgia public schools and school-related organizations.

Middle Georgia Regional Library
Washington Memorial Library
Approximately 175 films through the Georgia State Department of Education—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson Counties.

REIDSVILLE
Tattnall County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 150 films—educational and entertainment; distribution restricted to Tattnall County.

ROME
Floyd County Schools
Approximately 100 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Floyd County Schools.

SAVANNAH
Baptist Book Store
152 Barnard St.
Approximately 60 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Georgia.

Chatham County Schools
Approximately 190 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Chatham County public schools.

U. S. Army Engineers
Savannah District
P. O. Box 889
One film—on the construction of Clark Hill Dam.

THOMASTON
Georgia High School Assn.
Box 71
Approximately 25 films—on rules for sports; distribution restricted
to high schools in Georgia, also civic, religious, and fraternal organizations.

**THOMASVILLE**

Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 3
P. O. Box 108
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense.

Thomas County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 215 films—instructional; distribution primarily to schools and related organizations in Thomas County.

**TIFTON**

Georgia State Department of Education
Tifton Film Library
Abraham Baldwin College
Approximately 4,000 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Georgia public schools and school-related organizations.

**Hawaii**

**HILO**

Hawaii Public Schools
Approximately 145 films—educational; distribution restricted to secondary schools belonging to the film pool.

**HONOLULU**

Bureau of Sight Conservation and Work with the Blind
1390 Miller St. (3)
Seventeen films—educational; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Department of Health
Territory of Hawaii
Office of Health Education (1)
Approximately 250 films—on health and medical subjects.

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
P. O. Box 2360 (4)
Three films—informational; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Hawaii Cancer Society
1018 Lunalilo St.
Fifteen films—on cancer and cancer prevention.

Hawaii Employers Council Library
1139 Kapiolani Blvd.

Approximately 80 films—educational, primarily for member companies; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Hawaii Heart Assn.
1018 Lunalilo St.
Approximately 15 films—on heart subjects; distribution restricted to Hawaii and Pacific area.

Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Assn.
P. O. Box 2450
Approximately 55 films—on sugar; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1370 S. Beretania St.
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Library of Hawaii
Approximately 800 films—informational and educational; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Oahu Schools
Teaching Materials Center
1227 Pensacola St. (14)
Approximately 1,625 films—primarily classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Oahu public schools.
Oahu Tuberculosis & Health Assn.
1018 Lunalilo St.
Approximately 30 films—on tuberculosis and health subjects.

Occupational Information & Guidance Service
P. O. Box 2360 (4)
Approximately 60 films—occupational information and guidance; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Tandy Leather Co.
815 S. King
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Territory of Hawaii
Civil Defense Agency
Bldg. 29, Fort Ruger (16)
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Traffic Safety Commission
City Hall Annex

Approximately 125 films—on traffic safety; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

U. S. Coast Guard
Fourteenth Coast Guard District
P. O. Box 4010
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Fourteenth Coast Guard District.

University of Hawaii
Agricultural Extension Service
Approximately 300 films—on agricultural and home economics subjects; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Wadsworth Photo Materials, Ltd.
1164 Waimanu St. (14)
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hawaii.

Idaho

BOISE

American Cancer Society
Idaho Division
417 Continental Bank Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Idaho.

Audio-Visual Consultants, Inc.
305 N. Ninth St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Boise Junior College
Educational Film Library
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored.

Film Originals
Box 4072
Six films—informational.

Idaho High School Interscholastic Activities Assn.
616 State St.
Seven films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Idaho.

Idaho State Board of Health
Approximately 100 films—on health subjects.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
609 Main St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
324 Eastman Bldg.
105 N. Eighth St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.
State Director of Civil Defense
Box 1098
Approximately 40 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Idaho.

Tandy Leather Co,
417 N. Tenth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
P. O. Box 1930
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Idaho.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 2709
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Idaho.

University of Idaho
Agricultural Extension Division
Film Library
Approximately 150 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Idaho.

IDAHO FALLS
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Asst. to the Manager for Information
Idaho Operations Office
P. O. Box 1221
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

MOSCOW
University of Idaho
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 510 films—entertainment, shorts, educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Pacific Northwest States.

POCATELLO
Idaho State College
Educational Film Library
Approximately 1,500 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to schools of Idaho.

Illinois

ALTON
Alton Community Unit School
District #11
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 475 films—educational; distribution restricted to Alton Unit School District #11.

AURORA
Austin Western Works
Division of Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp.
601 N. Farnsworth Ave.
Four films on material handling and earth moving equipment.

Barber-Greene Co.
400 N. Highland Ave.
Approximately 15 films—on construction machinery.

BLOOMINGTON
Bloomington High School
Department of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bloomington public schools.

Fried's Audio-Visual Center
103 W. Front St.
Approximately 550 films—entertainment, religious, and sponsored.
McLean County Film Library
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools and civic groups in McLean County.

BLUE ISLAND
Blue Island Public Schools
Approximately 115 films—educational; distribution restricted to Blue Island school district and local groups.

BROADVIEW
Allied Van Lines, Inc.
26th Ave. & Roosevelt Rd.
One film—on long distance moving of household goods.

CARBONDALE
Baptist Book Store
306 W. Main St.
Box 640
Approximately 150 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Illinois.

Southern Illinois University
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 2,500 films—educational.

CHAMPAIGN
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
605 S. Neil St.
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Illinois.

University of Illinois
Visual Aids Service
Approximately 6,000 films—educational, entertainment shorts, religious and sponsored.

CHICAGO
Admiral Corp.
1191 Merchandise Mart (54)
One film—informational.

Air France
22 S. Michigan Ave. (3)
Four films—travelogs.

American Airlines, Inc.
The Prudential Plaza (1)
Nine films—travel documentaries.

American and National Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs
64 E. Jackson Blvd. (4)
Twenty-five films—about baseball.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
310 N. Michigan Ave. (1)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
Illinois Division, Inc.
139 N. Clark St. (2)
Twelve films—on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Illinois.

American Dental Assn.
Film Library
Bureau of Library and Indexing Service
222 E. Superior St. (11)
Approximately 170 films—on dental health and dentistry.

American Film Registry
1018 S. Wabash (5)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
American Hospital Assn.  
Film Library  
18 E. Division St. (10)  
Approximately 60 films—educational.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.  
127 N. Dearborn St. (2)  
Eight films—informational and religious.

American Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co.  
20 N. Wacker Dr. (6)  
One film—informational; request film through local agent.

American Meat Institute  
59 E. Van Buren St. (5)  
Two films—on the meat industry.

American Medical Assn.  
Motion Pictures and Medical Television  
535 N. Dearborn St. (10)  
Approximately 160 films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical and other scientific groups.

American Music Conference  
332 S. Michigan Ave.  
One film—on music.

American Osteopathic Assn.  
Order Dept.  
212 E. Ohio St.  
Approximately 15 films—educational and medical; distribution restricted to professional audiences.

American Petroleum Institute  
8 S. Michigan Ave.  
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

American President Lines  
110 S. Dearborn St.  
Four films—travelogs describing the passenger and freighter services of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith  
Midwest Regional Office  
343 S. Dearborn St. (4)  
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Audio Film Center  
2138 E. 75th St. (49)  
Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and foreign films.

Automatic Transportation Co.  
101 W. 87th St. (20)  
Three films—informational.

Dr. Oscar J. Becker  
30 N. Michigan Ave.  
One film—instructional on plastic surgery.

A. M. Byers Co.  
625 Field Bldg. (3)  
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Canadian National Railways Motion Picture Library  
103 W. Adams St.  
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway  
39 S. La Salle St. (13)  
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Travel Film Library  
111 N. Wabash Ave.  
Suite 1412, Garland Bldg. (2)  
Approximately 75 films on Canadian travel and wildlife; distribution restricted to Western States.

Slater B. Carpenter  
741 N. Lotus Ave. (44)  
Approximately 10 films—entertainment, informational, and religious.
Cereal Institute
135 S. La Salle St. (3)
One film—on nutrition.

Certified Alfalfa Seed Council
Box 8169 (80)
One film—informational on agriculture.

Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry
1 N. La Salle St.
Three films—informational; distribution primarily restricted to Chicago region.

Chicago Board of Trade
Public Relations Dept.
141 W. Jackson Blvd.
One film—on commodity marketing.

The Chicago Public Library
Visual Materials Center
78 E. Washington St.
Approximately 630 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Chicago organized groups.

Chicago Public Schools
Division of Visual Education
2230 W. Cortland (47)
Approximately 2,000 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Chicago Public Schools.

Chicago Teachers College
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 350 films—educational; distribution restricted to Chicago Teachers College.

Chicago Tribune
Public Service Office
33 W. Madison St. (2)
Six films—on publishing and the All-Star football games.

College Film Center
57 E. Jackson Blvd. (4)
Approximately 1,500 films—educational.

Color Camera Shop
6483 S. Western Ave.
Approximately 60 films—entertainment shorts and features; distribution restricted to Chicago; no mail service.

Congregational Christian Churches
Department of Visual Aids
19 S. La Salle St. (3)
Approximately 40 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to churches in Midwest area.

Consulate of Israel
936 N. Michigan Ave.
Fifteen films—about Israel.

The Cooperative League of U. S. A.
343 S. Dearborn St. (4)
Approximately 25 films—about cooperatives in the United States and Europe.

The Dartnell Corp.
4650 Ravenswood Ave. (40)
Eight films—on sales training.

Joseph B. DeLee Obstetric Motion Pictures
6909 S. Cregier Ave. (49)
Sixteen films—about obstetrics.

De Vry Technical Institute
Film Service Dept.
4141 Belmont Ave. (41)
Four films—educational on electronics.

Ethyl Corp.
310 S. Michigan Ave. (4)
Approximately 15 films—informational, primarily about gasoline and agriculture.

Film Center, Inc.
20 E. Huron St. (11)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; also foreign and art films.

Fine Hardwoods Assn.
666 N. Lake Shore Dr.
One film—on uses of hardwood veneers and plywood; distribution
restricted to college and adult groups.

FS Educational Sound Films
5153 N. Clark St. (40)
Approximately 350 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and religious; especially films about Scandinavian countries.

German Tourist Information Office
11 S. LaSalle St. (3)
Eight films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to the Midwest and Southern States.

Gulf Oil Corp.
200 N. Michigan Ave. (1)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Gypsum Assn.
20 N. Wacker Dr. (6)
Three films—educational.

Hammond Organ Co.
Advertising Dept.
4200 W. Diversey Ave. (39)
One film—on the Hammond Organ.

Jacques Holinger Memorial Fund
700 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
Ten films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical groups.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
58 E. South Water St. (1)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Illinois Agricultural Assn.
43 E. Ohio St. (11)
Approximately 400 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Illinois Farm and Home Bureaus, cooperatives, and vocational agriculture teachers.

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
208 W. Washington St. (6)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Illinois Central Railroad Co.
Library of Audio-Visual Aids
135 E. Eleventh Pl. (5)
Approximately 275 films—on railroads and railroading, management and employee training, public relations, and safety.

Illinois Public Aid Commission
160 N. La Salle St.
Room 2000 (1)
Ten films—on mental health and social welfare; distribution restricted to Illinois.

Insulation Board Institute
111 W. Washington St. (2)
Four films—educational dealing with the insulation board industry.

International Association of Blue Print & Allied Industries
506 S. Wabash Ave. (5)
One film—on blue print and photocopy.

International Film Bureau, Inc.
57 E. Jackson Blvd. (4)
Approximately 2,500 films—educational and entertainment.

The Kendall Co.
Bike Web Sales Division
309 W. Jackson Blvd. (6)
One film—on the prevention and care of athletic injuries; distribution to male audiences.

Mervin W. La Rue, Inc.
159 E. Chicago Ave. (11)
Eleven films—medical; distribution restricted to medical and dental audiences.

Loyola Educational Film Library
Loyola University
6525 Sheridan Rd. (28)
Approximately 200 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted primarily to Catholic schools in the Archdiocese of Chicago.

S. Allen Mackler, M.D.
104 S. Michigan Ave. (3)
Two films—instructional.
The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
740 Rush St. (11)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sales Dept.
2011 Hastings St. (8)
Three films—on printing.

The Milwaukee Road
516 W. Jackson Blvd. (6)
One film—travelog.

Mirror Manufacturers’ Assn.
2217 Tribune Tower
435 N. Michigan Ave.
One film—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and clubs.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
216 E. Superior St. (11)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Monon Railroad
608 S. Dearborn St. (5)
Two films—on the Monon Railroad.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
203 N. Wabash Ave. (1)
Approximately 15 films on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Safety Council, Inc.
425 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
Approximately 150 films—on safety.

National School Supply & Equipment Assn.
803 Goddard Bldg.
27 E. Monroe St. (3)
Two films—educational on school problems.

National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
11 S. La Salle St. (3)
Approximately 20 films—about crippled children, adults and their rehabilitation.

Northwestern University
Audio-Visual Medical Education Dept.
303 E. Chicago Ave. (11)
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to professional groups.

Official Sports Film Service
7 S. Dearborn St. (8)
Eight films—on sports.

The Oliver Corp.
Advertising Dept.
400 W. Madison St. (6)
Three films—instructional.

Pacific Garden Mission
646 S. State St. (5)
Two films—on the work of the Mission.

Presbyterian Distribution Service
416 S. Franklin St. (7)
Several films, number not reported, all religious; distribution restricted to churches.

Charles B. Puestow, M.D.
25 E. Washington St. (2)
Five films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical personnel.

Rail Steel Bar Assn.
38 S. Dearborn St. (3)
One film—on the manufacture of steel.

Railway Progress Institute
38 S. Dearborn St.
One film—informational.

Religious Film Libraries
220 W. Monroe St. (6)
Approximately 450 films—religious; distribution restricted to Midwest States.
Religious Visual Education, Inc.
3830 Lincoln Ave.
Approximately 400 films—primarily religious, a few entertainment; distribution restricted to users within a 300-mile radius of Chicago.

Roosevelt University
Labor Education Division
Film Service
430 S. Michigan Ave. (5)
Approximately 110 films—educational.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
18 S. Michigan Ave.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
316 Railway Exchange
80 E. Jackson (4)
Approximately 20 films—travelogs, railroad industry, and Southwest Indian films.

Louis W. Schultz, M.D.
25 E. Washington St. (2)
Six films—on medical subjects; distribution to medical personnel.

Dr. Carlo S. Scuderi
104 S. Michigan Ave. (3)
One film—medical.

G. D. Searle & Co.
Medical Editor
P. O. Box 6110 (80)
Seven films—on medical subjects.

Selected Films, Inc.
Film Rental Dept., Rm. 202
1018 S. Wabash Ave. (3)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Midwest States.

Shell Oil Co.
Film Library
624 S. Michigan Ave. (5)
Approximately 25 films—educational about the oil industry and related subjects.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
3323 W. Addison St. (18)
Four films— instructional on machine tools.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
155 N. Wacker Dr. (6)
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
1019 W. Jackson Blvd. (7)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southern Pacific Co.
Public Relations Dept.
310 S. Michigan Ave.
Five films—about railroads.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
4850 N. Harlem Ave.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
20 N. Wacker Dr. (6)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Northern Illinois.

State Director of Civil Defense
57th and S. Shore Dr. (37)
Approximately 35 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Illinois.

Stritch School of Medicine of Loyola University
Photography Dept.
706 S. Wolcott Ave. (12)
Eleven films—on medical subjects.

Swift and Co.
Agricultural Research Dept.
Union Stock Yards (9)
Six films—about the meat industry; distribution primarily to agricultural audiences.
Tandy Leather Co.  
182 N. Wabash  
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.  
332 S. Michigan Ave. (4)  
Approximately 20 films — mostly about oil and the oil industry; a few agricultural subjects.

Dr. Philip Thorek  
26 E. Washington St. (2)  
Approximately 70 films — on medical subjects; distribution to medical personnel.

Trans-World Films, Inc.  
53 W. Jackson Blvd.  
Room 530, Monadnock Bldg. (4)  
Approximately 100 films — documentaries, shorts, foreign and U. S. features.

The Tuberculosis Institute of Chicago & Cook County  
1412 W. Washington Blvd. (7)  
Approximately 35 films — on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Chicago and Cook County.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.  
207 E. Ohio St.  
Three films — on safety; distribution restricted to the Middle West.

Unistrut Products Co.  
933 Washington Blvd. (7)  
One film — on the Unistrut metal framing system.

United Air Lines  
School and College Service  
36 S. Wabash Ave. (3)  
Eight films — on airplanes and air travel.

U. S. Army Engineers  
Chicago District  
475 Merchandise Mart  
Merchandise Mart Plaza (54)  

U. S. Army Engineers  
North Central Division  
536 S. Clark St. (5)  
Fourteen films — on construction of dams and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Department of the Army  
Commanding General, Fifth Army  
Att: Signal Officer  
1660 E. Hyde Park Blvd.  
Approximately 710 films — 250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Fifth Army area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

U. S. Department of the Treasury  
Savings Bonds Division  
536 S. Clark St. (5)  
Seventeen films — about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Illinois.

U. S. Marine Corps  
Director, Ninth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District  
Room 703, U. S. Court House  
225 S. Clark St. (4)  
Approximately 15 films — about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

United States Steel Corp.  
Public Relations Dept.  
Chicago Film Distribution Center  
208 S. La Salle St. (90)  
Approximately 25 films — primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.

United World Films, Inc.  
542 S. Dearborn St. (5)  
Approximately 6,000 films — entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

United World Free Film Service  
2138 E. 75th St.  
Approximately 20 films — educational and informational, all sponsored.
University of Chicago
Department of Education
Audio-Visual Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 700 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to University of Chicago campus.

The Upjohn Co.
1001 E. 87th St. (19)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Vermiculite Institute
208 S. La Salle St. (4)
Four films about vermiculite products.

Walther League
Lutheran Youth Bldg.
875 N. Dearborn St. (10)
Five films—religious; distribution restricted to authorized church groups and affiliates.

Waferly Motion Picture Service
5707 S. Christiana Ave. (29)
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

World Wide Pictures
216 E. Superior St. (11)
Fifteen films—religious.

Zonolite Co.
Film Section
135 S. La Salle St. (3)
Two films—about Zonolite products.

CICERO
Cicero Public Schools, District 4
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 120 films—educational; distribution restricted to Cicero elementary schools.

J. Sterling Morton High School and Junior College
Approximately 810 films—instructional; distribution restricted to School District #201.

DANVILLE
Danville Public Schools
c/o Danville High School
Approximately 400 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Danville Public Schools.

DE KALB
De Kalb Agricultural Assn.
Educational Division
Five films—educational.

De Kalb Public Schools
Approximately 110 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to school district.

Northern Illinois State College
Audio-Visual Service Center
Approximately 550 films—educational; distribution restricted to the College and immediate community.

DECATUR
Decatur Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 290 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Decatur.

Irwin Neisler and Co.
One film—on medical teaching; distribution restricted to medical personnel.

DES PLAINES
The Do ALL Co.
Film Dept.
254 N. Laurel Ave.
Nine films—educational and sponsored.

EAST MOLINE
East Moline Public Library
Approximately 150 films available as a member of the Quad City-Scott County Libraries Film Cooperative—informational, some sponsored, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.
EAST ST. LOUIS
Cahokia Commonfields Community Unit
Range & Jerome Lane
Approximately 180 films — instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to local schools.

East St. Louis Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 450 films — classroom; distribution restricted to East St. Louis Public Schools.

Midwest Rubber Reclaiming Co.
P. O. Box 744
Three films — on rubber reclaiming processing.

EFFINGHAM
Effingham County Film Library
Approximately 100 films — instructional.

ELGIN
Elgin Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 120 films — instructional; distribution restricted to Elgin area.

General Brotherhood Board
Visual Education Service
22 S. State St.
Approximately 250 films — all religious.

EUREKA
Woodford County Film Library
Approximately 90 films — all classroom; distribution restricted to members of Woodford County Film Library.

EVANSTON
Community Consolidated School District No. 65
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 180 films — classroom; distribution restricted to District No. 65 Public Schools.

The Cradle
2049 Ridge Ave.
One film — on nursery techniques; distribution to medical and social groups.

John M. Dorsey, M.D.
638 Church St.
Two films — medical; distribution to medical groups.

Evanston Public Library
Approximately 275 films — entertainment, informational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to users of Library cards; no mail service.

Medical Audio-Visual Institute of the Association of American Medical Colleges
2530 Ridge Ave.
Approximately 130 films — for medical education.

Rust-Oleum
One film — informational, sponsored.

Wyeth Laboratories
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Approximately 15 films — on medical subjects.

FREEPORT
Freeport Public Schools
Approximately 250 films — educational; distribution restricted to Stephenson County.

GALESBURG
Community Unit District No. 205
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 325 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Galesburg Community School District No. 205.

GENEVA
Kane County Film Library
Approximately 600 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Kane County schools.
GRAYSLAKE
Woodland Community Consolidated School
R. R. #1, Box 126X
Approximately 105 films—instructional; distribution restricted to cooperative film library.

GREAT LAKES
U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Ninth Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Training Center
Approximately 885 films—public information and 680 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Ninth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

HARRISBURG
Harrisburg Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 20 films—educational; distribution restricted to Harrisburg Public Schools.

HARVEY
Thornton Township High School
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 150 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Thornton.

HIGHLAND PARK
Highland Park Township High School
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 125 films—instructional.

JACKSONVILLE
Morgan County School
Film Library
Approximately 870 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Morgan County public schools and adult groups.

JOLIET
American Institute of Laundering
Drawer 1187
Two films on the laundry industry.

Joliet Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 275 films—educational; distribution restricted to Joliet Public Schools.

Joliet Township High School and
Junior College
Approximately 115 films—instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Joliet Township schools.

Will County Film Library
Approximately 185 films—instructional for classroom use.

KANKAKEE
The Armour Laboratories
P. O. Box 511
Five films—medical, sponsored; distribution restricted to medical groups.

LA GRANGE
Association Films, Inc.
561 Hillgrove Ave.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment features, educational, and industry sponsored; distribution restricted to Central States.

La Grange Public Schools
Approximately 125 films—instructional; distribution restricted to School District #108

LEMONT
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Asst. to the Manager for Information
Chicago Operations Office
P. O. Box 59
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

LEWISTOWN
Fulton County Superintendent of Schools
Fulton County Film Library
Approximately 75 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Fulton County public schools, not including independent rural schools.

MACOMB
McDonough County Film Library
Approximately 125 films—classroom; distribution restricted to McDonough County public schools.

Western Illinois University Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 500 films—classroom; distribution restricted to the College campus and for student teachers.

MARSHALL
Clark County Film Library
Approximately 85 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Clark County schools.

MAYWOOD
Proviso Township High School Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 850 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Township schools.

MOLINE
Moline Public Library
Approximately 150 films available as a member of the Quad City-Scott County Libraries Film Cooperative—informational; some sponsored, primarily for adult groups; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Moline Public Schools Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 325 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Moline Public Schools and related organizations.

MONMOUTH
Warren County Film Library
Approximately 210 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Warren County public schools.

MORRISON
Whiteside County Film Library
Approximately 125 films—instructional; distribution restricted to cooperating schools.

NORMAL
Illinois State Normal University Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 650 films—educational; distribution restricted to certain areas in Illinois.

NORTHBROOK
Barrett Cravens Co.
630 Dundee Rd.
One film on the electronic driverless tractor.

NORTH CHICAGO
Abbott Laboratories Professional Service Dept.
Twelve films—on technical medical subjects; distribution restricted to the medical profession.

OAK PARK
Oak Park-River Forest High School
Audio-Visual Dept.
East Ave. at Ontario
Approximately 275 films—educational; distribution restricted to Oak Park public schools.
Stinson Film Library
P. O. Box 7
Approximately 500 films—entertainment.

OREGON
Ogle County Film Library
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Ogle County elementary schools.

OTTAWA
La Salle County Film Library
Approximately 75 films—primarily classroom, several sponsored; distribution restricted to members of County film library.

PARIS
Edgar County Film Library
Approximately 150 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Edgar County schools.

PAXTON
Ford County Film Library
Approximately 150 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to schools.

PEORIA
Bradley University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Illinois.

J. I. Case Co.
840 Washington St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Caterpillar Tractor Co. (8)
Approximately 25 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution through Caterpillar Tractor Co. and its dealers.

Illini Audio-Visual Education Service
221 Main St.
Approximately 700 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Keystone Steel & Wire Co.,
Audio-Visual Dept.
Fourteen films—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, clubs, and associations.

Le Tourneau-Westinghouse Co.
Advertising Dept.
Ten films—on sales promotion of Le Tourneau equipment.

New Life Films
1223 W. Wilcox
Approximately 100 films—religious.

Peoria Public Library
Approximately 600 films—educational, some religious; distribution free in Peoria, available within 50-mile radius on membership basis.

Peoria Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Peoria Public Schools.

The Venard Organization
113 N. Madison Ave.
Approximately 200 films—primarily agricultural.

PONTIAC
Livingston County Film Library
Approximately 250 films—classroom; distribution restricted to members of County film library.

QUINCY
Gardner-Denver Co.
Film Division
Six films—informational on blasting and drilling.
Guadalupe Films
Quincy College
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution primarily to cooperating parochial and county schools of Central Illinois.

Quincy Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 210 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Quincy Public Schools.

ROCK ISLAND
Public School District No. 41
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 500 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools and civic organizations in Rock Island.

Rock Island Public Library
Approximately 150 films available as a member of the Quad City-Scott County Libraries Film Cooperative—informational, some sponsored, primarily for adult groups; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

ROCKFORD
Camera Craft
114 W. State St.
Approximately 350 films—entertainment, informational and religious.

Lundgren's Audio-Visual
419 Seventh St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment and religious.

Rockford Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,100 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Rockford Public Schools.

ROSELLA
Joliet Diocese
Parochial Schools
117 W. Maple Ave.

Seventeen films—religious; distribution restricted to Catholic schools in Joliet Diocese.

ST. CHARLES
Illinois State Training School for Boys
Audio-Visual Laboratory
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and instructional; distribution restricted to member institutions within the Illinois Youth Commission and the Illinois Department of Public Welfare.

Poultry & Egg National Board Film Dept.
19 S. Fifth St.
Four films—on poultry and eggs.

SKOKIE
College-Industry Committee on Material Handling Education
9116 Four Winds Way
One film—on power industrial trucks.

Gaines Sixteen Films Co.
5105 Mulford St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Niles Township Film Library
Public Schools
Approximately 175 films—instructional for classroom use; distribution restricted to Niles Township public schools.

Orchard School
8600 Gross Point Rd.
Two films—educational on retarded children.

SPRINGFIELD
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Illinois Regional Office
630 S. Fifth St.
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on
intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Illinois Department of Public Health
Bureau of Health Education
505 State Office Bldg.
Approximately 1,000 films — on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Illinois.

Illinois Departmental Information Service
Film Library
406 State Capitol
Approximately 60 films — about Illinois available for national distribution; others on civilian defense restricted to Illinois.

Illinois State Library
Film Service
301 Centennial Bldg.
Approximately 50 films — informational for children; distribution primarily restricted to Illinois.

Illinois State Museum Annex
233 W. Monroe St.
Approximately 265 films — educational.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
424 E. Lawrence Ave.
Eight films — informational and educational about polio.

O'Hair Film Service
1443 N. Third St.
Approximately 400 films — entertainment, informational, religious, and sponsored.

Springfield Public Schools
Approximately 500 films — instructional; distribution restricted to Springfield Public Schools.

University of Illinois
Division of Services for Crippled Children
1106 S. Sixth St.
Two films — on services for crippled children.

STREATOR
Streator Elementary Schools
Approximately 85 films — entertainment, instructional, and sponsored; distribution restricted to schools in District No. 45.

SULLIVAN
Moultrie County Film Library
Approximately 85 films — instructional; distribution restricted to Moultrie County.

TAYLORVILLE
Christian County Film Library
Approximately 265 films — educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Christian County.

TUSCOLA
Douglas County Film Library
Approximately 50 films — educational; distribution restricted to Douglas County.

URBANA
Fletcher Visual Education Service
218 W. Main St.
Approximately 160 films — entertainment shorts, informational, and religious; distribution restricted to Illinois.

Illinois Natural History
189 Natural Resources Bldg.
One film — informational on waterfowl research.

Shick Film Service
404 N. Goodwin Ave.
Approximately 550 films — entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

VANDALIA
Vandalia Community Unit
Approximately 75 films — instructional for classroom use; distribution restricted to Fayette County.
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WATSEKA
Iroquois County Film Library
Approximately 185 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to school members of County film library.

WAUKEGAN
Waukegan Public Schools
Approximately 320 films—educational; distribution restricted to local schools and community.
Waukegan Township Secondary Schools
Vocational and Visual Education
Approximately 320 films—educational; distribution restricted to Waukegan public schools.

WHEATON
Audio-Visual Institute of Du Page County Bldg.
Approximately 625 films—educational; distribution restricted to members of cooperative film library.
C. O. Baptista Films
Sunnyside Ave.
Approximately 150 films—all religious.
Scripture Press
1825 College Ave. (5)
Approximately 120 films—religious.
Wheaton College Audio-Visual Instruction
Approximately 125 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to the College and local area.

WOODSTOCK
McHenry County Film Library
Approximately 200 films— instructional for classroom use; distribution restricted to Library members in McHenry County.

ZION
Living Word Films
Five films—religious.

ANDERSON
Gospel Trumpet Co.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts, religious, and some educational.

BEDFORD
Indiana Limestone Institute
P. O. Box 471
One film—educational on building stone.
Lawrence County Schools
Court House
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lawrence County public schools.

BERNE
Berne Public Library
Eleven films in permanent collection and six films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults.

BLOOMINGTON
Bloomington Metropolitan Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Room 208, High School Bldg.
Approximately 30 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bloomington city schools.

Indian University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 6,000 films—educational and sponsored.

NET Film Service
Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Approximately 780 films—educational and historical.

BLUFFTON
Bluffton City Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Public Library
Approximately 130 films—instructional for classroom use; distribution restricted to Wells County.

Bluffton-Wells County Public Library
Approximately 130 films plus six films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—instructional, primarily for adults.

COLUMBIA CITY
Whitley County Schools
Court House
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Whitley County public schools.

COLUMBUS
Columbus- Bartholomew County Library
Approximately 45 films—entertainment, educational and religious; distribution restricted to Bartholomew County.

CONNERSVILLE
Fayette County Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Fayette County Public Schools.

CRAWFORDSVILLE
Crawfordsville Public Library
Twelve films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to tax area.

CROWN POINT
Lake County Public Schools
Approximately 175 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Lake County Public Schools.

CULVER
Culver Military Academy
Four films—informational about Culver Military Academy.

DANVILLE
Hendricks County, Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Court House
Approximately 165 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hendricks County public schools.
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DELPHI
Carroll County Public Schools
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Carroll County.

EAST CHICAGO
East Chicago Public Schools
Audio-Visual Instruction
4819 Magoun
Approximately 250 films—instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to East Chicago Public Schools.

Public Library
Approximately 35 films—entertainment shorts and informational; distribution restricted to East Chicago.

ELKHART
Christian Rural Overseas Program
National Office
117 W. Lexington Ave.
Four films—educational, religious, and sponsored.

C. G. Conn Ltd.
Conn Band Instrument Division
Two films—on band instruments and the organ.

Elkhart Carnegie Public Library
Approximately 25 films plus 10 monthly through Indiana Library Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Elkhart.

Elkhart School City
Audio-Visual Education
228 W. Franklin St.
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to city schools and civic groups in Elkhart.

EVANSVILLE
Evansville College
Approximately 100 films—instructional.

Evansville Public Library (8)
Approximately 150 films—instructional and informational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Evansville and Vanderburgh County.

Smith & Butterfield
305-7 Main St. (2)
Approximately 50 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Vanderburgh County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
301 Court House Annex (8)
Approximately 120 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to County public schools and school-affiliated organizations.

FORT WAYNE
Allen County Schools
Court House
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Allen County public schools.

Fort Wayne Community Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Public School Administration Bldg.
Approximately 500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Fort Wayne Community Schools.

FRANKFORT
Clinton County Schools
Approximately 170 films—educational; distribution restricted to Clinton County public schools.

Community Schools of Frankfort
10 N. Columbia St.
Approximately 95 films—educational; distribution restricted to Frankfort public schools.

GARY
Gary Camera Co.
619 Washington St.
Indiana

Approximately 400 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Gary Public Library
Fifth Ave. at Adams St.
Approximately 460 films—educational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards; no mail service.

Gary Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
620 E. Tenth Pl.
Approximately 700 films—educational; distribution restricted to Gary Public Schools and affiliated groups.

HAMMOND

Hammond Public Schools
Audio-Visual Center
5935 Hohman Ave.
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hammond and surrounding communities.

HUNTINGTON

Huntington County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
205 Court House
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to school, college, and church groups in Huntington County.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.
Two films—informational for adults.

School City of Huntington
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 150 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Huntington public schools and community.

INDIANAPOLIS

American Cancer Society
Indiana Division
325 Board of Trade Bldg. (4)
Approximately 55 films—on cancer and cancer prevention for lay audiences; twenty-six films on various aspects of cancer for medical groups; distribution restricted to Indiana.

The American Legion
Public Relations Division (6)
Approximately 140 films—entertainment and educational; distribution primarily to American Legion posts, auxiliary units, and schools.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nah B’rith
Indiana Regional Office
108 E. Washington St. (4)
Approximately 25 films—educational.

GREEN CASTLE

Putnam County Schools
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Putnam County public schools.

GREENSBURG

Decatur County Public Schools
Thirty films—educational; distribution restricted to Decatur County schools.

HUNTINGTON

Huntington County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
205 Court House
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to school, college, and church groups in Huntington County.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.
Two films—informational for adults.

School City of Huntington
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 150 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Huntington public schools and community.

INDIANAPOLIS

American Cancer Society
Indiana Division
325 Board of Trade Bldg. (4)
Approximately 55 films—on cancer and cancer prevention for lay audiences; twenty-six films on various aspects of cancer for medical groups; distribution restricted to Indiana.

The American Legion
Public Relations Division (6)
Approximately 140 films—entertainment and educational; distribution primarily to American Legion posts, auxiliary units, and schools.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nah B’rith
Indiana Regional Office
108 E. Washington St. (4)
Approximately 25 films—educational.

HAGERTOWN

Perfect Circle Corp.
School Assistance Dept.
Two films—Instructional for auto mechanics classes.
tional and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Berean Gospel Distributors, Inc.
715 E. Thirteenth St. (2)
Two films—religious; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and churches.

J. I. Case Co.
1601 S. Madison Ave. (2)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

M. A. Hutcheson
222 E. Michigan St.
Three films—educational.

Indiana Bell Telephone Co.
240 N. Meridian St. (9)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Indiana Farm Bureau Co-op Assn.
47 S. Pennsylvania St. (9)
Approximately 110 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Indiana.

Indiana Jewish Community Relations Council
615 N. Alabama St. (4)
Approximately 40 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Indiana State Board of Health
Division of Health and Physical Education
1830 W. Michigan, St. (7)
Approximately 550 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Indiana.

Indiana State Library (4)
Approximately 85 films—on library science; distribution restricted to Indiana.

Indianapolis Public Library (4)
Approximately 200 films—informational; distribution restricted to Indianapolis.

Indianapolis Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
1644 Roosevelt Ave.
Approximately 1,350 films—educational; distribution restricted to Indianapolis Public Schools.

Marion County Public Schools
148 E. Market St.
Approximately 480 films—educational; distribution restricted to Marion County Public Schools.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
102 E. Vermont St. (4)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Association of Mutual Insurance Cos.
2105 N. Meridian St.
One film—on Mutual Insurance.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
445 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Ransburg-Electro-Coating Corp.
P. O. Box 7822 (7)
One film—on electrostatic spray painting.

Religious Film Libraries
222 S. Downey Ave. (7)
Approximately 300 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and religious.

Shoemaker Motion Picture Co.
343 N. Capitol
Approximately 4,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
1618 N. Meridian St. (4)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
137 W. Eleventh St. (6)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Indiana.

State Director of Civil Defense
777 N. Meridian St.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Indiana.

State of Indiana
Section on Alcoholism
145 W. Washington St. (4)
Approximately 15 films—educational on alcoholism; distribution restricted to Indiana.

Tandy Leather Co.
321 E. Washington
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 5268 (1)
Approximately 20 films—mostly about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
36 S. Pennsylvania St. (4)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Indiana.

KENDALLVILLE
Kendallville Public Library
Thirteen films monthly through the Indiana and Canadian Library Film Circuits—informational primarily for adults.

KOKOMO
Howard County Public Schools
Approximately 225 films—educational; distribution restricted to Howard County Public Schools.

Kokomo-Center Township Consolidated School Corp.
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
Kokomo High School
Approximately 160 films—educational; distribution restricted to Kokomo School Districts.

LA PORTE
La Porte County Schools
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to La Porte County public schools.

LAFAYETTE
Purdue University
Film Library
Approximately 1,450 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

LEBANON
Boone County Schools
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Boone County public schools.

LOGANSPORT
Cass County Schools
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools.

Logansport Public Library
Ten films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults.

MARION
Grant County Schools
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to Grant County public schools.
MARTINSVILLE
Metropolitan School District of Martinsville
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Metropolitan School District.

MICHIGAN CITY
Michigan City Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Detroit and Spring Sts.
Approximately 220 films—educational; distribution restricted to La Porte County.

MISHAWAKA
Mishawaka Public Library
Eleven films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—entertainment and informational; distribution restricted to tax area.

MUNCIE
Ball State Teachers College Library
Approximately 600 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Indiana.

Muncie Public Library
Approximately 210 films—entertainment and educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Delaware County schools and to Library card holders of Muncie and Center Township.

NEW ALBANY
New Albany-Floyd County Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
810 E. Market St.
Approximately 300 films—classroom and entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to New Albany-Floyd County Schools.

NEW CASTLE
New Castle-Henry County Public Library
Approximately 140 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Henry County.

New Castle-Henry Township School Corp.
Audio-Visual Education
Senior High School
Approximately 150 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Henry County.

NOBLESVILLE
Hamilton County Schools
Approximately 35 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hamilton County.

PLYMOUTH
Marshall County Schools
Court House
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Marshall County.

Plymouth City Schools
Audio-Visual Education
School Administration Bldg.
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Marshall County.

RENSSELAER
Jasper County Schools
Court House
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Jasper County.

RICHMOND
School City of Richmond
Audio-Visual Education
127 N. Tenth St.
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to Richmond public schools.
Wayne County Schools
Court House
Approximately 60 films—educational; distribution restricted to Wayne County public schools.

ROCKPORT
Spencer County Schools
Approximately 60 films—educational; distribution restricted to Spencer County public schools.

SCOTTSBURG
Scott County Public Library
Six films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit—informational, primarily for adults.

SEYMOUR
Seymour Public Library
Thirteen films monthly through the Indiana and Canadian Library Film Circuits—informational, primarily for adults.

SOUTH BEND
Burke's Motion Picture Co.
434 Lincoln Way, W. (1)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Indiana and Southern Michigan.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
128 Franklin Pl. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

O'Hriced Corp. (1)
Seven films—educational, sponsored.

South Bend Lathe Works
425 E. Madison St. (22)
Three films—on the operation of a metalworking lathe.

TERRE HAUTE
Emeline Fairbanks Memorial Library
Nine films monthly through the Indiana Library Film Circuit plus several Library owned films—informational, primarily for adults; no mail service.

Indiana State Teachers College Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored.

UPLAND
Taylor University
One film on the life of Sammy Morris.

VALPARAISO
Porter County Schools
Court House
Approximately 230 films—educational; distribution restricted to Porter County public schools.

WABASH
Dennis Film Bureau, Inc.
29 E. Maple St.
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

WARSOW
Kosciusko County Schools
Audio-Visual Education
Court House
Approximately 600 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Warsaw and other Kosciusko County public schools.

WINAMAC
Pulaski County Schools
Court House
Approximately 210 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pulaski County and Winamac schools and community groups.
AMES
Iowa State College
Visual Instruction Service
Approximately 3,500 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Iowa and neighboring States.

BETTENDORF
J. I. Case Co.
2215 State St.
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

BOONE
Iowa High School Athletic Assn.
Approximately 250 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Iowa.

CEDAR RAPIDS
Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
701 Third Ave., SE.
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Pratt Sound Films, Inc.
701 Third Ave., SE.
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Iowa.

DAVENPORT
Davenport Public Library
Approximately 150 films available as a member of the Quad City-Scott County Libraries Film Cooperative—informational; some sponsored, primarily for adult groups; distribution restricted to residents of Davenport.

Eastin Pictures Co.
Division of the Eastin-Phelan Corp.
1235 W. Fifth St.
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment.

Tandy Leather Co.
317 W. Third St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

DES MOINES
J. I. Case Co.
4 W. Eighth St. (9)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Des Moines Public Schools
629 Third St. (9)
Approximately 2,000 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Des Moines Public Schools.

Des Moines Public Schools
Department of Adult Education
219 Keosauqua Way
Approximately 700 films—primarily discussion films, some entertainment features; distribution primarily restricted to adult groups in Des Moines; no mail service.

Hy-Line Poultry Farms
1206 Mulberry St.
One film—on chicken breeding.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1108 High St.
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Iowa Heart Assn.
2124 Grand Ave. (12)
Fourteen films—on the heart and related subjects; distribution restricted to Iowa.
Iowa State Department of Health
Division of Public Health Education (19)
Approximately 300 filmson health subjects; distribution restricted to Iowa.

Iowa State Department of Public Safety
Safety Education Division
State Office Bldg. (19)
Approximately 20 films—on safety; distribution restricted to Iowa.

Iowa Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
2124 Grand Ave. (12)
Approximately 100 filmson tuberculosis and related subjects; free distribution restricted to Iowa.

Midwest Visual Education Service
1108 High St.
Approximately 500 films — entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
300 Empire Bldg. (9)
Approximately 20 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
401 Shops Bldg.
Eighth & Walnut Sts.
Eight films — informational and educational about polio.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
909 High St. (9)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co.
1206 Mulberry St. (9)
One film—on corn.

Standard Oil Co.(Indiana)
600 Third St. (3)
Six filmson the oil industry and

farm machinery; distribution restricted to Iowa and Nebraska.

State Director of Civil Defense
State Office and Laboratory Bldg.
E. Seventh & Court Sts.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Iowa.

Tandy Leather Co.
606 Mulberry St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
505 N. Sixth Ave.
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Iowa.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
325 Old Federal Bldg.
Fifth and Court Aves. (9)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Iowa.

DUBUQUE

Wm. C. Brown Co.
135 S. Locust St.
Two films—instructional on work measurement and time study.

Dubuque Archdiocese
Parochial Schools
Eleventh and Bluff Sts.
Approximately 30 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Archdiocese of Dubuque.

Dubuque Board of Education
Cooperative School Film Library
Approximately 500 filmsonprimarily classroom, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Dubuque schools.

ELDRIDGE

Scott County Public Library
Approximately 150 films available
as a member of the Quad City-Scott County Libraries Film Co-operative — instructional, some sponsored; primarily for adult groups; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

FORT DODGE
Fort Dodge Public Schools
Approximately 230 films — instructional; distribution restricted to Fort Dodge Public Schools.

IOWA CITY
State University of Iowa Extension Division
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (4)
Approximately 2,000 films — educational, some religious; distribution restricted primarily to Iowa.

MASON CITY
American Cancer Society
Iowa Division, Inc.
117½ N. Federal Ave.
Approximately 25 films — primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Iowa.

MASON CITY
Mason City Public Schools
Approximately 285 films — instructional; distribution restricted to Mason City Public Schools.

MT. PLEASANT
Iowa Wesleyan College
Audio-Visual Education Center
Approximately 20 films — educational and religious.

ANTHONY
Harper County Film Library
Office of County Superintendent
Approximately 135 films — primarily for classroom use; distribution restricted to Harper County.

NEWTON
The Maytag Co.
Film Distribution Supervisor
One film — sponsored.

OSKALOOSA
Oskaloosa Public Schools
Approximately 45 films — educational; distribution restricted to Oskaloosa.

OTTUMWA
Ottumwa Public Schools
Approximately 180 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Ottumwa School District.

SIoux CITY
Sioux City Public Schools
Department of Visual Education
1010 Iowa St.
Approximately 200 films — educational; distribution restricted to Sioux City.

WATERLOO
Classroom Films Cooperative
316 S. Barclay
Approximately 700 films — primarily instructional; distribution restricted to schools and groups in Northeast Iowa.

WAVERLY
Warburg Film Service, Inc.
Warburg College
Approximately 225 films — primarily religious.

KANSAS

DODGE CITY
Southwest Photo Supply
308 W. Chestnut
Approximately 40 films — entertainment and informational.
EMPORIA
Kansas State Teachers College
Approximately 475 films—primarily classroom.
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Kansas Power and Light Bldg.
101 W. Sixth St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

HAYS
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Western Kansas.

HUTCHINSON
Carey Salt Co.
Advertising Dept.,
Poplar and B Sts.
One film—about salt mining; not distributed to Pacific Coast or to New York area.
Hutchinson Public Schools
Approximately 875 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hutchinson Public Schools.
Don E. Reger Film Library
404½ E. Fifth St.
P. O. Box 864
Approximately 175 films—entertainment and religious.

JUNCTION CITY
Junction City Public Schools Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 35 films—educational; distribution restricted to Junction City Public Schools.

KANSAS CITY
Kansas City Public Schools
Approximately 830 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Kansas City Public Schools.

LAWRENCE
University of Kansas
Bureau of Visual Instruction
Approximately 2,000 films—educational, religious, and sponsored.

LEAVENWORTH
Leavenworth Public Schools
Approximately 110 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Leavenworth schools and PTA groups.

MANHATTAN
Kansas State College
Extension Service
Approximately 125 films—informational; distribution primarily to Kansas extension agents.

MEDICINE LODGE
Barber County Schools
Approximately 150 films—primarily instructional; distribution restricted to Barber County Schools and civic organizations.

NEWTON
Newton Public Schools
Approximately 70 films—classroom; distribution restricted to local community.

PITTSBURGH
Kansas State Teachers College Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 800 films—educational; for campus use only.

PRATT
Pratt County Schools
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pratt County Schools.
SALINA
Leffingwell’s, Inc.
210 S. Santa Fe
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

United World Free Film Service
210 S. Santa Fe Ave.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

TOPEKA
American Cancer Society, Inc.
Kansas Division
824 Tyler St.
Approximately 35 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Kansas State Board of Health
Approximately 600 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Kansas State High School Activities Assn.
1300 Topeka Blvd.
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Kansas.

The Kansas Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
1134 Topeka Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
512 Santa Fe General Office Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs, railroad industry, and Southwest Indian films.

Steve Smith Cameras, Inc.
623 Kansas Ave.
Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
823 Quincy St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State Director of Civil Defense
State Office Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Topeka Public Library
Approximately 300 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to groups in Topeka.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
305 Federal Bldg.
Fifth and Kansas Ave.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Kansas.

VICHITA
Frank Bangs Co.
233 Ida (7)
Approximately 625 films—entertainment, educational, religious; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Baptist Book Store
231 N. Main St.
Box 1954 (1)
Approximately 150 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Kansas.

Beech Aircraft Corp.
Engineering Dept.
9709 E. Central (1)
One film—on airplane safety harness.

Continental Trailways Bus System
Traffic Dept.
Broadway and English
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.
Farm Credit District of Wichita
Douglas Ave. at Main St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on farm
credit and cooperatives; distribu-
tion restricted to States in Farm
Credit District.

Lewis Film Service
1425 E. Central
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, and reli-
gious.

National Conference of Christians
and Jews
309 Derby Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial
and religious understanding; dis-
tribution restricted to geographical
region.

Tandy Leather Co.
110 E. Second St.
Four films on leatherscraft and
carving.

Wichita City Library
Approximately 600 films—educa-
tional, some sponsored; distribu-
tion restricted to Wichita and im-
mediate vicinity.

Wichita Public Schools
Center for Audio-Visual Education
428 S. Broadway
Approximately 2,100 films—prima-
rily educational, a few religious
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Wichita Public Schools.

Kentucky

ASHLAND
Ashland Independent Schools
Approximately 100 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Ashland public school system.

LEXINGTON
D. T. Davis Co.
178 Walnut St.
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio.

COVINGTON
Villa Madonna College
Film Library
116 E. Twelfth St.
Approximately 225 films—educa-
tional, religious, and sponsored.

LOUISVILLE
American Air Filter Co., Inc.
Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator
Products
Film Coordinator
215 Central Ave. (8)
One film—educational on modern
school planning.

LEXINGTON
D. T. Davis Co.
178 Walnut St.
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio.

American Cancer Society, Inc.
Kentucky Division
1169 Eastern Pkwy.
Medical Arts Bldg. (17)
Approximately 70 films—primarily
on cancer and cancer prevention;
distribution restricted to Kentucky.

LEXINGTON
D. T. Davis Co.
178 Walnut St.
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio.

Hopkinsville Independent Schools
Approximately 25 films—instruc-
tional; distribution restricted to
eight local schools.

LEXINGTON
D. T. Davis Co.
178 Walnut St.
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio.

American Cancer Society, Inc.
Kentucky Division
1169 Eastern Pkwy.
Medical Arts Bldg. (17)
Approximately 70 films—primarily
on cancer and cancer prevention;
distribution restricted to Kentucky.

LEXINGTON
D. T. Davis Co.
178 Walnut St.
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio.

Hopkinsville Independent Schools
Approximately 25 films—instruc-
tional; distribution restricted to
eight local schools.
Brown-Forman Distillers Corp.
Box 1080 (1)
Five films—educational.

D. T. Davis Co. of Louisville, Inc.
1341 Bardstown Rd. (4)
Approximately 115 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Farm Credit District of Louisville
224 E. Broadway (1)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

Hadden Films, Inc.
422 W. Liberty St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Midwestern and Southern States.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
422 W. Liberty St. (2)
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Jefferson County Public Schools Film Library
618 W. Jefferson St. (2)
Approximately 470 films—educational; distribution restricted to Jefferson County Public Schools and PTA groups.

Kent Lane Films, Inc.
1253 S. Third St. (3)
Twelve films—informational and sponsored.

Kentucky State Department of Health
Division of Health Education
620 S. Third St. (2)
Approximately 700 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Kentucky through local health departments.

Kentucky Tuberculosis Assn.
1480 S. Third St. (2)
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Kentucky.

Louisville Free Public Library Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 1,200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Jefferson County.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
703 Republic Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
436-438 Francis Bldg.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

National Film Service
422 W. Breckenridge Ave. (3)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Office Equipment Co., Inc.
117 S. Fourth St.
Approximately 265 films—entertainment, educational, and religious shorts; distribution restricted to Kentucky and Southern Indiana.

Reynolds Metals Co.
Advertising Dept.
2500 S. Third St. (1)
Fifteen films—on the manufacture and uses of aluminum.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
534 Armory Pl.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Tandy Leather Co.
214 S. Third St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
Kentucky—Louisiana

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
236 Federal Bldg.
Sixth and Broadway (1)

Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Kentucky.

University of Louisville
Approximately 70 films—instructional; distribution restricted to classes at the University.

University of Louisville
School of Medicine
Department of Visual Education
323 E. Chestnut St. (2)

Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical schools and colleges.

MIDDLESBOROUGH

Middlesborough Public Schools
Fifteen films—classroom; distribution restricted to school system.

OWENSBORO

Baptist Book Store
204 W. Third St.

Approximately 80 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Daviess and McLean Counties.

Owensboro Independent Schools
Sixty-five films—classroom; distribution restricted to Owensboro public schools.

PADUCAH

Paducah Independent Schools
Approximately 85 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Paducah public schools.

PIKEVILLE

Pike County Schools
Sixty films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Pike County Schools and local groups.

RICHMOND

Eastern Kentucky State College
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to school members of cooperative film library.

Louisiana

ALEXANDRIA

Baptist Book Store
534 Jackson St.

Approximately 275 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Continental Trailways Bus System
Traffic Dept.
425 Bolton Ave.

Nine films—travels on the United States and Mexico.

Rapides Parish School Board Office
P. O. Box 1230

Approximately 160 films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to the schools of Rapides Parish.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
1517 Sixth St.

Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

BATON ROUGE

East Baton Rouge Parish Schools
Materials Bureau
6008 Choctaw Dr. (5)

Approximately 250 films—instructional; distribution restricted to East Baton Rouge Parish public schools.

Louisiana Forestry Commission
P. O. Box 1269
Approximately 25 films—on forestry; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Louisiana State Department of Public Welfare
State Welfare Bldg.
P. O. Box 4065
Approximately 20 films—on blindness, family life, and child development.

Louisiana State Library
Film Service
Approximately 300 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Louisiana State University
Agricultural Extension Service
Approximately 195 films—educational and sponsored.

State of Louisiana
Department of Hospitals
Mental Health Services
State Capitol Bldg.
Approximately 65 films—on mental hygiene, and seven on alcoholism; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

HAMMOND
Louisiana High School Athletic Assn.
408 E. Thomas St.
Approximately 20 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Louisiana.

Southeastern Louisiana College
Film Library
Approximately 1,825 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

HOUMA
Terrebonne Parish School Board
Audio-Visual Aids Library
Approximately 185 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Terrebonne Parish.

LAFAYETTE
Lafayette Parish School Board
Audio-Visual Aids Library
Approximately 185 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Lafayette Parish public schools.

Southwestern Louisiana Institute
Film Library
Approximately 2,800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

NATCHITOCHES
Northwestern State College
Film Library
Approximately 2,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

NEW ORLEANS
American Cancer Society
Louisiana Division, Inc.
822 Perdido St.
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

American Petroleum Institute
Whitney National Bank Bldg.
Eleven films—on oil and the oil industry.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
New Orleans Regional Office
606 Common St. (12)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Baptist Book Store
4141 Providence Pl.
Box 8254 (22)
Approximately 275 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to New Orleans region.

Canadian Consulate General
215 International Trade Mart
Approximately 100 films on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Delta Line
1300 Hibernia Bank Bldg. (9)
One film—travelog of a cruise from New Orleans to Buenos Aires.

Delta Visual Service, Inc.
815 Poydras St. (12)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, religious and sponsored.

Farm Credit District of New Orleans
860 St. Charles St. (7)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.

Gulf Oil Corp.
P. O. Box 400 (1)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1520 Terpsichore (13)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Dr. Lyon K. Loomis
116 S. Jefferson Davis Pkwy.
Three films—medical.

Louisiana Civil Defense Agency
Training and Education Office Bldg. 309-A Area B
Jackson Barracks
Approximately 70 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Louisiana State Department of Health
Division of Public Health Education
1436 Dryades St. (7)
Approximately 500 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Louisiana Tuberculosis, Assn.
1133 Thalia St.
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

Mayer's Motion Picture Service
1608 St. Charles Ave. (13)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational and religious.

Milton L. McCall, M.D.
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
L. S. U. School of Medicine
1542 Tulane Ave. (12)
Two films—medical.

Mahorner Clinic
2030 St. Charles Ave.
Three films—on medical subjects.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
815 Poydras St. (12)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
610 International Bldg. (12)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
804 Maritime Bldg.
203 Carondelet St. (12)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Alton Ochsner Medical Foundation
3503 Prytania St.
Approximately 50 films—on medical subjects for medical personnel.

Orleans Parish School Board
Department of Audio-Visual Aids
1407 Magazine St.
Approximately 3,000 films—educational, some sponsored.
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Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
4176 Canal St. (19)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Communications Bldg.
1215 Prytania St. (13)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Stevens Pictures, Inc.
1307 Tulane Ave. (16)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment and religious.

Tandy Leather Co.
14 Chartres
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 89 (6)
Approximately 20 films—primarily about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

U. S. Army Engineers
New Orleans District
Foot of Prytania St. (9)
One film—on the Intracoastal Waterway.

U. S. Coast Guard
Eighth Coast Guard District
Room 328, Custom House (16)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Eighth Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Eighth Naval District
Attn: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Station (12)
Approximately 385 films—225 public information and 160 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Eighth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
714 Masonic Temple Bldg.
833 St. Charles St. (12)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, Eighth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District
6th Floor, Lowich Bldg.
2026 St. Charles Ave. (12)
Approximately 15 films—about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

United World Free Film Service
1307 Tulane Ave.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

RUSTON

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
Film Library Division
Approximately 8,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to Louisiana.

SHREVEPORT

Baptist Book Store
705 Texas St. (47)
Approximately 275 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Shreveport area.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
808 SKLAR Bldg. (54)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
Hawn Ave. & Simonds Dr.
Four films—instructional on machine tools.
Tandy Leather Co.
406 Spring St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

United Gas Corp.
1525 Fairfield Ave.
Two films—informational.

Maine

AUGUSTA
Dairy Council of Maine
Approximately 15 films—on health and related subjects; distribution restricted to Maine.

Department of Inland Fisheries and Game
Information and Education Division
Approximately 35 films—on wildlife and related subjects; distribution restricted to Maine.

Maine Association of Principals of Secondary Schools
State Department of Education
Approximately 15 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Maine.

Maine Department of Agriculture News and Motion Picture Service
Approximately 15 films on Maine's agricultural industries; distribution restricted to Eastern United States.

Maine Tuberculosis Assn.
State Trust Bldg.
256 Water St.
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Maine.

State Director of Civil-Defense State House
Approximately 50 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to the State of Maine.

State Highway Commission
Five films—on highways and travel.

State of Maine
Department of Health and Welfare
Approximately 180 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Maine.

BRUNSWICK
The Maine Cancer Society, Inc.
A Division of the American Cancer Society
Federal and Green Sts.
Approximately 25 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to Maine.

MILBRIDGE
Minot Film, Inc.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

United World Free Film Service
1 Main St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational; all sponsored.

ORONO
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
University of Maine
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Maine.

University of Maine
Audio-Visual Service
South Stevens Hall
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to New England.
PORTLAND

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
G. T. R. Sta.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.
D. K. Hammett, Inc.
620 Congress St. (3)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, religious, and sponsored.
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
226 Congress Bldg.
142 High St. (3)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
45 Forest Ave. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Portland Public Library
Nine films—entertainment shorts and educational, primarily for children.

Portland Public Schools
Approximately 300 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Portland Public Schools.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
309 Court House Annex
76 Pearl St. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Maine.

SOUTH PORTLAND

Headlight Film Service
111 Ocean St.
Approximately 100 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Maine.

Maryland

ANNAPOLES

St. John's College
Director of Admissions
One film—on the curriculum of St. John's College.

Baltimore Association of Commerce
22 Light St. (2)
One film—educational about Baltimore.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Safety Dept.
Baltimore & Charles Sta. (1)
Four films on safety for children.

Baltimore Public Schools
Division of Audio-Visual Education
Gorsuch and Kennedy Aves. (18)
Approximately 1,430 films—educational; distribution restricted to Baltimore Public Schools.

Baptist Book Store
323 Park Ave. (1)
Approximately 75 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Maryland.
J. I. Case Co.
1835 Washington Blvd. (30)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. of Maryland
320 St. Paul Pl. (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Enoch Pratt Free Library
Films Dept.
Over 700 films—educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to adult groups and individuals in Baltimore City and immediate vicinity.

Farm Credit District of Baltimore
St. Paul and 24th Sts. (3)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.

Folkemper Photo Service
927 Poplar Grove St. (16)
Approximately 300 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and religious.

Dr. Albert E. Goldstein
3506 N. Charles St. (18)
Twenty films—medical.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
102 W. 25th St. (18)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Dr. Joseph I. Kemler
2230 Park Ave.
One film—on cancer of the larynx.

Kunz, Inc.
426 N. Calvert St. (2)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Lewy Film & Sound Service
853 N. Eutaw St. (1)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Maryland and vicinity.

Maryland State Department of Education
Division of Library Extension
400 Cathedral St. (1)
Approximately 400 films—educational, primarily for in-service education of teachers, some films for adult groups; distribution restricted to Maryland (outside of Baltimore City).

Maryland Tuberculosis Assn.
900 St. Paul St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Maryland.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
516 N. Charles St. (8)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1322 Mathieson Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
714 Park Ave.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
10 Light St. (3)
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singer Sewing Machine Co.</td>
<td>Manufacturers Agency</td>
<td>Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIDGE</td>
<td>Stark Films</td>
<td>Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tandy Leather Co.</td>
<td>Four films on leathercraft and carving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U. S. Department of the Treasury</td>
<td>Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Maryland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U. S. Social Security Administration</td>
<td>Five films—about social security, through old age and survivors insurance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wyeth Laboratories</td>
<td>Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Rug Cleaning</td>
<td>One film on rules for rug beauty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U. S. Public Health Service</td>
<td>Ten films—about cancer and cancer prevention; for lay and professional-audiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allegany County Public Schools</td>
<td>Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Allegany County schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davis Motion Picture Service</td>
<td>Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EASTON
Hobby Horse Audio-Visual Aids Service
35 E. Dover St.
Approximately 40 films — entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to States east of Mississippi River.

ELKTON
Cecil County Board of Education
Court House
Approximately 100 films — educational; distribution restricted to Cecil County schools and library.

FORT GEORGE G. MEADE
U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, Second Army
Att: Signal Officer
Approximately 710 films — 250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Second Army area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

FREDERICK
Frederick County Board of Education
Department of Instruction
115 E. Church St.
Approximately 80 films — educational; distribution restricted to public schools of Frederick County.

GAITHERSBURG
Montgomery County Department of Public Libraries
214 Diamond Ave.
Approximately 500 films through the Suburban Washington-Library Film Service — informational, some sponsored.

HAGERSTOWN
Washington County Board of Education
Commonwealth Ave.
Approximately 150 films — entertainment shorts and features, and educational; distribution restricted to local community.

OLNEY
Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 2
Approximately 20 films — on civil defense.

PIKESVILLE
State Director of Civil Defense
State Armory (B)
Approximately 40 films — on civil defense; distribution restricted to Maryland.

ROCKVILLE
Public Schools of Montgomery County
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 2,000 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Montgomery County public schools.

SALISBURY
Wicomico County Board of Education
Approximately 175 films — educational; distribution restricted to Wicomico County.

TOWSON
Baltimore County Public Schools
Central Film Library
Approximately 540 films — educational; distribution restricted to Baltimore County Public Schools.

UPPER MARLBORO
Prince George's Public Schools
Approximately 385 films — instructional and informational; distribution restricted to County schools.
AMHERST
National Junior Vegetable Growers Assn.
103 French Hall
University of Massachusetts
Two films—educational.
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
6 Main St.
Approximately 25 films — on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.
University of Massachusetts Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

ANDOVER
Addison Gallery of American Art Film Library
Phillips Academy
Approximately 35 films—instructional and informational on art subjects; distribution restricted to New England.
Memorial Hall Library
Approximately 250 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative — informational, primarily for adults.

ARLINGTON
New England Film Service, Inc.
828 Massachusetts Ave. (74)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
Robbins Library
Approximately 80 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative — informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

BEVERLY
Massachusetts Secondary School Principals Assn., Inc.
3 Broadway—Room 2
Approximately 15 films — on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Massachusetts.

BOSTON
Air France
493 Boylston St. (16)
Four films—travelogs.
American Airlines, Inc.
470 Atlantic Ave. (10)
Nine films—travel documentaries.
American Cancer Society
Massachusetts Division, Inc.
138 Newbury St. (16)
Approximately 35 films—on cancer for lay education, professional education, and volunteer training; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.
American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
73 Tremont St. (8)
Eight films — informational and religious.
American Petroleum Institute
419 Boylston St. (16)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.
American President Lines
89 State St.
Four films — travelogs describing the passenger and freighter services of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
New England Regional Office
72 Franklin St. (10)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on
intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Boston Public Library
Film Service (17)
Approximately 975 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Boston and for group use.

Boston University
Department of Biology (16)
Ten films—on biological subjects; distribution restricted to professional audiences.

Boston University Film Library
School of Education
332 Bay State Rd. (15)
Approximately 2,000 films—educational.

George A. Bourgeois, M.D.
270 Commonwealth Ave.
One film—medical.

A. M. Byers Co.
200 Berkeley St.
Rm. 2410 (16)
Two films—one wrought iron and snow melting.

Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc.
77 Franklin St. (10)
Two films—one the carbon black industry; distribution restricted to business and industry.

Canadian Consulate General
80 Boylston St.
Approximately 100 films—one Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
497 Boylston St.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
80 Boylston St. (16)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

The Church Film Library
Department of Christian Education
Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts
1 Joy St. (8)
Approximately 125 films—religious.

Cinema, Inc.
234 Clarendon St. (16)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Claus Gelotte Camera Stores
284 Boylston St. (16)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts and sponsored.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
161 Massachusetts Ave.
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Fairweather Films
Room 112, Baker Library
Soldiers Field (63)
Two films—educational about Mexico.

Films, Inc.
161 Massachusetts Ave.
Approximately 1,600 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Gulf Oil Corp.
Back Bay
P. O. Box 153 (17)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Photographic Bureau
200 Berkeley St.
One film—story about life at Hancock Village.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
40 Melrose St. (16)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.
Industrial Education Institute
25 Huntington Ave. (16)
One film—on functional drafting.

Ladd Visual Service
235 Stuart St. (16)
Approximately 2,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to New England.

Major Theatre Equipment Corp.
44 Winchester St. (16)
Approximately 400 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Massachusetts Department of Commerce
Director of Promotion
334 Boylston St. (16)
Three films—informational about Massachusetts.

Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Division of Health Information
State House (83)
Approximately 150 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

Massachusetts Tuberculosis and Health League, Inc.
181 Clarendon St.
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
235 Stuart St. (16)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
Room 449
73 Tremont St. (6)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
541 Boylston St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
186 Franklin St. (7)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Nova Scotia Travel Bureau
Little Bldg.
80 Boylston St. (16)
Approximately 20 films—informational about Nova Scotia.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
Hotel Statler
72 Arlington St.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
1350 Columbia Rd. (27)
Four films—instructional on machine tools.

State Department of Education
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
200 Newbury St. (16)
Approximately 750 films—educational; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

State of Massachusetts
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
37 Court Sq.
Two films—on vocational rehabilitation; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

Tandy Leather Co.
749 Boylston St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
Drawer M
Back Bay Sta. (17)
Approximately 20 films—primarily about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.
U. S. Army Engineers
New England Division
150 Causeway St. (14)
Fourteen films—on construction of
dams, air bases, and activities of
the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Coast Guard
First Coast Guard District
1400 Custom House (9)
Approximately 16 films—on the
Coast Guard and its activities;
distribution restricted to First
Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, First Naval
District
Attn: Asst. for Public Information
495 Summer St. (10)
Approximately 885 films—public
information and 880 training
films; distribution of all films re-
stricted to First Naval District;
distribution of training films re-
stricted to educational institutions
at times when not in use by the
Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
1419 Post Office & Courthouse
Bldg. (9)
Seventeen films—about the United
States and Savings Bonds; distri-
bution restricted to Massachusetts.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, First Marine Corps Re-
serve & Recruitment District
495 Summer St.
Approximately 15 films—about the
Marine Corps; distribution re-
stricted to geographical region.

United World Free Film Service
20 Melrose St.
Approximately 20 films—educa-
tional and informational, all spon-
sored.

The Upjohn Co.
11 Deerfield St. (15)
Thirteen films—on medical and
pharmaceutical subjects.

Wholesome Film Center, Inc.
20 Melrose St. (16)
Approximately 3,000 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored.

BROCKTON
Brockton Public Library
Approximately 200 films through
the Massachusetts Public Library
Film Cooperative—informational,
primarily for adults.

BROOKLINE
Brookline Public Library
Approximately 200 films available
through the Massachusetts Public
Library Film Cooperative—informa-
tional, primarily for adults;
distribution restricted to organiza-
tions in Brookline.

CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge Public Schools
Approximately 275 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Cambridge school system.

Claus Gelotte Camera Stores
Harvard Sq. (38)
Approximately 200 films—enter-
tainment shorts and sponsored.

CHICOPEE
A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
Meadow St.
Three films on sports; distribution
restricted to geographical region.

DEDHAM
Rust Craft Greeting Cards
One film on the manufacture of
greeting cards.

DORCHESTER
Boston Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual In-
struction
95 Selden St. (24)
Approximately 700 films—educational; distribution restricted to Boston Public Schools.

EAST WALPOLE
Bird & Son, Inc.
Public Relations Dept.
Two films—educational; no distribution west of Denver, Colorado.

EAST WEMYOUTH
Weymouth Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction
High School Bldg. (89)
Approximately 300 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Weymouth Public Schools except for sponsored films.

FITCHBURG
Fitchburg Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 90 films plus 300 others available through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, educational, and entertainment; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
Advertising Dept.
470 Main St.
Four films—instructional on machine tools.

FRAMINGHAM
Fitts' Photo, Shops
22 Union Ave.
Approximately 300 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Framingham Town Library
Approximately 200 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

GARDNER
Levi Heywood Memorial Library
Three films—entertainment and informational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

GREENFIELD
Greenfield Regional Library Center
Approximately 35 films—informational; distribution restricted to Franklin and Hampshire Counties.

HARVARD
Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 1
Oak Hill Rd.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense.

HUDSON
Hudson Public Library
Approximately 200 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

The La Pointe Machine Tool Co.
Education Dept.
34 Tower St.
Four films—informational on broaching machines.

LEOMINSTER
Leominster Public Library
Film lending service through access to approximately 800 films of the Massachusetts Department of Education and other sources.

LEXINGTON
Cary Memorial Library
Approximately 200 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.
LOWELL
City Library
Approximately 100 films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Greater Lowell area.

Lowell Public Library
Approximately 200 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

LYNN
Lynn Public Library
Approximately 200 films available through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to organized groups and clubs.

Lynn Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
42 Franklin St.
Approximately 200 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Lynn Public Schools.

Massachusetts Motion Picture Service
35 Market St.
Approximately 3,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

MALDEN
Malden Public Library
Approximately 200 films available through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Wylast Laboratories
280 Commercial St. (48)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

MARBLEHEAD
Abbot Public Library
235 Pleasant St.
Approximately 80 films owned plus access to several hundred films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Circuit—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Marblehead.

MELROSE
Melrose Public Schools
Approximately 80 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Melrose Public Schools.

MILFORD
Milford Public Schools
Approximately 25 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Milford.

NATICK
Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency
143 Speen St.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

NEEDHAM
Needham Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Needham Public Schools.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
360 First Ave. (94)
Five films on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

NEW BEDFORD
New Bedford Public Schools
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to New Bedford Public Schools.
NEWTON
Ebanote Co.
Division of Stowe-Woodward, Inc. (64)
One film on bowling.

NORTH ADAMS
North Adams Public Schools
Approximately 85 films—instructional; distribution restricted to North Adams Public Schools.

NORTH ANDOVER
Stevens Memorial Library
Approximately 200 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

PITTSFIELD
Berkshire Athenaeum
Approximately 25 films—entertainment, educational, and travelogs; distribution restricted to Berkshire County and surrounding towns.

Berkshire Hills Conference
50 South St.
One film—travelog.

PLYMOUTH
Plymouth Cordage Co.
Two films on the uses of rope and twine.

QUINCY
Claus Geolette, Inc.
Camera Stores
1387 Hancock St. (69)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts and sponsored.

Stanley-Winthrop's, Inc.
90 Washington St. (69)
Approximately 3,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to New England.

Thomas Crane Public Library
Approximately 800 films available through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative plus 100 films from other sources; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

SOUTHBRIDGE
American Optical Co.
Safety Products Division
Seven films—informational.

SPRINGFIELD
American Cancer Society
Western Massachusetts Office
360 Worthington St.
Seventeen films—on cancer for lay education, professional education, and volunteer training; distribution restricted to Massachusetts.

Farm Credit District of Springfield
810 State St.
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.

Movie Center
20 Andrew St. (9)
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to New England.

Movocco Film
14 Leonard St. (4)
Approximately 3,000 films—primarily entertainment shorts and features, some educational, religious and sponsored.

Springfield City Library Assn.
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.
Springfield Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to Springfield Public Schools.

Valley Cinema
958 State St. (9)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Western Massachusetts.

UXBRIDGE
Percy Orrell Film Services & Supplies
Elizabeth St.
Approximately 50 films—entertainment and educational on engineering subjects.

WALTHAM
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Art & Photography
Public Relations Dept. (54)
Three films—on electronics.

Waltham Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Waltham Public Schools.

WATERTOWN
Millipore Filter Corp.
86 Pleasant St. (72)
One film on microfiltration and analysis.

Watertown Free Public Library
Approximately 500 films available through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

WELLESLEY
Wellesley Public Library
Approximately 500 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational primarily for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

WESTBORO
Alden Systems Co.
Washington St.
Three films on cost cutting methods.

WESTFIELD
Westfield Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
69 Smith Ave.
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to Westfield Public Schools.

WEYMOUTH
Tufts Library
Approximately 50 films through the Massachusetts Public Library Film Cooperative—informational, for adults and children; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards and to local organizations.

WINCHESTER
Winchester Public Library
Approximately 85 films—on historical subjects; distribution restricted to holders of adult Library cards.

WORCESTER
Bailey Sound Film Service
59 Chandler St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to New England.

Norton Co.
Publicity Dept.
1 New Bond St. (6)
Thirteen films—on technical and industrial subjects.
Worcester Public Library
Six films—on library services; distribution restricted to Library patrons.

Worcester Public School
Division of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Worcester Public Schools.

ALBION
Albion Malleable Iron Co.
One film—on malleable metals.

ALLEN PARK
Wolverine Tube Division
Calumet and Hecla, Inc.
Industrial Engineering Section
17200 Southfield Rd.
Four films on industrial engineering.

ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Public Schools
Teachers' Reference Library
Approximately 25 films—educational; distribution restricted to Ann Arbor Public Schools.
Dr. F. Bruce Fralick
Department of Ophthalmic Surgery
University Hospital
Two films—on ophthalmology; distribution restricted to medical groups.
Picture and Equipment Service
1426 Marian at W. Stadium
Approximately 450 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
University of Michigan
Audio-Visual Education Center
Approximately 3,700 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Michigan and adjacent States.

BATTLE CREEK
Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 4
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense.

BENTON HARBOR
Superior Steel & Malleable Castings Co.
One film—educational on the new concept in foundry operation.

BERKLEY
Berkley Public Schools
Approximately 415 films—instructional; distribution restricted to members of library cooperative.

BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Birmingham Public Schools.

DAVISON
William Gun Sight Co.
Four films—informational; distribution primarily restricted to sportsmen's clubs and other outdoor organizations.

DEARBORN
Dearborn Public Library
Approximately 550 films—educational, entertainment, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Dearborn.
Dearborn Public Schools
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 850 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Dearborn.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
22710 Olmstead
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Ford Motor Co.
Film Library
The American Rd.
Approximately 50 films—primarily travelogs, educational, and industrial.

Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village.
Department of Education
Audio-Visual Services
Two films—on the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village.

Lachman & Co.
4935 Schaefer Rd.
Approximately 600 films—entertainment.

DETROIT

Acme Quality Points, Inc.
Acme Insecticide Division
8250 St. Aubin (11)
One film—informational on the control of lawn weeds.

Air France
1249 Washington Blvd.
Four films—travelogs.

American Cancer Society
Southeastern Michigan Division
4811 John R. St. (1)
Approximately 10 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Southeastern Michigan.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Michigan Regional Office
183 Madison Ave. (26)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Consulate
1035 Penobscot Bldg.
Approximately 100 films—on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
131 W. Lafayette Blvd.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
1249 Washington Blvd. (26)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Cosmopolitan Films
3248 Gratiot Ave. (7)
Approximately 2,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Midwestern States.

Detroit Edison Co.
2000 Second Ave.
Approximately 25 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to area served by Edison Co.

The Detroit News
Public Relations Dept. (31)
Two films—informational on newspaper processes.

Detroit Public Library
Educational Film Dept.
5201 Woodward Ave. (2)
Approximately 1,100 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Detroit and for group use.
Detroit Public Schools
Approximately 1,200 films—educational and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Detroit Public Schools.

Engleman Visual Education Service
4754 Woodward Ave. (1)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Detroit.

Ferry-Morse Seed Co. &
P. O. Box 778
Three films—on flower and vegetable gardening.

General Motors Corp.
Public Relations Staff
Film Library
3044 W. Grand Blvd. (2)
Approximately 50 films—educational and sponsored.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
13400 W. McNichols Rd. (35)
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Lachman & Co.
5636 Michigan Ave. (10)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment.

Dr. Daniel J. Leithauser
14540 E. Warren Ave. (24)
One medical film—for surgical profession.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
28 E. Elizabeth St. (1)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious, but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
1865 Cass Ave. (26)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Michigan Film Library
15745 Rosemont Rd. (23)
One film—religious; distribution restricted to Wayne County.

Micromatic Hone Corp.
Advertising Dept.
8100 Schoolcraft Ave. (38)
Two films—on the honing process; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, business and industry.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
4754 Woodward Ave. (1)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
160 W. Boston Blvd. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Peninsular Grinding Wheel Co.
729 Meldrum Ave.
One film on industrial grinding safety; distribution restricted to industry.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
1249 Washington Blvd.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelog.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
5900 Second Blvd. (2)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
1011 Fourth St. (81)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Michigan.
C. L. Straith, M.D.
Straith Clinic for Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
1553 Woodward Ave. (26)
Seven films—on plastic surgery; distribution restricted to medical groups.

Tandy Leather Co.
4823 Woodward Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

UAW Film Library
8000 E. Jefferson Ave. (14)
Approximately 850 films—on labor and labor unions.

U. S. Army Engineers
Detroit District
600 E. Jefferson Ave. (26)
One film—on St. Mary's River.

U. S. Army Engineers
U. S. Lake Survey
630 Federal Bldg. (26)
One film—on activities and work of the U. S. Lake Survey.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
1325 Cadillac Tower
65 Cadillac Sq.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Michigan.

United World Free Film Service
2310 Cass Ave.
Approximately 80 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

Wayne State University
Visual Auditory Center
4841 Cass Ave. (1)
Approximately 500 films—educational and industrial; distribution restricted to community agencies closely allied to the University.

D. F. Weaver, M.D.
571 Fisher Bldg. (2)
Two films—instructional; distribution restricted to medical and pre-medical groups.

Wesson Co.
Public Relations Dept.
1220 Woodward Heights Blvd. (20)
Two films—educational on the manufacture and uses of carbide cutting tools.

EAST DETROIT

East Detroit Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to East Detroit Public Schools.

EAST LANSING

Michigan State University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 4,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Michigan.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
Michigan State College
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Michigan.

EATON RAPIDS

Veterans of Foreign Wars National Home
Film Loan Dept.
Two films—entertainment shorts.

FERNDALE

Public Library
Films obtained by contract from the Detroit Public Library; distribution restricted to Ferndale area.

FLINT

Brice Sales
4417 N. Saginaw St. (5)
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Michigan.
Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
1639 Mott Foundation Bldg.
503 S. Saginaw St.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Flint Public Library
Film Division
Crapo and Kearsley
Approximately 350 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Flint Public Schools
Approximately 700 films—educational; distribution restricted to Flint Public Schools.

Jensen Sound & Movie, Inc.
427 Detroit St. (2)
Approximately 850 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational, religious, and sponsored.

GRAND RAPIDS
Grand Rapids Board of Education
143 Bostwick, NE.
Approximately 885 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Grand Rapids public schools.

Grand Rapids Public Library
Ryerson Library Bldg. (2)
Approximately 500 films—educational, some sponsored, and travelogs; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
1806 McKay Tower, Campau Sq.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

GRAYLING
Grayling Film Service
Bear Archery Co.
Route # 1
Approximately 10 films on archery and bowhunting.

GROSSE POINTE
Grosse Pointe Board of Education
389 St. Clair (80)
Approximately 450 films—educational; distribution restricted to Grosse Pointe public schools and organized community groups.

HAMTRAMCK
Hamtramck Public Library
2360 Caniff (12)
Films obtained by contract from the Detroit Public Library; distribution restricted to nonschool groups in Hamtramck.

Hamtramck Public Schools
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Hamtramck Public Schools.

HIGHLAND PARK
Highland Park Board of Education
12541 Second Ave. (3)
Approximately 600 films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to Highland Park area.

McGregor Public Library
12244 Woodward Ave. (3)
Films obtained by contract from the Detroit Public Library; distribution restricted to Highland Park and for group use.

IMLAY CITY
Muir Entertainment Service
470 Bancroft St.
Approximately 150 films—entertainment shorts, classroom, and religious.

INKSTER
Wayne County Public Library
Audio-Visual Center
27228 W. Michigan Ave.
Approximately 1,800 films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Wayne County.
INTERLOCHEN
National Music Camp
Film Library
Two films—entertainment and educational on music.

IRONWOOD
Ironwood Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—instructional; distribution restricted to the school district.

JACKSON
Jackson Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 70 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Jackson Public Schools.

KALAMAZOO
Kalamazoo Public Library (13)
Approximately 125 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Kalamazoo Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
306 E. Lovell St. (5)
Approximately 500 films—primarily classroom; distribution primarily restricted to Kalamazoo Public Schools.

Locke Films, Inc.
124 W. South St. (8)
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
7171 Portage Rd.
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Western Michigan University
Audio-Visual Center (45)
Approximately 250 films—instructional.

LANSING
American Cancer Society
1205 E. Saginaw St. (6)
Approximately 35 films—all on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Michigan.

Board of Education
Audio-Visual Dept.
419 N. Capitol Ave. (14)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Lansing public schools.

J. I. Case Co.
520 N. Grand Ave.
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Michigan Department of Conservation (26)
Approximately 40 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Michigan except in June, July, August and December.

Michigan Department of Health
Section of Education (4)
Approximately 850 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to Michigan.

Michigan High School Athletic Assn.
Department of Public Instruction (2)
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Michigan.

Michigan State Library (13)
Twenty-six films—educational; distribution restricted to Michigan.

Michigan Tourist Council
Stevens T. Mason Bldg. (4)
Three films—entertainment and educational.
Michigan Tuberculosis Assn.
403 Seymour Ave. (14)
Thirteen films—on tuberculosis for medical and general audiences.

State Director of Civil Defense
119 W. Washtenaw (23)
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Michigan.

Vocational Rehabilitation
900 Bauch Bldg.
One film—educational; distribution restricted to Michigan.

LIVONIA

Livonia Public School District
16125 Farmington Rd.
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Livonia Public School District.

MIDLAND

The Dow Chemical Co.
Public Relations Dept.
Approximately 25 films—entertainment and educational plus sixteen medical films.

Dow Corning Corp.
Five films—educational.

Midland Public Schools
Approximately 30 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Midland Public Schools.

MOUNT PLEASANT

Central Michigan College
Audio-Visual Services
Approximately 360 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Michigan.

MUSKEGON

Gospel Film Library
P. O. Box 655
Approximately 60 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Muskegon County Audio-Visual Center
922 Jefferson
Approximately 225 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored; distribution of classroom films restricted to Muskegon County schools.

RIVER ROUGE

River Rouge Schools
1411 Coolidge Hwy.
Approximately 85 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to River Rouge public schools and civic groups.

ROCHESTER

Detroit Broach Co.
P. O. Box 156
Six films—educational on broaching and broaching methods; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, business and industry.

Rochester Community Schools
Instructional Aids Dept.
Approximately 25 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools within the district.

ROSEVILLE

Roseville Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools of Roseville.

ROYAL OAK

South Oakland Film Library
1026 N. Main St.
Approximately 400 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to cooperating school systems of Berkley, Clawson, Ferndale, Fitzgerald, Hazel Park, Madison, and Royal Oak.
### Michigan—Minnesota

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saginaw County Schools</th>
<th>Wyandotte Public Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio-Visual Education Center</td>
<td>Approximately 180 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools of Wyandotte City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 N. Harrison St.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 960 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools in Saginaw County supporting the Center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three Rivers</th>
<th>Eastern Michigan College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong Machine Works</td>
<td>Audio-Visual Education Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One film—on steam traps.</td>
<td>Approximately 160 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to campus use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alport Lea</th>
<th>University of Minnesota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albert Lea Public Schools</td>
<td>General Extension Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 80 films—instructional.</td>
<td>Audio-Visual Extension Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110 New Garrick Bldg. (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duluth Public Schools</td>
<td>Approximately 250 films—educational, mostly classroom; distribution restricted to Northern Minnesota.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Administration Bldg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Duluth Public Schools and affiliated groups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart Audio-Visual Center</td>
<td>Ely Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 N. First Ave., E. (2)</td>
<td>Box 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.</td>
<td>Four films—travelogs; distribution primarily restricted to Midwest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Conference of Christians and Jews</td>
<td>Hibbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313 Bradley Bldg. (2)</td>
<td>Independent School District No. 701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 18 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.</td>
<td>Department of Visual Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Equipment Co.</td>
<td>Approximately 500 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Hibbing public schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 E. Michigan St. (2)</td>
<td>National Conference of Christians and Jews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 800 films—entertainment and sponsored.</td>
<td>2210 Tenth Ave., E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandy Leather Co.</td>
<td>Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 N. Lake Ave.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four films on leathercraft and carving.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Minneapolis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 Third St., S.</td>
<td>Approximately 80 films—entertain-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ment and educational, primarily on agriculture; distribution restricted to Minnesota area.

American Cancer Society
Minnesota Division, Inc.
3702 E. Lake St. (6)
Approximately 20 films—on cancer, for general and professional audiences.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
47 S. Ninth St. (2)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Hardware Mutual Insurance Co.
P. O. Box 435
Approximately 20 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; films available for group use only.

American Petroleum Institute
1110 Rand Tower (2)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

American Society of Bakery Engineers
Department of Visual Education
311 Second St., SE. (14)
Approximately 15 films—educational, primarily on baking and related subjects.

American Swedish Institute
2601 Oakland Ave. (7)
Approximately 40 films—educational on Sweden and Scandinavia; distribution restricted to Midwestern States.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Minnesota-Dakotas Regional Office
933 Lumber Exchange Bldg. (1)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Augsburg Publishing House
Films Dept.
425 S. Fourth St. (15)
Approximately 225 films—religious.

Augustana Lutheran Church
Audio-Visual Service
2445 Park Ave.
Approximately 200 films—all religious.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
1040 Rand Tower
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
708 Second Ave., S. (2)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Carroll Films
5200 Minnehaha Ave. (17)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to North Central States.

J. I. Case Co.
233 Park Ave., S. (15)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Elliott Film Co.
1112 Nicollet Ave. (3)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
7421 Park Ave.
Approximately 50 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis (3)
One film—about the work of the Federal Reserve System.
General Mills, Inc.
Film Dept.
9200 Wayzata Blvd. (26)
Approximately 25 films—educational and sponsored.

Gospel Films Library
1645 Hennepin Ave.
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Hennepin County TB Assn.
2500 Park Ave. (4)
Approximately 50 films—educational, primarily about tuberculosis; distribution restricted to Hennepin County.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1915 Chicago Ave. (4)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

The John Leslie Paper Co.
500 S. Third St.
Three films—on paper making; distribution restricted to six-State area.

MAVCO Film Library
10 W. 25th St.
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Minnesota, the Dakotas, Northern Iowa, and Western Wisconsin.

Midland Cooperative Wholesale Film Library
739 Johnson St., NE. (13)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Northern Iowa.

Minneapolis Public Library
Hennepin at Tenth (3)
Approximately 85 films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards in Hennepin County; no mail service.

Minneapolis Public Schools
School Administration Bldg.
807 Broadway NE.
Approximately 2,500 films—educational; distribution restricted to Minneapolis Public Schools, PTA and other school organizations.

Minneapolis Star & Tribune
425 Portland Ave. (15)
Two films—informational.

Minnesota Department of Health
Section of Public Health Education
University Campus (14)
Approximately 185 films—educational on health subjects; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Minnesota Society for Prevention of Blindness
535 Palace Bldg. (1)
Six films—educational about care of the eyes; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Minnesota State High School League
829 Plymouth Bldg.
Approximately 15 films on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Minnesota.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
1114 Nicollett Ave. (3)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
700 National Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Room G—Third Floor
4029 Vernon Ave. (16)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.
Northern States Power Co.
15 S. Fifth St.
Approximately 15 films—educational; distribution restricted to North Central States.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
420 Third Ave., S. (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Religious Film Libraries
2445 Park Ave.
Approximately 400 films—all religious; distribution restricted to churches.

Scott-Atwater Mfg. Co., Inc.
2901 E. Hennepin Ave.
Three films—on boating, fishing and water skiing.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
1008 Nicollet Ave. (2)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
2800 Wayzata Blvd. (1)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Minnesota and the Dakotas.

Tandy Leather Co.
1412 Hennepin Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
1730 Clifton Pl. (3)
Approximately 80 films—primarily about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
201 Metropolitan Bldg. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

University of Minnesota
General Extension Division
Audio-Visual Extension Service (14)
Approximately 8,000 films—educational, some sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
110 N. Fifth St. (9)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of Minnesota
715 Twelfth Ave., S. (14)
Approximately 15 films—on alcohol education and temperance; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

World Wide Pictures
1114 Nicollet Ave. (3)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
1845 E. Franklin Ave. (4)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

ROCHESTER

Rochester Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Rochester Public Schools.

ST. CLOUD

Guardian Films, Inc.
Box 846
Approximately 180 films—educational and religious.

St. Cloud State College
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to campus use.

ST. LOUIS PARK

St. Louis Park Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—instructional; distribution restricted to St. Louis Park school system.
ST. PAUL

Boyd Film Co.
Park Bldg.
1586 Selby Ave. (4)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

College of St. Thomas
Audio-Visual Dept. (1)
Eleven films—instructional; distribution restricted to campus use.

Farm Credit District of St. Paul
344 Jackson St. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.

Fruehauf Trailer Co.
21110 University Ave. (14)
Three films—on trailers and transportation.

Guardian Films
Catechetical Guild Educational Society.
147 E. Fifth St. (1)
Approximately 30 films—educational and religious.

Macalester College
Audio-Visual Dept.
One film—instructional.

Minnesota Department of Highways
1279 University Ave. (4)
Approximately 70 films—on traffic safety; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Minnesota Department of Welfare
117 University Ave.
Approximately 95 films—educational on public welfare; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Minnesota Tourist Information
State Capitol
One film—educational.

Minnesota Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
614 Portland Ave. (3)
Approximately 50 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Northern Mall Iron
387 Forest St.
One film—informational.

St. Paul Book & Stationery Co.
Sixth and Cedar Sts. (1)
Approximately 95 films—entertainment and religious.

St. Paul Public Library
Approximately 250 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards and for community group use.

St. Paul Public Schools
Visual Education
515 Court House (2)
Approximately 1,600 films—classroom, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to St. Paul Public Schools.

St. Paul Science Museum
51 University Ave. (3)
Approximately 180 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to schools in Minnesota and adjacent States.

State Director of Civil Defense
555 Wabash
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Minnesota.

Tandy Leather Co.
191 E. Eighth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Twin City Dairy Council
1550 Larpenteur Ave., W. (8)
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area.

U. S. Army Engineers
District Engineer
1217 U. S. Post Office and Customhouse (1)
One film—on the Corps of Engineers.
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
517 Federal Courts Bldg.
*Approximately 35 films — on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Minnesota.*

United World Free Film Service
1595 Selby Ave.
*Approximately 20 films — educational and informational, all sponsored.*

University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Film Library
St. Paul Campus
*Approximately 350 films — agricultural; distribution restricted to professional agricultural workers.*

SOUTH ST. PAUL
South St. Paul Public Schools
*Approximately 350 films — educational; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

UNITED STATES.
Soil Conservation Service
State Office
517 Federal Courts Bldg.
*Approximately 25 films — on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Minnesota.*

United World Free Film Service
1595 Selby Ave.
*Approximately 20 films — educational and informational, all sponsored.*

University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Film Library
St. Paul Campus
*Approximately 350 films — agricultural; distribution restricted to professional agricultural workers.*

Mississippi

BILOXI
Biloxi Chamber of Commerce
*One film on Mississippi's Gulf Coast.*

CLEVELAND
Delta Film Cooperative Assn.
Delta State Teachers College
*Approximately 650 films — educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to members of cooperative film library.*

GREENVILLE
Greenville Public Schools
High School
*Approximately 350 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Greenville Public Schools.*

GULFPORT
Gulfport Chamber of Commerce
*One film on Mississippi's Gulf Coast.*

HATTIESBURG
Mississippi Southern College
Audio-Visual Center
*Approximately 1,350 films — primarily educational; distribution restricted to film association members.*

JACKSON
American Cancer Society
Mississippi Division
First Federal Savings and Loan Bldg.
Capital at S. State St.
*Approximately 50 films — primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Mississippi.*

American Petroleum Institute
670 Milner Bldg.
*Eleven films — about oil and the oil industry.*

Baptist Book Store
125 President St.
Box 527 (1)
*Approximately 300 films — primarily religious; distribution restricted to Mississippi.*

VIRGINIA
Independent School District
Audio-Visual Dept.
*Approximately 400 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Virginia public schools.*

St. Louis County Schools
County Court House
*Approximately 300 films — educational; distribution restricted to St. Louis County rural schools.*
Jackson Public Schools
P. O. Box 918 (8)
Approximately 200 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Jackson Public Schools.

Mississippi State Board of Health Division of Health Education
Approximately 480 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Mississippi.

Mississippi State Department of Education
Division of Instruction
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Mississippi.

Mississippi Tuberculosis Assn.
P. O. Box 9865, Northside Sta.
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Mississippi.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
712 Electric Bldg. (1)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Herschel Smith Co.
119 Roach St. (110)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Southern States.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
First National Bank Bldg.
P. O. Box 811 (5)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company office.

State Director of Civil Defense
1014 State Office Bldg.
Approximately 80 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Mississippi.

Tandy Leather Co.
113 S. Roach St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
526 Post Office Building
P. O. Box 747 (5)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Mississippi.

MERIDIAN

Meridian Public Schools
High School and Junior High School
Approximately 50 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Meridian Public Schools.

STATE COLLEGE

Mississippi State College
Extension Service
Approximately 45 films—educational, a few entertainment shorts; distribution primarily restricted to Mississippi.

UNIVERSITY

University of Mississippi
Department of Educational Film Production
University Extension
Six films—educational.

University of Mississippi
School of Education
Audio-Visual Education Service
Approximately 600 films—primarily classroom.

VICKSBURG

U. S. Army Enigneers
Lower Mississippi Valley Division
P. O. Box 80
Eleven films—on construction of dams and activities of the Corps of Engineers.
U. S. Army Engineers
Mississippi River Commission
P. O. Box 80
Two films—on navigation and flood control.

U. S. Army Engineers
Waterways Experiment Station
P. O. Box 681
Approximately 85 films—primarily on flood control, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

Missouri

CAPE GIRARDEAU
Cape Girardeau Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to Cape Girardeau Public Schools.

Southeast Missouri Cooperative Film Library
Southeast Missouri State College
Approximately 1,300 films—educational, some sponsored.

CHILlicoTHE
B. R. Harris & Co.
508 Jackson St.
Approximately 30 films—entertainment and educational.

CLINTON
Henry County Library
Film Service
Approximately 28 films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative; distribution restricted to residents of Henry County.

COLUMBIA
Missouri State High School Activities Assn.
407 S. Sixth St.
Approximately 20 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Missouri.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 180
Approximately 85 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Missouri.

University of Missouri
Adult Education and Extension Service
Visual Education Dept.
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

HARRISONVILLE
Cass County Library
Film Service
Twelve or more films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative, others obtained upon request from outside film libraries; distribution restricted to Cass County.

HOUSTON
Texas County Library
Fourteen films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative—informational; distribution restricted to groups in Texas County.

IRONTON
Ozark Regional Library
Approximately 25 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Iron, Madison, and Crawford Counties.

JEFFERSON CITY
American Cancer Society
Missouri Division, Inc.
712 E. High St.
Forty-five films—on cancer and cancer prevention, for lay and professional groups; distribution restricted to Missouri.
Jefferson City and Cole County Libraries
Film Service
Fourteen films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative
plus five Christmas films owned by Library; distribution restricted to Cole County.

Missouri Civil Defense Agency
100 E. Capitol Ave.
Fifth Floor, Jefferson Bldg.
Approximately 100 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Missouri.

Missouri Conservation Commission
Film Loan Library
Monroe Bldg.
Thirty films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Missouri.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
410 Jefferson St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
Commerce Bldg.
330 E. High St.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Missouri.

Vocational Rehabilitation
Department of Education
Seventh Floor, Jefferson Bldg.
Six films—on vocational rehabilitation.

JOPLIN

Joplin Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Joplin Public Schools.

KAHOKA

H. E. Sever Memorial Library
Film Service

Twelve films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative; distribution restricted to Clark County.

KANSAS CITY

All-Star Pictures
709 Westport Rd.
Approximately 8,400 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

American Hereford Assn.
Hereford Dr. (5)
Three films—on the beef cattle industry.

American Petroleum Institute
512 Law Bldg. (6)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

Baptist Book Store
1017-1019 Grand Ave. (6)
Approximately 300 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Missouri.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
101 W. Eleventh St.
Approximately 40 films—travel on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
608 Waldheim Bldg. (6)
Approximately 15 films—travel on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

J. I. Case Co.
2133 Broadway (8)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Consumers Cooperative Assn.
P. O. Box 7305 (16)
Approximately 70 films—primarily on cooperative subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Gospel Films Library
P. O. Box 5858
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1402 Locust St. (6)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational and sponsored.

International Paper Co.
Long-Bell Div.
One film—educational on lumber.

The Jewish Federation and Council Community Relations Bureau
20 W. Ninth St. Bldg. (5)
Approximately 25 films—religious on racial understanding.

Kansas City Heart Assn.
West Missouri Chapter
406 W. 34th St. (6)
Approximately 20 films—on heart disease; distribution restricted to West Central Missouri Chapter.

Kansas City Public Library
Audio-Visual Dept.
Ninth and Locust Sts.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
1840 E. Eighth St. (1)
Approximately 1,800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Kansas City Public Schools.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
1021 McGee St. (6)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
3718 Broadway (11)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to Kansas and Western Missouri.

Mo-Kan Audio-Visual Service
709 Westport Rd. (2)
Approximately 3,300 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and some sponsored.

National Conference of Christians and Jews.
916 Walnut St. (6)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Religious Film Distributors
12 E. 53d Terrace
Approximately 500 films—religious.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
921 Walnut St.
Columbia Bank Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
906 Grand Ave. (6)
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
1524 Grand Ave. (8)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Spencer Chemical Co.
Motion Picture Library
Dwight Bldg. (5)
Three films—educational; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
114 E. Armour Blvd. (41)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Western Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana.

Tandy Leather Co.
1219 Grand Ave.
Four films on leatherscraft and carving.

U. S. Army Engineers
Kansas City District
1800 Federal Office Bldg.
911 Walnut St. (8)
One film—on flood control on the Missouri River.

United World Free Film Service
709 Westport Rd.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
25 E. Pershing Rd. (10)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

World Wide Pictures
3718 Broadway (11)
Fifteen films—religious.

KENNETH
Dunklin County Library
Film Service
Approximately 400 films cooperatively owned in the State—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Dunklin County.

KIRKSVILLE
Northeast Missouri State Teachers College
Bureau of Audio-Visual Education & Program Service
Approximately 400 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

MEXICO
A. P. Green Fire Brick Co.
Merchandise Dept.
One film—educational.

ROLLA
U. S. Geological Survey
Box 133
Eight films—on technical phases of topographic mapping; distribution restricted to Midwest States.

University of Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy
Engineering Drawing Dept.
Thirteen films—educational; distribution restricted to Missouri School of Mines.

ST. JOSEPH
Ancher Serum Co.
Three films on veterinary medicine.

St. Joseph Public Library
Fourteen films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative; distribution restricted to St. Joseph residents.

St. Joseph Public Schools
Audio-Visual Instruction
Approximately 725 films—educational and sponsored; distribution of educational films restricted to St. Joseph public school district.

ST. LOUIS
Air France
Ambassador Bldg., Rm. 818
411 N. Seventh St.
Four films—travelogs.

American Optometric Assn.
4030 Chouteau Ave. (10)
One film—about vision and optometry.

American Red Cross
Office of Public Information
Midwestern Area Office
4050 Lindell Blvd. (8)
Approximately 25 films—informational about Red Cross services; request films through local Red Cross chapters.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Missouri Regional Office
7247 Olive St. Rd.
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Associated Cooperage Industries of America, Inc.
408 Olive St. (2)
Two films—educational.

Baptist Book Store
3528 Washington Blvd. (8)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to St. Louis area.

James Barrett Brown, M.D.
200 Doctors Bldg.
100 N. Euclid at W. Pine (8)
Twelve films—medical.

A. M. Byers Co.
1080 Arcade Bldg. (1)
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
314 N. Broadway
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
314 N. Broadway (2)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

J. I. Case Co.
4260 Forest Park Blvd. (8)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Church-Craft Pictures, Inc.
3312 Lindell Blvd. (3)
Thirteen films—religious.

Concordia Publishing House
Audio-Visual Aids Service
3558 S. Jefferson
Approximately 500 films—educational, religious, and sponsored.

Dairy Council of St. Louis
4030 Couteau Ave. (10)
Two films—educational; distribution restricted to St. Louis metropolitan area.

James F. Dowd, M.D.
3720 Washington Blvd. (8)
One film—on the repair of cleft of the lip; distribution restricted to medical groups.

Farm Credit District of St. Louis
1501 Locust St. (8)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to Arkansas, Illinois, and Missouri.

Gospel Films Library
4405 Oakridge (20)
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
3743 Gravois Ave. (16)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Missouri Tuberculosis Assn., Inc.
411 N. Tenth St.
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis; distribution restricted to Missouri.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
621 N. Skinker Blvd. (5)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Missouri National Conference of Christians and Jews
1615 Chemical Bldg. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sebena Belgian World Airlines
818 Olive St.
Paul Brown Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

St. Louis Board of Education
Division of Audio-Visual Education
1517 S. Theresa Ave. (4)
Approximately 1,810 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to St. Louis public schools.

St. Louis County Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
7700 Bonhomme Rd. (5)
Approximately 1,300 films—educational; distribution restricted to St. Louis County public schools.

St. Louis Public Library
Film Library Service
1301 Olive St. (3)
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to St. Louis.

St. Louis University
Film Library
15 N. Grand Blvd. (3)
Approximately 400 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to schools within a 100-mile radius of St. Louis.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
1814 Washington Ave. (8)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Social Science Films
4030 Couteau Ave. (10)
Ten films—educational and entertainment features.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
1010 Pine St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
8400 Maryland Ave. (24)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
621 N. Skinker Blvd. (5)
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
2217 Olive St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Coast Guard
Second Coast Guard District
232 Old Custom House
Eighth and Olive Sta. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Second Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Air Force
USAF Central Film Exchange
8900 S. Broadway (23)
Approximately 430 films—325 public information and 105 training films; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Air Force.

Robert D. Woolsey, M.D.
6944 Chippewa
Three films—medical.

World Wide Pictures
621 N. Skinker Blvd. (5)
Fifteen films—religious.
SPRINGFIELD
Greene County Library
Film Service
Fourteen films monthly from Missouri Libraries Film Cooperative—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Library district.
Springfield Public Schools
Approximately 200 films—Instructional; a few sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
801 E. Walnut
Four films on leathersraft and carving.

WARRENSBURG
Central Missouri College
Audio-Visual Teaching Materials Library
Approximately 275 films—Instructional and sponsored; distribution restricted to 21 counties in west Central Missouri.

Montana

BILLINGS
American Cancer Society
Montana Division, Inc.
3022 Fourth Ave., N.
Approximately 25 films—Primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Montana.
Billings Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids Center
Sixty films-entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to School District #2 and surrounding territory.
Delta Films, Inc.
Box 1061
Sixty-five films—on religious subjects.
J. I. Case Co.
2208 Montana Ave.
Approximately 15 films—Informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.
Gospel Films Library
P. O. Box 1061
Approximately 30 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

BOZEMAN
Montana State College
Extension Service
Office of Information
Approximately 200 films—Informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to Montana.

BUTTE
The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 1278
Approximately 40 films—Primarily about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

GREAT FALLS
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
219 Electric Bldg.
Central Ave. & First St., N.
Eight films—Informational and educational about polio.
Public Library
Approximately 40 films—Informational; distribution restricted to Great Falls.

HELENA
Crescent Movie Supply Service
1031 N. Logan St.
Approximately 125 films—entertainment, classroom, religious, and sponsored.

Montana Aeronautics Commission
P. O. Box 1698
One film—on aviation.

Montana High School Assn.
Kohrs Block
Approximately 20 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Montana.

Montana State Board of Health
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution restricted to Montana.

Montana State Department of Public Instruction
Montana State Film Library
Approximately 8,250 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Montana.

Montana Tuberculosis Assn.
555 Fuller Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Montana.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
441 N. Park Ave.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State Director of Civil Defense
State Arsenal, Box 1157
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Montana.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
P. O. Box 506
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Montana.

MISSOULA
Tandy Leather Co.
624 S. Higgins
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Forest Service
Federal Bldg.
Approximately 85 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Nebraska

ALLIANCE
Alliance Junior High School
Approximately 65 films—educational; distribution restricted to local use.

CHADRON
Northwest Nebraska Cooperative Film Library
Approximately 275 films—educational.

GERING
North Platte Valley Film Cooperative
Approximately 235 films—educational; distribution restricted to members of Cooperative.

KEARNEY
Nebraska State Teachers College Division of Visual Education
Approximately 400 films—educational.

LINCOLN
Continental Trailways Bus System Traffic Dept.
1841 P St.
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.
Lincoln City Libraries
Approximately 200 films—informational, entertainment, and religious for adults; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

Lincoln Public Schools
Approximately 1,200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lincoln Public Schools.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
712 Sharp Bldg.
206 S. Thirteenth St. (8)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Nebraska State Department of Health
Division of Public Health Education (9)
Approximately 450 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Nebraska.

State Director of Civil Defense
1st Floor, State Capitol
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Nebraska.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
Room 300
134 S. Twelfth St. (1)
Approximately 150 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Plains States.

University of Nebraska
University Extension Division Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids (8)
Approximately 4,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Nebraska and neighboring States.

OMAHA
American Cancer Society
Nebraska Division
4201 Dodge St.
Approximately 50 films—on cancer and cancer prevention, for lay and professional groups; distribution restricted to Nebraska.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Plains States Regional Office
T&7 Securities Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

J. I. Case Co.
Ninth and Dodge Sts. (2)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Church Film Service
6509 N. 32d St. (12)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Earl A. Connolly, M.D.
502 Medical Arts Bldg.
One film—medical.

Farm Credit District of Omaha
Nineteenth and Douglas Sts. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming.

J. G. Kretschmer & Co.
315 S. Seventeenth St. (2)
Approximately 450 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Modern Sound Pictures, Inc.
1410 Howard St. (2)
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
1410 Howard St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.
National Conference of Christians and Jews
607 Omaha Loan and Building Assn. Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Nebraska Tuberculosis Assn.
500 Brandeis Theatre Bldg. (2)
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Nebraska.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
118 S. Nineteenth St. (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Omaha Public Schools
Approximately 625 films—educational; distribution restricted to Omaha Public Schools.

Tandy Leather Co.
1814 St. Mary Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Union Pacific Railroad
Motion Picture Bureau
1416 Dodge St. (2)
Approximately 25 films—informational, primarily on agriculture and Sun Valley, Idaho.

U. S. Army Engineers
Missouri River Division
P. O. Box 1216
Thirteen films—primarily on flood control, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
407 Federal Bldg.
Fifteenth and Dodge Sta.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Nebraska.

University of Omaha
Bureau of Teaching Aids (1)
Approximately 400 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Nebraska and Iowa.

PERU
Nebraska State Teachers College
Approximately 240 films—educational.

WAYNE
Nebraska State Teachers College
Teaching Materials Center
Approximately 500 films—educational.

CARSON CITY
State Director of Civil Defense
Capitol Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Nevada.

Tabletopper Productions
111 E. Sixth St.
P. O. Box 706
Ten films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools.

RENO
Bell Telephone Co. of Nevada
10 State St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Nevada Interscholastic League
129 N. Center St.
Approximately 15 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Nevada.
Nevada Tuberculosis & Health Assn.
101 W. Arroyo St.
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Nevada.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
226 Ryland Bldg.
220 S. Virginia St.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Nevada.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
1485 Wells Ave., Room 19
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Nevada.

University of Nevada
Department of Agricultural Information
Approximately 200 films—primarily agricultural; distribution restricted to Nevada vocational agriculture and home economics teachers, Nevada County extension agents, and to College of Agriculture.

Washoe County School District
Audio-Visual Library
Approximately 280 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools of Washoe County.

New Hampshire

CONCORD

Bell Audio-Visual Service
18 Elm St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
35 Green St.
Approximately 175 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
Approximately 20 films—on conservation and wildlife, particularly in New Hampshire.

New Hampshire State Department of Health
Health Materials Unit
Approximately 175 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

State Director of Civil Defense
64 South St.
Approximately 75 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

DURHAM

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
29 Main St.
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

University of New Hampshire
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

FRANCESHTOWN

Visual Education Service
Approximately 1,000 films—educational.

HANOVER

American Hockey Coaches Assn.
One film on how to play hockey.

Dartmouth College Films
Fairbanks Hall
Approximately 200 films—primarily educational, some entertainment.
KEENE
Keene High School
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution restricted to Keene.

MANCHESTER
American Cancer Society
New Hampshire Division, Inc.
25 Middle St.
Twenty films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

New Hampshire Tuberculosis Assn.
456 Beech St.
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

A. H. (Jack) Rice Co., Inc.
78 W. Central St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to New England.

Rice Film Co.
123 Pleasant St.
Approximately 1,850 films—primarily religious, some entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
281 Federal Bldg.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to New Hampshire.

PETERBOROUGH
The American Guernsey Cattle Club
Promotion Division
70 Main St.
One film on selective animal breeding; distribution restricted to organized groups.

Golden Guernsey, Inc.
70 Main St.
One film—educational; distribution restricted to organized groups.

PORTSMOUTH
Portsmouth Junior High School
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to Portsmouth and adjoining towns in school system.

New Jersey

ATLANTIC CITY
Atlantic City Public Schools
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Atlantic City.

AUDUBON
The King's Pictures
King's Hwy. 275 W.
Approximately 500 films—primarily religious.

BLOOMFIELD
Bloomfield Public Library
Film Service
Eleven films—entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Bloomfield.

Schering Corp.
Audio-Visual Dept.
Eleven films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical and allied professions.

BRIDGETON
Cumberland County Schools
Film Library
Approximately 250 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Cumberland County public schools.

Walter Kidde & Co., Inc. (9)
One film on fire fighting; distribution restricted to business and industry.
CLIFTON
Clifton Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Public School No. 2
Approximately 380 films—educational; distribution restricted to Clifton Public Schools.

DENVILLE
Reaction Motors, Inc.
Public Relations Dept.
Four films on rocket engines.

EAST ORANGE
East Orange Public Library
Two films—informational.

ENGLEWOOD
Brett-Guard Co.
105 S, Dean St.
One film—on saw guarding safety.

HADDON TOWNSHIP
Camden County A-V Aids Center
Junior High School
Approximately 425 films—educational; distribution restricted to participating districts of Camden County.

HANOVER
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals
Medical Film Dept.
Twenty-two films—medical.

HILLSIDE
Film Service Co.
Box 625, Industrial Br.
Approximately 300 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to New Jersey.

New Jersey Optometric Assn.
Film Service
Box 625, Industrial Br.
Seven films—on optometry.

IRVINGTON
Irvington Free Public Library
Seven films—informational; distribution restricted to Irvington.

JERSEY CITY
Edward G. Waters, M.D.
Margaret Hague Maternity Hospital
Clifton Pl. (4)
Four films—instructional; distribution restricted to medical groups.

MANVILLE
Johns-Manville Research Training Center
Approximately 20 films—informational on industrial products, building materials, and general economic subjects.

MAPLEWOOD
Phil Carroll
8 Crestwood Dr.
Approximately 150 films—on performance rating; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and organized groups.

MAYS LANDING
Atlantic County Audio-Visual Aids Center
704 Cape May Ave.
Approximately 485 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools in the County.

METUCHEN
White Sisters of Africa
319 Middlesex Ave.
Two films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to schools and churches.
MILLTOWN
Personal Products Corp.
Education Dept.
One film on health and menstrual hygiene.

MONTCLAIR
Montclair Board of Education
Audio-Visual Education
22 Valley Rd.
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Montclair public schools.

MORRISTOWN
Morris County Audio-Visual Aids
Commission Library
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to cooperating public schools in Morris County.
Morris County Free Library
Courthouse
Approximately 45 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Morris County.

MOUNTAINSIDE
Ansul Chemical Co.
1876 Route #22
Twelve films on fire fighting.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Boy Scouts of America
Visual Education Service
National Council
Approximately 80 films—on volunteer and professional personnel training.
Ethicon, Inc.
One film dealing with the history of sutures, their manufacture and uses.
Johnson & Johnson
Education Dept.
Two films—educational and sponsored.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
103 Bayard St.
P. O. Box 670
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to New Jersey.

NEWARK
American Cancer Society
New Jersey Division
9 Clinton St. (2)
Approximately 40 films—on cancer and cancer prevention, for lay and professional audiences; distribution restricted to New Jersey.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
New Jersey Regional Office
30 Clinton St.
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Community Films
424 Clinton Pl. (8)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Electric Arc, Inc.
Advertising Dept.
152 Jelliff Ave. (3)
One film—informational; distribution restricted to business and industry.

Film Presentation Co.
239 Lyons Ave. (12)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Gruber Camera Co.
212 Washington St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment and educational.

L. Kaltman & Sons, Inc.
287 Washington St. (2)
Approximately 1,000 films—enter-
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Approximately 100 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

ORANGE
Orange Public Schools
Approximately 85 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Orange city schools.

PALISADES PARK
Mid-Eastern Cooperatives, Inc.
Grand & W. Ruby Ave.
Four films—informational; distribution restricted to Eastern United States.

PERTH AMBOY
Perth Amboy Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—instructional; distribution restricted to public schools of Carteret, Perth Amboy, and Woodbridge.

PHILLIPSBURG
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Film Service Dept.
One film—informational.

PLAINFIELD
Plainfield Public Schools
Instructional Aids Dept.
Fargatus Rd. Barlow School Bldg.
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to Plainfield Public Schools.

PRINCETON
General Films, Inc.
P. O. Box 601
Two films—religious; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, churches, and museums.

Princeton Film Center
Box 431
Approximately 80 films—educational.
Princeton Public Schools
Approximately 70 films—entertainment, shorts and instructional.

The Princeton Television Center, Inc.
Carter Rd.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, shorts, educational, and sponsored.

Princeton University
Department of Public Information
One film—on Princeton University.

RED BANK
Red Bank Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to Red Bank Public Schools.

RIDGEFIELD
Association Films, Inc.
Broad at Elm
Approximately 500 films—entertainment features, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Eastern States.

RIDGEWOOD
American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
10 Wilsey Sq.
Eight films—informational and religious.

Ridgewood Public Schools
Division of Instructional Services
Fifteen films—Instructional; distribution restricted to Ridgewood Public Schools.

RUTHERFORD
Becton, Dickinson & Co.
Five films—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and hospitals.

SECAUCUS
Wyeth Laboratories
555 Secaucus Rd.
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

SOUTH ORANGE
South Orange-Maplewood Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 575 films—educational; distribution restricted to South Orange and Maplewood Public Schools.

TEANECK
Teaneck Elementary Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Lowell School No. 7
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Teaneck.

TRENTON
Babe Ruth League, Inc.
524½ Hamilton Ave.
Three films on world series baseball.

New Jersey Bureau of Traffic Safety
Department of Law & Public Safety
82 E. Hanover St.
Approximately 50 films—on traffic safety; distribution primarily restricted to New Jersey.

New Jersey Department of Education
State Museum
State House Annex (25)
Approximately 1,800 films—educational; distribution restricted to New Jersey schools and other educational groups.
New Jersey State Teachers College
Three films— instructional; distribution restricted to the College campus.

State Director of Civil Defense
The Armory, Armory Drive (10)
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to New Jersey.

Trenton Diocese
Parochial Schools
701 Lawrenceville Rd. (8)
Fifteen films— instructional; distribution restricted to Catholic schools in Trenton Diocese.

Trenton Public Schools
Approximately 85 films— instructional; distribution restricted to Trenton Public Schools.

ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque Public Schools
Audio-Visual Services
Approximately 600 films— educational; distribution restricted to Albuquerque Public Schools.

American Cancer Society
New Mexico Division
1323 Central, NE.
Approximately 30 films— primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

Baptist Book Store
614 E. Central Ave.
Box 565
Approximately 275 films— primarily religious; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
265 Silver, SW.
Approximately 75 films— informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

NEW MEXICO

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1513 Escalante Ave., SW.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
305A Washington St., SE.
Eight films— informational and educational about polio.

New Mexico High School Activities Assn.
P. O. Box 8221
Approximately 20 films— on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of New Mexico.

Tandy Leather Co.
416 Second St., SW.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Director of Information
Albuquerque Operations Office
P. O. Box 5400
Approximately 80 films— on atomic
energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
P. O. Box 694
306 Post Office Bldg.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Saving Bonds; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

U. S. Forest Service
Post Office Bldg.
510 Second St., NW.
Approximately 65 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to Arizona and New Mexico.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 1348
1015 Tijeras Ave., NW.
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

CARLSBAD
International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
Publications Service
P. O. Box 71
One film—educational on the mining and refining of potash.

HOBBS
Hobbs Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hobbs Public Schools.

PORTALES
Eastern New Mexico University
Film Library
Approximately 1,700 films—instructional, a few sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to New Mexico.

ROSWELL
Roswell City Schools
Audio-Visual Film Library
Approximately 100 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to school system.

SANTA FE
Museum of New Mexico
Museum Film Service
Approximately 200 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

New Mexico State Department of Education
Capitol Bldg.
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to staff of New Mexico State Department of Education.

New Mexico State Department of Public Health
Health Education Division
Film Library
Approximately 280 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to New Mexico.

New Mexico State Tourist Bureau
Four films—about New Mexico.

STATE COLLEGE
New Mexico A and M College
Approximately 350 films—entertainment, agricultural, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to New Mexico.
ALBANY

Albany Diocese of the Episcopal Church
Film Library
68 S. Swan St.
Approximately 200 films—informational and religious.

Albany Public Schools
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to Albany Public Schools.

Hallenbeck & Riley
558-562 Broadway
Approximately 700 films—entertainment and educational, some religious.

New York State Conservation Department
Division of Conservation Education
State Campus Bldg. (1)
Approximately 25 films—on reforestation, fish and game management, and recreation; distribution restricted to New York State.

New York State Department of Commerce.
Film Library
25 Howard St. (7)
Approximately 600 films—educational, and recreational; distribution restricted to New York State except for 12 films about New York State distributed to borrowers in all States.

New York State Department of Health
Office of Public Health Education
84 Holland Ave. (8)
Approximately 550 films—on lay, nursing, and medical subjects; distribution restricted to New York State.

New York State Department of Mental Hygiene
Department of Public Relations
217 Lark St.

Approximately 70 films—on mental health subjects; distribution restricted to New York State.

New York Telephone Co.
158 State St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State College Film Service
135 Western Ave. (3)
Approximately 750 films—educational.

Tandy Leather Co.
14 Central Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

C. Stuart Welch, M.D.
817 State St.
Four films—medical.

Wilber Visual Service, Inc.
119 State St.
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to 800-mile radius of Albany.

AMSTERDAM

Amsterdam Public Schools
Approximately 75 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Amsterdam.

BATAVIA

Batavia Public Schools
Approximately 55 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Batavia Public Schools.

BEACON

Beacon House, Inc.
P. O. Box 811
Two films—on psychiatry.
BINGHAMTON

Binghamton Public Schools
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools of city school district.

Wilber Visual Service, Inc.
28 Collier St.
Approximately 300 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

BRONX

National Conference of Christians and Jews
529 Courtland Ave. (51)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Taft Youth & Adult Center
172d St. & Sheridan Ave. (58)
One film—educational.

BROOKLYN

Board of Education
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
131 Livingston St.
Approximately 2,500 films—classroom, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New York City public schools.

The Brooklyn Cancer Committee
189 Montague St.
Approximately 25 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Brooklyn.

Brooklyn Museum
Education Division Loan Room
(38)
Approximately 100 films—educational, some sponsored.

Brooklyn Public Library
Grand Army Plaza (38)
Approximately 210 films—informational; distribution restricted to non-school groups in New York City area.

Brooklyn Tuberculosis and Health Assn., Inc.
293 Schermerhorn St. (17)
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis education; distribution restricted to the Borough of Brooklyn.

Business Education Films
4607 Sixteenth Ave. (4)
Approximately 300 films—educational on business and clerical subjects.

Camera Center
566 Grand St. (11)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Eastern States.

Group V Savings Banks Association of the State of New York
Public Relations Bureau
1 Hanson Pl. (17)
Approximately 100 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Kings, Queens, Nassau, Suffolk, and Richmond Counties.

Alfred H. Iason, M.D.
41 Eastern Pkwy. (38)
Ten films—medical.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
105 Court St. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

New York Telephone Co.
101 Willoughby St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company office.

Novocel Chemical Mfg. Co.
2911-23 Atlantic Ave. (7)
Eight films—on dental and medical subjects; distribution restricted to the medical and dental professions.
Pfizer Laboratories
Medical Film Library
Division, Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc.
630 Flushing Ave. (6)
*Thirteen films—medical.*

Samuel L. Siegler, M.D.
706 Eastern Pkwy. (13)
*Two films—medical.*

United World Free Film Service
2170 Brigham St.
*Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.*

BUFFALO

Air France
The Genesee Bldg. #716 & 717
*Four films—travelogues.*

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Western New York State Regional Office
308 Crosby Bldg. (2)
*Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Bell Aircraft Corp.
Film Library-Photo Dept.
P. O. Box 1 (5)
*Ten films on the uses of the helicopter.*

Board of Education
Audio-Visual Aids
723 City Hall (2)
*Approximately 2,500 films—primarily educational, some entertainment and sponsored; distribution restricted to Buffalo public schools.*

Buchan Pictures
122 W. Chippewa St. (2)
*Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored; distribution restricted to New York State and upper Pennsylvania.*

Buffalo Book & Bible House, Inc.
244 Delaware Ave. (2)
*Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.*

Buffalo Diocese
Parochial Schools
35 Niagara Sq. (2)
*Approximately 450 films—educational; distribution restricted to Catholic schools in Buffalo Diocese.*

Buffalo Museum of Science
Humboldt Park
*Approximately 700 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Buffalo and vicinity; no mail service.*

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
13 W. Genesee
*Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Canadian Pacific Railway
17 Court St. (2)
*Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Casey’s Camera Haven
1129 Broadway (12)
*Approximately 600 films—entertainment shorts.*

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1558 Main St. (9)
*Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.*

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
122 W. Cheppewa St. (2)
*Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

National Conference of Christians and Jews
Hotel Statler
Suite 38
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Renner Motion Picture Service
539 Genesee St. (4)
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Western New York and Pennsylvania.

State University of New York College for Teachers
1300 Elmwood (22)
Approximately 175 films—educational, college level; distribution restricted to college campus and extension classes and to other units of State University.

Tandy Leather Co.
995 Main St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 368 (5)
Approximately 20 films—mostly about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

United Projector & Film Corp.
228 Franklin St. (2)
Approximately 750 films—primarily entertainment, some educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Western New York.

U. S. Army Engineers
Buffalo District
Engineer Park (7)
Two films—on the Niagara River and Falls, and Mt. Morris Dam.

United World Free Film Service
170 Franklin St
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

University of Buffalo Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 350 films—for schools, colleges, and adult organizations.

ELMIRA

Steele Memorial Library of Chemung County
Lake & Church Sta.
Nine films owned plus others through sponsored film circuits; distribution restricted to Chemung County.

FLORAL PARK

Knowledge Builders Service
Visual Education Center Bldg.
Approximately 120 films—instructional.

Visual Education Libraries
Lowell Ave. and Cherry Lane
Approximately 70 films—classroom.

FLUSHING

Eutectic Welding Alloys Corp.
40-40 172d St. (58)
One film—on welding.

FOREST HILLS

Queens County Cancer Committee
American Cancer Society, Inc.
116-55 Queens Blvd.
Approximately 35 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Queens County.

GREAT NECK

Cornell Films, Inc.
130 Cutter Mill Rd.
Approximately 300 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Great Neck Public Schools
Film Library
345 Lakeville Rd.
Approximately 500 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Great Neck Public Schools.

Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Central Film Service
Three films—about gyroscopes.
HEMPSTEAD
American Bosch Arma Corp.
Director of Public Relations
320 Fulton Ave.
Two films—informational.
Hempstead Public Schools
Film Library
Approximately 500 films—educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Hempstead Public Schools.

HERKIMER
Herkimer Tool & Model Works, Inc.
137 Hartner St.
One film—on model airplanes; film must be requested through local hobby dealers.

HOMER
Council Films, Inc.
50 N. Main St.
Approximately 4,000 films—entertainment, religious and educational.

ITHACA
Cornell University
New York State College of Agriculture
Film Library
Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.
Cornell University
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations
Approximately 75 films—on industrial and labor relations; distribution restricted to School of Industrial and Labor Relations.

JAMAICA
National Conference of Christians and Jews
92-32 Union Hall St. (88)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Queensboro Tuberculosis & Health Assn.
159-29 90th Ave. (2)
Approximately 18 films—educational; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Scandinavian Airlines System, Inc.
138-02 Queens Blvd. (35)
Twelve films—educational, primarily travelogs.
Tandy Leather Co.
89-14A Sutphin Blvd.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

LAKE GEORGE
Warren County Publicity
Two films—travelogs.

LONG ISLAND
Church Films, Inc.
12 Indiana St.
Hicksville
Approximately 415 films—educational, religious and sponsored.
The Upjohn Co.
205 Glen Cove Rd. (Carle Pl.)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

MALVERNE
New York State Public High School Athletic Assn.
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in New York.

MARYKNOLL
Maryknoll Lending Library
Sixteen films—educational.

MASPETH
Cating Rope Works, Inc.
58-39 64th St.
One film—informational.
MINEOLA
American Cancer Society
Nassau Division, Inc.
1551 Franklin Ave.
Twelve films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Nassau County.

MOUNT VERNON
Cinema Guild, Inc.
10 Fiske Pl.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Fleetwood Films, Inc.
10 Fiske Pl.
Approximately 60 films—entertainment and educational.

NEW ROCHELLE
Animation Equipment Corp.
38 Hudson St.
Two films on animation and optical printing.

Film Research Associates
304 Pinebrook Blvd.
Approximately 200 films—on industrial training, business, and public relations.

Meehanite Metal Corp.
714 North Ave.
Eight films—on iron foundry products and engineering data; distribution restricted to technical schools, colleges, business and industry.

New Rochelle Public Library
Approximately 100 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Westchester County.

NEW YORK
American Airlines, Inc.
99 Park Ave.
Nine travel documentaries.

American Arbitration Assn.
Education Dept.
477 Madison Ave. (22)
One film on industrial relations.

Altro Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc.
71 W. 47th St. (19)
One film—on tuberculosis.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
440 Fourth Ave. (16)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
521 W. 57th St. (19)
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention.

American Christian Palestine Committee
65 E. 55th St. (22)
Seventeen films—educational and sponsored.

Advertising Federation of America
250 W. 57th St. (19)
Three films on advertising and merchandising.

Air France
683 Fifth Ave.
Four films—travelogues.

Air Reduction Sales Co.
150 East 42d St. (17)
Seven films—on welding and gas cutting processes.

Almanac Films, Inc.
516 Fifth Ave. (36)
Approximately 200 films—educational.

MOUNT VERNON
Cinema Guild, Inc.
10 Fiske Pl.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Fleetwood Films, Inc.
10 Fiske Pl.
Approximately 60 films—entertainment and educational.

NEW ROCHELLE
Animation Equipment Corp.
38 Hudson St.
Two films on animation and optical printing.

Film Research Associates
304 Pinebrook Blvd.
Approximately 200 films—on industrial training, business, and public relations.

Meehanite Metal Corp.
714 North Ave.
Eight films—on iron foundry products and engineering data; distribution restricted to technical schools, colleges, business and industry.

New Rochelle Public Library
Approximately 100 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Westchester County.

NEW YORK
American Airlines, Inc.
99 Park Ave.
Nine travel documentaries.

American Arbitration Assn.
Education Dept.
477 Madison Ave. (22)
One film on industrial relations.

Altro Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc.
71 W. 47th St. (19)
One film—on tuberculosis.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
440 Fourth Ave. (16)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
521 W. 57th St. (19)
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention.

American Christian Palestine Committee
65 E. 55th St. (22)
Seventeen films—educational and sponsored.
American Church Union
347 Madison Ave. (17)
Two films—religious.

American Economic Foundation
295 Madison Ave. (17)
Nine films—educational on economic principles.

American Express Co.
Travel Dept.
65 Broadway (6)
Two films—travelogs on Europe and Mexico.

American Foot Care Institute, Inc.
1775 Broadway (19)
One film—on care of the feet.

American Foundation for the Blind, Inc.
Department of Public Education
15 W. 16th St. (11)
Fifteen films on blindness; primarily for TV use.

American Friends of the Hebrew University
9 E. 89th St. (28)
One film—informatonal on the work of the Hebrew University.

American Gas Assn.
Film Library
420 Lexington Ave. (17)
Approximately 40 films—informatonal.

American Heart Assn.
Film Library
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Approximately 25 films—educational on heart diseases; also available from local heart associations.

American Hotel Assn.
221 W. 57th St. (19)
Three films—on hotels.

American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
101 Park Ave. (17)
Seven films—on the uses of steel.

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee
Publicity Dept.
3 E. 54th St. (22)
One film—educational.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
158 Fifth Ave. (10)
Eight films—informational and religious.

American Management Assn.
1515 Broadway (36)
Two films—informational on labor management.

American Middle East Relief, Inc.
Room 4824
350 Fifth Ave. (1)
Three films—on Palestinian Arab refugees.

American Museum of Natural History Films
79th St. and Central Park W. (24)
Approximately 1,400 films—educational, primarily on natural history and science.

American Petroleum Institute
1270 Sixth Ave. (20)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

American Physical Therapy Assn.
1790 Broadway (19)
One film on the work of physical therapists; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and church groups.

American President Lines
29 Broadway
Four films—travelogs describing the passenger and freighter service of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical region.

American Society of Civil Engineers
Film Library
33 W. 39th St. (18)
Fifteen films—educational.
American Society of Interior Design
12 E. 41st St. (17)
Approximately 30 films on interior decoration, design, and architecture.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
29 W. 39th St. (18)
One film—on mechanical engineering.

American Stock Exchange
Public Relations Dept.
86 Trinity Pl.

American Zionist Council
342 Madison Ave. (17)
Eight films—about Israel.

Anaconda Co.
Advertising Dept.
25 Broadway (4)
Two films—on copper mining, smelting, and refining.

ANA-NLN Film Library
267 W. 25th St. (1)
Approximately 50 films—instructional, general; also some films on nurse recruitment.

Anti-Defamation League of B'ni B'rith
New York Regional Office
20 W. 40th St. (18)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Arco Films
2390 Broadway (24)
Approximately 100 films—educational.

Asbestos-Cement Products Assn.
509 Madison Ave. (22)
Three films—instructional on building materials.

Associated Bulb Growers of Holland, Inc.
29 Broadway
Four films—on gardening.

Athena Films, Inc.
165 W. 46th St. (36)
Approximately 30 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Audio Film Center
101 W. 31st St. (1)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Eastern United States.

Audio Productions, Inc.
Film Center Bldg.
630 Ninth Ave. (36)
Approximately 200 films—on industrial safety and fire fighting.

Auddivision Language Teaching Service
74 Trinity Pl. (6)
One film—on the Spanish language.

Australian News and Information Bureau
636 Fifth Ave. (20)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts, and educational about Australia.

Azteca Films, Inc.
1564 Broadway (86)
Approximately 250 films—entertainment and religious features with Spanish dialogue; distribution restricted to Midwest and Eastern States.

The Babcock & Wilcox Co.
161 E. 42d St. (17)
Four films—instructional.

Bates Manufacturing Co.
30 Vesey St. (7)
Two films—classroom, on salesmanship and purchasing.

The Baumratter Co., Inc.
Advertising Dept.
171 Madison Ave. (16)
One film—educational.
Better Vision Institute, Inc.
Suite 3157
630 Fifth Ave. (20)
Seven films—educational.

Bicycle Institute of America
122 E. 42d St.
One film—on bicycle safety.

Brandon Films, Inc.
200 W. 57th St. (19)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment and educational on music, art, and the dance; also foreign language films.

Bray Studios, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave. (19)
Approximately 750 films—educational, entertainment and sponsored, including some Spanish films.

Bureau of Communication Research, Inc.
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

A. M. Ryers Co.
30 Rockefeller Plaza (20)
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Campus Film Distributors Corp.
14 E. 53d St. (22)
Four films on mental health.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
630 Fifth Ave. (22)
Approximately 20 films—entertainment and educational.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
Public Relations Office
581 Fifth Ave. (17)
Approximately 15 films—all travelogs; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Travel Film Libraries
Suite 658
630 Fifth Ave.

Approximately 115 films on Canadian travel and wildlife; distribution restricted to States east of the Mississippi River.

Carlin Films, Inc.
450 W. 56th St. (19)
Eighteen films—primarily travelogs.

John R. Cassell Co., Inc.
110 W. 42d St. (36)
One film—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and industry.

Catholic Motion Picture Enterprises
2040 Chatterton Ave. (72)
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, educational and religious.

Cejwin Camps
71 W. 47th St.
Three films—informational and religious.

Celtic Films
747 Madison Ave.
Two films—about Ireland.

Central Camera Shop
805 Melrose Ave.
Approximately 400 films—entertainment shorts, features, and informational; distribution restricted to immediate neighborhood.

Children's Aid Society
105 E. 22d St. (10)
Three films—about children and the work of the Society.

The Christophers Movement
18 E. 48th St. (17)
Approximately 20 films—informational and religious.

Cinema 16
175 Lexington Ave. (16)
Approximately 110 films—educational, including many experimental and art films.
The City College
Audio-Visual Center
Department of the Library
School of Business and Public Administration
17 Lexington Ave. (10)
Approximately 500 films—educational and sponsored.

Civil Defense Research Assn., Inc.
475 Fifth Ave. (17)
Five films—educational on civilian and industrial protection.

Clay-Adams, Inc.
141 E. 25th St.
Two films—medical; distribution restricted to medical profession.

Compressed Air & Gas Institute
122 E. 42d St. (17)
One film on production efficiency.

Congregational Christian Churches
Department of Visual Aids
287 Fourth Ave. (10)
Approximately 100 films—educational and religious.

Contemporary Films, Inc.
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment and educational, including foreign language, mental health, and children’s films.

Maya Deren
61 Morton St. (14)
Six films—experimental art films.

Louis De Rochemont Associates
Film Library
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Three films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Doho Chemical Corp.
100 Varick St. (18)
Seventeen films—on otology, rhinology, proctology, and obstetrics; distribution restricted to medical groups.

Donnell Library Center
Film Service
The New York Public Library
20 W. 53d St. (19)
Approximately 200 films—educational and cultural; distribution restricted to area served by the New York Public Library.

Dynamic Films, Inc.
405 Park Ave. (24)
Approximately 25 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and religious.

Eastman Chemical Products, Inc.
260 Madison Ave. (16)
Two films—informational.

Edited Pictures Systems, Inc.
165 W. 46th St. (19)
Approximately 650 films—entertainment shorts and classroom.

Editorial Films, Inc.
10 E. 40th St. (16)
Approximately 20 films—informational, primarily for TV use.

Empire State Building Corp.
Business Promotion Dept.
850 Fifth Ave. (1)
One film—entertainment and informational.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Regional Office
202 E. 44th St. (17)
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York
Public Education Dept.
130 E. 59th St. (22)
Twelve films on the work of the Federation.

Field & Stream Magazine
Motion Picture Library
530 Fifth Ave. (36)
Approximately 40 films—entertainment shorts on hunting and fishing.

Film Features, Inc.
1600 Broadway (19)
Eleven films—educational primarily on rehabilitation.
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Film Images, Inc.
1860 Broadway (19)
Approximately 150 films—educational (adult).

Films, Inc.
202 E. 44th St. (17)
Approximately 1,600 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Films of the Nations
62 W. 45th St. (36)
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, travel, documentary, educational, and sponsored.

Finnish National Travel Office
41 E. 50th St. (22)
Fourteen films—informational on Finland.

Edgar P. Fleischmann, M.D.
11 E. 68th St. (21)
One film—medical.

Ford Foundation
477 Madison Ave. (22)
Two films—educational.

Ford Motor Co.
Film Library
16 E. 52d St. (22)
Approximately 50 films—travelogues, educational, and industrial.

The Fragrance Foundation
C/o Editorial Films
10 E. 40th St.
One film—educational.

Gaines Dog Research Center
250 Park Ave. (17)
Twelve films—informational about dogs.

General Motors Corp.
Public Relations Staff
Film Library
1775 Broadway (19)
Approximately 65 films—educational, all sponsored.

German Tourist Information Office
500 Fifth Ave. (36)
Approximately 25 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to East Coast States, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.

Giannini Film Library
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences
2 E. 64th St. (21)
Forty-five films—educational on aeronautical sciences.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
Audio-Visual Aids Service
830 Third Ave. (22)
Fifteen films—about the Girl Scouts.

Glass Container Mfrs. Institute
99 Park Ave. (16)
One film on the manufacture of glass containers.

The Gruen Watch Co.
Film Dept.
630 Fifth Ave. (20)
Two films—educational on the history of time and the repair of watches.

Gryphon Productions
117 Greene St. (12)
Nine films—art and experimental films.

Guest Airways
60 E. 42d St.
Two films—one on Mexico and one on Acapulco.

Gulf Oil Corp.
17 Battery Pl. (4)
Twenty films—primarily travelogues.

Hadassah Film Library
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Twenty films—about Israel and the Bible.

Health & Welfare Materials Center
10 E. 44th St.
Five films—on medical and social welfare.
Hoffberg Productions, Inc.
362 W. 44th St. (18)
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
233-239 W. 42d St. (36)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Imperial Chemical Industries (New York), Ltd.
488 Madison Ave. (22)
Approximately 100 films—primarily on medical subjects, some agricultural and scientific.

Institute for the Crippled and Disabled
Public Relations Dept.
400 First Ave. (10)
Three films—on rehabilitation of the handicapped.

Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Ave. (22)
Five films—about life insurance.

Institute of Makers of Explosives
250 E. 43d St. (17)
One film on explosives.

Institute of Visual Training
40 E. 49th St. (17)
Approximately 30 films—on sales training, educational, and sponsored.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway (19)
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, educational and religious.

International Film Foundation
Julien Bryan
1 E. 41st St.
Approximately 50 films—documentaries on countries and peoples.

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
Educational Dept.
1710 Broadway (19)
Approximately 60 films—primarily about labor unions and the ILGWU.

International Paper Co.
Public Relations Dept.
220 E. 42d St. (17)
Three films—informational.

International Rehabilitation Film Library
International Society for the Welfare of Cripples
701 First Ave. (17)
Approximately 130 films—dealing with services for the physically handicapped throughout the world.

International 16mm Corp.
165 W. 46th St. (36)
Approximately 30 films—entertainment shorts and educational, including musical and scenic films of other countries.

Israel Office of Information
11 E. 70th St.
Fifteen films—about Israel.

Jewish Memorial Hospital
Broadway and 196th St. (34)
One film—educational.

Junior Hadassah
65 E. 52d St. (22)
One film—educational.

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
430 Park Ave.
Nine films—travelogs; distribution
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Film Library</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victor Kayfetz Productions, Inc.</td>
<td>Golden Snowball Dept. 1780 Broadway</td>
<td>Eleven films—informational; primarily for TV use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Cole Projection Service, Inc.</td>
<td>67 Lexington Ave. (10)</td>
<td>Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts, educational, religious and sponsored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul W. Lapidus, M.D.</td>
<td>1133 Park Ave. (28)</td>
<td>One film—medical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Industries of America, Inc.</td>
<td>411 Fifth Ave. (16)</td>
<td>One film—educational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington School for the Deaf</td>
<td>904 Lexington Ave. (21)</td>
<td>Two films—informational about the education of deaf children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linde Co.</td>
<td>Division Union Carbide Corp. 80 E. 42d St. (17)</td>
<td>Eight films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lufthansa German Airlines</td>
<td>555 Fifth Ave. (17)</td>
<td>One film—travelog on Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine Advertising Bureau</td>
<td>271 Madison Ave. (16)</td>
<td>One film—on magazine advertising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Maguire Co., Inc.</td>
<td>60 E. 42d St.</td>
<td>One film—informational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matson Lines</td>
<td>630 Fifth Ave. (20)</td>
<td>One film—about Hawaii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Film Guild, Ltd.</td>
<td>606 W. 57th St. (19)</td>
<td>Approximately 80 films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Film Board Film Service Dept.</td>
<td>267 W. 28th St.</td>
<td>Twenty films—on mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Materials Center, Inc.</td>
<td>1790 Broadway (19)</td>
<td>Approximately 80 films—on mental Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Methodist Publishing House Audio-Visual Dept.</td>
<td>150 Fifth Ave. (11)</td>
<td>Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious, but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.</td>
<td>1 Madison Ave. (10)</td>
<td>Five films—educational and sponsored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misrachi Women's Organization of America</td>
<td>242 Fourth Ave. (8)</td>
<td>Five films—about Israel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.</td>
<td>Headquarter's Office 3 E. 54th St. (20)</td>
<td>Approximately 800 films—educational and informational; all sponsored films; requests directed to appropriate film exchange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.</td>
<td>21 W. 60th St. (23)</td>
<td>Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mogull's, Inc.</td>
<td>112–114 W. 48th St. (36)</td>
<td>Approximately 4,500 films—on art, music, medicine, and foreign languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of Modern Art Film Library</td>
<td>11 W. 53d St. (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Number of films not reported—
documentary shorts and features, particularly of a historical nature; distribution restricted to educational groups.

National Academy for Adult Jewish Studies
1109 Fifth Ave.
Approximately 50 films—on Jewish life and thought.

National Association for Mental Health
13 E. 37th St. (16)
Approximately 250 films—on mental health subjects.

National Association of Engine & Boat Mfrs.
420 Lexington Ave. (17)
Seven films—on recreational boating.

National Association of Manufacturers
Films Bureau
2 E. 48th St. (17)
Approximately 200 films—educational and sponsored.

National Audubon Society
Photo and Film Dept.
1130 Fifth Ave. (28)
Approximately 75 films—about birds, wildlife, and conservation.

National Board of Fire Underwriters
Film Library
Bureau of Communications Research, Inc.
13 E. 37th St. (17)
Approximately 8,000 films—on fires and their prevention.

National Carbon Co.
Division of Union Carbide Corp.
80 E. 42d St. (17)
Two films—informational about carbon.

National Cinema Service
71 Dey St. (7)
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment shorts and features, educational and religious.

National Committee for Labor Israel
33 E. 67th St. (21)
Six films—educational.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
43 W. 57th St. (19)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding.

National Council of the Episcopal Church
Audio-Visual Film Library
281 Fourth Ave. (10)
Approximately 450 films—primarily religious with special reference to missions.

National Educational Films, Inc.
165 W. 46th St. (19)
Five films—on golfing.

National Electrical Manufacturers Assn.
155 E. 44th St.
Two films—on electrical work.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc.
801 E. 42d St. (17)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

National Lead Co.
Doehler-Jarvis Div.
111 Broadway (6)
One film—on die casting.

National Motion Pictures Co.
165 W. 46th St.
Approximately 80 films—educational and entertainment shorts.

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Public Relations Dept.
257 Fourth Ave. (10)
One film—on multiple sclerosis.

National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc.
1790 Broadway (19)
Seventeen films—on the prevention of blindness and conservation of sight.
National Tuberculosis Assn.
1790 Broadway (19)
Approximately 20 films — about tuberculosis; distribution made through State and local tuberculosis associations.

Near East College Assn.
40 Worth St. (13)
Two films — informational about the American University of Beirut, Lebanon and Athens College of Athens, Greece.

Ted Nemeth Studios
729 Seventh Ave. (19)
Approximately 30 films — entertainment shorts, instructional, and informational.

New York City Cancer Committee of the American Cancer Society, Inc.
7 E. 52d St. (22)
Approximately 85 films — on cancer and cancer prevention, for lay and professional audiences; distribution restricted to Manhattan and the Bronx.

New York Municipal Broadcasting System
TV and Motion Picture Unit
Municipal Bldg. (7)
Approximately 20 films — educational.

New York Skin and Cancer Unit
Nineteenth St. and Second Ave. (3)
One film — on allergic skin diseases; for medical audiences.

New York Telephone Co.
140 West St. (7)
Approximately 75 films — informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

New York Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
386 Fourth Ave. (16)
Approximately 100 films — on tuberculosis and selected health topics; distribution restricted to Manhattan.

New York University Film Library
26 Washington Pl. (3)
Approximately 800 films — educational.

Norwegian Information Service
Norway House
290 Madison Ave. (17)
Approximately 30 films — informational about Norway.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
247 W. 46th St. (36)
Approximately 1,500 films — entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Peerless Camera Stores
Film Rental Dept.
138 E. 44th St.
Approximately 3,000 films — entertainment, educational, and religious.

Pic Films, Inc.
250 W. 57th St. (19)
Approximately 30 films — entertainment and educational.

Pictura Films Corp.
487 Park Ave. (22)
Approximately 100 films — educational.

Pioneer Women
Women's Labor Zionist Organization
29 E. 22d St. (10)
Three films — educational; distribution restricted to adult groups.

Presbyterian Distribution Service
156 Fifth Ave. (1)
Approximately 80 films — all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

The Princeton Television Center, Inc.
270 Park Ave.
Approximately 500 films — entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.
Private Vocational Schools Assn. 85 Fifth Ave. (3) 
One film—on vocational guidance.

La Province de Quebec Travel Information Bureau 48 Rockefeller Plaza 
Approximately 50 films—informational about the Province of Quebec.

Radiant Films Film Dept. 358 W. 44th St. 
Approximately 150 films—travelogs on foreign countries.

Religious Film Libraries 17 Park Pl. (7) 
Approximately 300 films—all religious.

Remington Rand Division of Sperry Rand Corp. 315 Fourth Ave. (10) 
Approximately 20 films— instructional on business machines and equipment.

Research Methods Co. 200 W. 57th St. (19) 
One film—on weather.

Riken Optical Industries, Ltd. 521 Fifth Ave. 
One film—informational on photography.

Rothacker, Inc. 729 Seventh Ave. (19) 
Ten films—educational and sponsored.

Rural Research Institute, Inc. 500 Fifth Ave. (36) 
Two films—on recreation.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines 720 Fifth Ave. (19) 
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Savings Banks Association of the State of New York 110 E. 42d St. (17) 
Ten films—on economics and sav- 

ings; distribution restricted to New York State.

Seamen’s Church Institute of New York Publicity Dept. 25 South St. (4) 
One film on the services of the Seamen’s Church Institute.

Select Film Library 138 E. 44th St. (57) 
Approximately 230 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and religious.

Shell Oil Co. Film Library 50 W. 50th St. (20) 
Approximately 25 films—educational about the oil industry and related subjects.

Shillin Film Service Corp. 450 W. 56th St. (19) 
Eight films—on American Indians.

Sinclair Refining Co. Att: Farm Sales 600 Fifth Ave. (20) 
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Singer Sewing Machine Co. Manufacturers Agency 561 Broadway (12) 
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Skibo Productions, Inc. 165 W. 46th St. (36) 
Approximately 100 films—entertainment and educational.

Beverly Chew Smith, M.D. 63 E. 84th St. (28) 
One film—surgical on amputations.

Society for French American Cultural Services and Educational Aid 972 Fifth Ave. (21) 
Approximately 500 films—educational, with either English or French commentaries, on the French language, culture and art.
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.  
Film Library  
150 E. 42d St. (17)  
Seven films—on oil and the oil industry; distribution restricted to Eastern United States.

Southern Pacific Co.  
Public Relations Dept.  
165 Broadway, Rm. 2210 (6)  
Five films—about railroads.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.  
161 Sixth Ave. (13)  
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Squibb  
745 Fifth Ave.  
Approximately 100 films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to professional medical groups.

State Committee on Tuberculosis and Public Health  
State Charities Aid Assn.  
105 E. 22d St. (10)  
Approximately 40 films—on tuberculosis, heart disease, social hygiene, and related subjects; distribution restricted to New York State.

Sterling-Movies U. S. A.  
6 E. 39th St. (16)  
Approximately 125 films—all business sponsored.

Sun Dial Films, Inc.  
United Nations Plaza & 43d St.  
Tudor City (17)  
Four films—educational.

Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.  
500 Fifth Ave. (36)  
Five films—educational about tea.

Tandy Leather Co.  
33-35 E. 14th St.  
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Tennis Educational Foundation, Inc.  
120 Broadway (5)  
Twelve films—on tennis.

The Texas Co.  
205 E. 42d St.  
Approximately 20 films—primarily about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

Travel Counselors, Inc.  
11 W. 42d St. (30)  
Two films—travelogues.

Tribune Films  
141 E. 44th St. (17)  
Approximately 100 films—educational, all sponsored.

Trident Films, Inc.  
510 Madison Ave. (22)  
Five films—educational.

Robert Turell, M.D.  
22 E. 83d St.  
Two films—medical.

Turf Research Foundation  
101 Park Ave.  
One film—about bluegrass.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.  
161 Sixth Ave. (13)  
Three films—on safety; distribution restricted to East Coast.

United Air Lines  
School and College Service  
80 E. 42d St. (17)  
Eight films—on airplanes and air travel.

United Israel Appeal  
Film Dept.  
18 E. 66th St. (21)  
Approximately 15 films—informatonal about Israel.

United Lutheran Church  
Board of Foreign Missions  
231 Madison Ave. (16)  
Eleven films—religious.

United Nations Film and Visual Information Division  
Room 845  
United Nations  
Approximately 60 films—informatonal about the United Nations.
United States Brewers Foundation, Inc.
535 Fifth Ave. (17)
Thirty-five films—on the brewing industry, alcoholism, and employee relations.

U. S. Army Engineers
North Atlantic Division
90 Church St. (7)
Thirteen films—on the construction of dams and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Public Information Officer
New York Operations Office
70 Columbus Ave. (23)
Approximately 80 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Coast Guard
Third Coast Guard District
Custom House (4)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Third Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, First Army
Att: Signal Officer
Governors Island (4)
Approximately 710 films—250 public information and 460 training films; distribution of all films restricted to First Army Area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Third Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
90 Church St. (7)
Approximately 885 films—285 public information and 600 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Third Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
253 Broadway (7)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to New York.

U. S. Electrical Motors
90 West St. (16)
Two films—on electrical motors.

United States Rubber Co.
Advertising Dept.
1230 Avenue of the Americas (20)
Sixteen films—entertainment, educational and sponsored.

United States Steel Corp.
New York Film Distribution Center
71 Broadway (6)
Approximately 25 films—primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.

United World Films, Inc.
1445 Park Ave. (29)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
40 Seventh Ave., S. (14)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Marie P. Warner, M.D.
20 W. 86th St.
One film—on contraceptive methods; distribution restricted to professional medical groups.

Western Electric Co.
Motion Picture Bureau
195 Broadway (7)
Approximately 10 films—industrial.

Willoughby’s
110 W. 32d St. (1)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment shorts, features, and educational; distribution restricted to 300-mile radius of New York City.
Winthrop Laboratories
1450 Broadway (18)
Approximately 20 films—medical; distribution restricted to medical profession.

Women's American ORT
222 Fourth Ave. (3)
Three films—on vocational training.

Woof Bureau, Inc.
16 W. 46th St. (36)
Approximately 25 films—informational about sheep, sheep diseases, and wool processing.

World Affairs Center Audio-Visual Dept.
UN Plaza at 47th St. (17)
Approximately 65 films—educational on international relations.

World Wide Pictures
21 W. 60th St. (23)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
81 Spring St. (12)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

Yale University Press Film Service, Inc.
386 Fourth Ave. (16)
Fifteen films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution primarily restricted to schools and colleges.

Yeshiva University Film Library
528 W. 187th St. (3)
Approximately 525 films—primarily educational, also a few professional medical films; distribution of medical films restricted to the medical profession.

Capt. William E. Young
127 Lexington Ave. (16)
One film—educational.

NIAGARA FALLS
The Carborundum Co.
Film Library 91-2

Approximately 30 films—informational on the uses of abrasives.

NYACK
Fellowship Publications
Box 271
Six films—informational and religious.

OGdensBURG
Ogdensburg Diocese Parochial Schools
622 Washington St.
Approximately 55 films—distribution restricted to Diocese.

OLEAN
Olean Public Schools
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Olean.

ONEONTA
State University Teachers College
Oneonta Film Exchange
Approximately 450 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to members of cooperative film library.

PEARL RIVER
American Cyanamid Co.
Farm and Home Division
Twenty-two films—for agricultural groups.

Lederle Laboratories Division
American Cyanamid Co.
Twelve films—for medical groups.

PLATTSBURGH
State University Teachers College
Adirondack Film Library
Approximately 450 films—educational, sponsored, some entertainment; distribution restricted to members of cooperative film library in the Adirondack area.
PORT CHESTER
Homelite Corp.
Two films—on chain saws.

Port Chester Public Schools
Approximately 160 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Port Chester Public Schools.

POUGHKEEPSIE
Max Michael Simon, M.D.
96 Hooker Ave.
One film—surgical.

PURCHASE
Westchester Cancer Committee of the American Cancer Society
Carl & Lily Pforzheimer Memorial Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Westchester County.

ROCHESTER
American Cancer Society
New York State Division, Inc.
40 Franklin St. (14)
Seventeen films—on cancer and cancer prevention, for lay and professional audiences; distribution restricted to New York State.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
635 St. Paul St. (2)
Two films—on optics and microscopes.

Colgate-Rochester Divinity School
(20)
One film—on training for the ministry; distribution primarily to schools, colleges, and churches.

James E. Duncan, Inc.
The Audio-Visual Centre
139 N. Union St. (6)
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to New York State.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Audio-Visual Service
343 State St. (4)
Approximately 20 films—educational on various aspects of photography and manufacture of photographic materials.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Military and Special Products Sales Division (4)
One film—educational on optical gaging.

The Holoid Co.
Film Distribution Dept.
P. O. Box 1540 (3)
Fifteen films—instructional on xerography and xerox equipment.

Samuel Kanther Film Exchange
36 Corinthian St.
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
36 Winthrop St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Optical Gaging Products, Inc.
26 Forbes St. (11)
One film—instructional.

Rochester Board of Education
Department of Instructional Materials
13 Fitzhugh St., S. (14)
Approximately 1,500 films—educational; distribution restricted to Rochester public schools.

Rochester Film Libraries
83 Jewell St.
Approximately 250 films—educational and entertainment.

Rochester Public Library
115 South Ave. (4)
Approximately 2,200 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to metropolitan Rochester and for group use.
ROCKVILLE CENTRE

Rockville Centre Public Schools
Thirty films — instructional for classroom use.

ROME

Rome Cable Corp.
Three films — industrial.

RYE

Albee Enterprises
1 Everett St.
Approximately 150 films — entertainment and educational.

SARATOGA SPRINGS

Saratoga Springs Public Schools
Twenty-one films — educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Saratoga Springs.

SCHENECTADY

Schenectady Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
564 Broadway
Approximately 650 films — primarily instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Schenectady County.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Public Information Office
Schenectady Operations Office
P. O. Box 1069
Approximately 80 films — on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

SEA CLIFF

Christ’s Mission
P. O. Box 926
Four films — religious.

STATEN ISLAND

American Cancer Society
Staten Island Division, Inc.
204 Bay St. (1)

Nineteen films — primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Staten Island.

SYRACUSE

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
116 S. Salina St. (2)
Approximately 10 films — about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

Edward A. Battle & Co.
107 E. Kennedy St. (5)
Approximately 200 films — entertainment, religious and sponsored.

J. I. Case Co.
360 W. Jefferson St. (1)
Approximately 15 films — informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Lamson Corp. (1)
Two films — on materials handling equipment.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
325 S. Clinton St. (1)
Five films — on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

State University
College of Forestry at Syracuse University
Department of Forest Extension
(10)
Approximately 40 films — on forestry; distribution restricted to groups in New York State.

Syracuse University
Educational Film Library (10)
Approximately 2,000 films — educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New York and neighboring States.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
288 W. Genesee St.
New York—North Carolina

Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to New York.

United World Free Film Service
55 Middle Rd.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

TROY
Troy Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
1950 Burdett Ave.
Approximately 185 films—educational; distribution restricted to community and primarily for classroom use.

UTICA
Mohawk Productions
1015 West St.
Four films—educational.

Tracy’s Photographic Supplies
457 Columbia St. (2)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Utica Film Exchange
47 Brookline Dr. (3)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to 35 miles of Utica.

WATERTOWN
New York State Library
Library Extension Division
Regional Library Service Center
1050 Arsenal St.
Approximately 440 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Lewis, Jefferson, and St. Lawrence Counties.

Watertown Public Schools
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to Watertown Public Schools.

WHITE PLAINS
Board of Education
5 Homeside Lane
Approximately 350 films—educational; distribution restricted to White Plains public schools and civic groups.

Tandy Leather Co.
94 E. Post Rd.
Four films on leathersraft and carving.

YONKERS
Catholic Film Center
29 Salem Way (8)
Approximately 1,000 films—all religious.

Yonkers Public Library
Twelve films—informational; distribution restricted to adult residents of Yonkers.

North Carolina

ASHEVILLE
Asheville Public Schools
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution primarily for Asheville Public Schools.

Buncombe County Schools
Approximately 215 films—educational; distribution restricted to Buncombe County.

Pack Memorial Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the North Carolina State Library and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to groups in Asheville and Buncombe County.

BURLINGTON
Burlington City Schools
Approximately 225 films—educational; distribution restricted to Burlington City Schools.
CARTHAGE
Moore County Schools
Approximately 135 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools of Moore County.

CHAPEL HILL
University of North Carolina
Bureau of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily in North Carolina.

CHARLOTTE
Baptist Book Store
315 N. College St. (2)
Approximately 300 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Western North Carolina.

J. I. Case Co.
P. O. Box 8036
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Charlotte City and Mecklenburg County Public Schools
Approximately 2,450 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools and colleges in Charlotte and Mecklenburg County.

Christian Film Service
1302 E. Fourth St.
Approximately 350 films—religious; distribution restricted to churches.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
501 N. College St. (6)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational; all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
121 E. Third St. (2)

Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Public Library
310 N. Tryon St. (2)
Approximately 300 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Charlotte and Mecklenburg Counties.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
1514 Hutchinson Ave. (6)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Jefferson Standard Life Bldg.
P. O. Box 240 (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Tandy Leather Co.
228 N. College
Four films on leatherscraft and carving.

CONCORD
Concord City Schools
Approximately 290 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Cabarrus County and Concord public schools.

Cabarrus County Schools
Approximately 300 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Cabarrus County and Concord public schools.

Concord Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to adult groups in Concord and Cabarrus County.
CULLOWHEE
Western Carolina College
Approximately 125 films—entertainment shorts and educational.

DOBSON
Surry County Schools
Approximately 55 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Surry County Schools.

DURHAM
J. Lamar Callaway, M.D.
Duke University
Two films—on medical subjects.

Durham County Schools
Approximately 225 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Durham County Schools.

Stanford L. Warren Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to adult groups in Durham.

ELIZABETH CITY
Elizabeth City Schools
Approximately 200 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Elizabeth City, Pasquotank County and immediate area.

FAYETTEVILLE
Fayetteville City Schools
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 275 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Fayetteville public schools.

GASTONIA
Gaston County Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the North Carolina Public Libraries, the State Library Commission, and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to Gaston County.

Gaston County Schools
Approximately 80 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Gaston County.

GATESVILLE
Gates County Schools
Approximately 55 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Gates County Schools.

GOLDSBORO
Wayne County Schools
Approximately 55 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Wayne County Schools.

GREENSBORO
Agricultural and Technical College of North Carolina
Approximately 165 films—instructional; distribution primarily for campus use.

Greensboro Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational.

Greensboro Public Schools
501 Asheboro St.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Greensboro Public Schools.

Guilford County Schools
Approximately 580 films—instructional; distribution primarily restricted to Guilford County school system.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
907 Southeastern Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial
and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
210 U. S. Post Office and Courthouse Bldg.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to North Carolina.

HALIFAX
Halifax County Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Halifax County Schools.

HENDERSON
Henderson City Schools
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools.

Vance County Schools
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Vance County Schools.

HENDERSONVILLE
Henderson County Schools
Approximately 155 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Henderson County Schools.

Hendersonville City Schools
Approximately 90 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Hendersonville City Schools.

HERTFORD
Perquimans County Schools
Thirty films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Perquimans County Schools.

HICKORY
Hickory City Schools
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hickory City Schools.

HIGH POINT
High Point Public Schools
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution primarily to High Point Public Schools.

JACKSONVILLE
Onslow County Schools
Approximately 120 films—educational; distribution restricted to Onslow County public schools.

LAURINBURG
Scotland County Memorial Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational.

LENOIR
Caldwell County Public Library
Approximately 170 films—entertainment shorts and educational; distribution restricted to Caldwell County.

LEXINGTON
Davidson County Schools
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Davidson County schools and community agencies.

Five Dollar Films
406 N. Greensboro St.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Lexington City Schools
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lexington City Schools.

Piedmont Film Service
Box 391
Approximately 295 films—entertainment shorts and features.
LILLINGTON
Harnett County Schools
Approximately 280 films—educational; distribution restricted to Harnett County public schools.

LUMBERTON
Robeson County Schools
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Robeson County School Administrative Unit.

MADISON
Madison High School Library
Approximately 100 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to schools.

MARION
McDowell County Schools
Approximately 85 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools.

MARSHALL
Madison County Schools
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to Madison County Schools and civic groups.

MURPHY
Natchala Regional Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to library patrons.

NASHVILLE
Nash County Schools
Approximately 185 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Nash County Schools and educational organizations.

NEW BERN
Craven County Schools
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Craven County.

New Bern Public Schools
Approximately 180 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools of the administrative unit.

NEWTON
Catawba County Schools
Approximately 80 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools in Catawba County Unit.

PLYMOUTH
Washington County Schools
Approximately 50 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Washington County.

RALEIGH
Baptist Book Store
328 W. Morgan St.
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Eastern North Carolina.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
741 W. Johnson St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

National School and Industrial Corp.
National Film Service
14 Glenwood Ave.
Approximately 4,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Southeastern States.

North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development State Advertising Division
Three films—informational about North Carolina.
North Carolina State Board of Health
Central Administration
The Film Library
Approximately 500 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to North Carolina.

Raleigh Public Schools
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Raleigh Public Schools.

Raney Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to Raleigh and Wake County.

State College of Agriculture and Engineering
Approximately 190 films—informational; distribution primarily in North Carolina.

State Director of Civil Defense
Jefferson & Dale Sta.
Approximately 40 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to North Carolina.

State of North Carolina
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Department of Public Instruction
Five films—on vocational rehabilitation.

United World Free Film Service
14 Glenwood Ave.
Approximately 80 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

Wake County Schools
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to Wake County Schools.

REIDSVILLE
Reidsville Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Reidsville Public Schools.

SANFORD
Lee County Schools
Approximately 135 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lee County Schools.

SHELBY
Cleveland County Schools
Approximately 120 films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to Cleveland County Schools.

SMITHFIELD
Johnston County Schools
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to Johnston County Schools and civic groups.

TAYLORVILLE
Alexander County Schools
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Alexander County Schools and civic groups.

THOMASVILLE
Thomasville Public Schools
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to local school system.

TRENTON
Jones County Board of Education
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Jones County.

WASHINGTON
Beaufort County Schools
Approximately 110 films—educational; distribution restricted to Beaufort County Schools and civic groups.
WAYNESVILLE
Haywood County Public Library
Six films monthly through a film circuit of the State Library Commission and the University of North Carolina—educational; distribution restricted to Haywood County.

WENTWORTH
Rockingham County Schools
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Rockingham County public schools.

WILMINGTON
Wilmington Public Schools
Approximately 850 films—primarily educational, some entertainment and religious; distribution restricted according to Board of Education regulations.

WILSON
Wilson City Schools
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Wilson City Schools.

WINDSOR
Bertie County Schools
Number of films not reported—

North Dakota

BISMARCK
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Room 204—Cowan Bldg.
405 E. Broadway
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Rued School Service
Box 261
Approximately 80 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

State Director of Civil Defense
Fraine Barracks
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to North Dakota.

State Health Department
Approximately 210 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to North Dakota.

FARGO
Agricultural College
Extension Service
Department of Information
Approximately 400 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to North Dakota.
American Cancer Society  
North Dakota Division, Inc.  
510 Fourth Ave., N.  
Universal Bldg., Suite 502  
Approximately 50 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to North Dakota.

J. I. Case Co.  
121 N. Pacific Ave.  
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Film Library  
Division of Supervised Study  
State College Station  
Approximately 2,750 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Epko Film Service  
631 N. Pacific Ave.  
Approximately 400 films—entertainment, religious, and sponsored.

Fargo Public Schools  
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to Fargo Public Schools.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.  
105 Fifth St., N.  
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Akron Board of Education  
Department of Visual Aids (8)  
Approximately 920 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Akron public schools.

Akron Public Library  
Group Service Dept. (8)  
Approximately 645 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Summit County.

Bellows Co.  
222 W. Market St. (9)  
Three films—educational.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.  
Motion Picture Dept.  
1144 E. Market St.  
Approximately 30 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.
University of Akron
Audio-Visual Aids Dept. (4)
Approximately 125 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Akron and vicinity.

ALLIANCE

Alliance Public Library
Sixteen films plus 60 obtained monthly through the Regional Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Columbiana, Mahoning, and Stark Counties.

Alliance Public Schools
Approximately 250 films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to Alliance Public Schools.

P. R. England
70 E. Main St.
Approximately 85 films—primarily entertainment shorts.

BARBERTON

Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Miss Marie G. Shafer
Public Relations
Four films—instructional.

BELLAIRE

Bellaire Public Schools
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to Belmont County.

BEXLEY

Bexley Public Library
Approximately 345 films—educational, travel, juvenile, and entertainment; distribution restricted to Franklin County.

CADIZ

Hanna Coal Co.
Division of Pittsburgh Consolidation Coal Co.
Safety Division
One film—on civil defense and first aid.

CAMBRIDGE

Guernsey County District Public Library
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Library Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Guernsey County.

CANTON

Camera Center
331 Cleveland Ave. (2)
Approximately, 850 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Canton Public Schools
Approximately 1,025 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Canton City public school district.

Republic Steel Corp.
Berger Div.
Advertising Dept. (5)
Two films—on steel products.

Visual Education Equipment
811 Brown Ave., NW.
Approximately 35 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Stark County and vicinity.

CINCINNATI

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
123 E. Sixth St. (2)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Petroleum Institute
802 Schmidt Bldg. (2)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

Birdsell Audio-Visual Co.
2901 Glendora at W. University
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
206 Dixie Terminal Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
203 Dixie Terminal Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Cincinnati & Suburban Bell Telephone Co.
229 E. Sixth St. (2)
Approximately 100 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Cincinnati Milling and Grinding Machines, Inc. (9)
Three films—informational about milling and grinding.

Cincinnati Public Schools Visual Aids Exchange
Approximately 1,300 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution of educational films restricted to Cincinnati Public Schools; sponsored films distributed to general public of greater Cincinnati.

Gruen Watch Co.
Time Hill
Two films—on watchmaking.

Ralph V. Haile & Associates
386 E. Fourth St. (2)
Approximately 1,100 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to a 50-mile radius of Cincinnati.

The Kroger Co.
86 E. Seventh St. (2)
Two films—educational; distribution restricted to States in Kroger territory.

Levy's Film & Projection Service
1648 Pullan Ave. (23)
Approximately 135 films—entertainment shorts, educational, religious, and sponsored.

The MacGregor Co.
Advertising Dept.
4861 Spring Grove Ave. (32)
One film—on sports.

The Wm. S. Merrell Co. (15)
Seven films—on medical subjects and medico-legal problems; distribution primarily to the medical profession and closely allied groups.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
420 Plum St. (2)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
9 Garfield Pl. (2)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
313 Keith Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County (2)
Approximately 1,000 films—primarily informational, a few religious and sponsored; distribution restricted to Hamilton County.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
15 W. Central Pkwy. (2)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Tandy Leather Co.
911 Main St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
The Upjohn Co.
4910 Para Dr.
*Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.*

U. S. Army Engineers
Ohio River Division
P. O. Box 1159
*Fourteen films—on flood control, construction of dams, and activities of the Corps of Engineers.*

U. S. Army Engineers
Ohio River Division Laboratories
5851 Mariemont Ave.
Mariemont (27)
*One film—on the construction of an airfield pavement.*

World Wide Pictures
9 Garfield Pl. (2)
*Fifteen films—religious.*

CLEVELAND

Academy Film Service, Inc.
2110 Payne Ave. (14)
*Approximately 700 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.*

American President Lines
Hanma Bldg.
*Four films—travelogs describing the passenger and freighter services of American President Lines; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

American Society for Metals
7301 Euclid Ave. (3)
*Five films—on metallurgy.*

American Stock Yards Assn.
1330 Terminal Tower (18)
*Two films—informational, sponsored.*

Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.
Foundry Products Div.
Advertising Dept.
2191 W. 110th St. (2)
*One film—educational on laboratory control.*

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
1310 Terminal Tower Bldg.
*Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Canadian Pacific Railway
1038 Union Commerce Bldg. (14)
*Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Church School Pictures, Inc.
1118 Walnut Ave. (14)
*Approximately 900 films—religious, and entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to 200-mile radius of Cleveland.*

The Cleveland Area Heart Society
1689 E. 115th St. (6)
*Twelve films—informational.*

Cleveland Automobile Club
2605 Euclid Ave.
*Approximately 150 films—educational on driver education and traffic safety; distribution restricted to Portage, Cuyahoga, Loraine, Lake, and Geauga Counties.*

Cleveland Clinic (6)
*Fifteen films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to the medical profession.*

Cleveland District Dairy Council
2010 E. 102d St.
*Approximately 40 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

The Cleveland Health Museum
8911 Euclid Ave. (20)
*Approximately 100 films—educational; films must be picked up and returned by borrower; no mail service.*
Cleveland Hearing & Speech Center
11206 Euclid Ave. (6)
Sixteen films—on the problems of speech and hearing.

Cleveland Mental Health Assn.
1001 Huron Rd. (16)
Twenty-seven films—educational for professional training; distribution restricted to Cuyahoga County.

Cleveland Public Library
325 Superior Ave. (14)
Approximately 2,000 films—primarily educational, a few religious and sponsored; distribution restricted to Cuyahoga County.

Cleveland Public Schools
Bureau of Visual Education
2060 Stearns Rd. (6)
Approximately 2,475 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Cleveland Public Schools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.
Advertising Dept.
1242 E. 49th St. (14)
Two films—educational on the use and care of twist drills and reamers.

Cuyahoga County Public Library Audio-Visual Dept.
1150 W. Third St. (13)
Approximately 155 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Cuyahoga County.

Drop Forging Assn.
1121 Illuminating Bldg.
65 Public Sq. (13)
One film—educational.

Harpster Audio-Visual Equipment, Inc.
13902 Euclid Ave. (12)
Approximately 25 films—entertainment and sponsored; distribution restricted to Northeastern Ohio.

Harris-Seybold Co.
4610 E. 71st St. (5)

Four films—educational on lithography and paper cutting.
The Lincoln Electric Co.
22801 St. Clair Ave. (17)
Five films— instructional on arc welding.

The Malleable Founders' Society
Union Commerce Bldg. (14)
One film—on malleable iron.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
1917 Euclid Ave. (15)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
793 Union Commerce Bldg. (14)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Tool & Die Manufacturers Assn.
907 Public Square Bldg. (13)
One film—on tool and die making.

Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
760 Huron Rd. (15)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

B. W. Payne Films, Inc.
1917 Euclid Ave. (15)
Approximately 350 films—entertainment and sponsored.

Republic Steel Corp.
Steel and Tubes Div.
Production Engineer Dept.
224 E. 131st St. (8)
Four films—on steel products.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
1422 Euclid Ave.
Room 1054
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.
Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Trade Dept.
2117 Superior Ave. (14)
*Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.*

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
3785 Lee Rd.
*Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

The Standard Oil Co., (Ohio)
Sales Dept.
18th Floor—Midland Bldg.
*Eleven films—informational; distribution restricted to groups in Ohio.*

Sunray Films Co.
2108 Payne Ave. (14)
*Approximately 1,800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.*

Tandy Leather Co.
1278 Ontario St.
*Four films on leathers, craft and carving.*

Dr. Charles I. Thomas
Carnegie Bldg.
10615 Carnegie Ave. (8)
*Seven films—medical; distribution restricted to the medical profession.*

Towmotor Corp.
1226 E. 152d St. (10)
*One film—educational.*

U. S. Coast Guard
Ninth Coast Guard District
Main Post Office Bldg. (18)
*Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Ninth Coast Guard District.*

United States Steel Corp.
Cleveland Film Distribution Center
American Steel & Wire Division
Rockefeller Bldg. (18)
*Approximately 25 films—primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.*

United World Free Film Service
2110 Payne Ave.
*Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.*

The Upjohn Co.
1740 Chester Ave. (1)
*Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.*

Western Reserve University
Audio-Visual Center (8)
*Approximately 120 films—instructional; distribution restricted to University campus.*

Willard Storage Battery Division
246 E. 131st St. (1)
*One film—on the storage battery.*

Wyeth Laboratories
17000 Waterloo Rd. (10)
*Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.*

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
Cleveland Heights Public Schools
*Approximately 210 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Cleveland Heights schools.*

COLUMBUS
Advance Movie Service
568 E. North Broadway
*Approximately 100 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and safety.*

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Ohio-Kentucky Regional Office
82 N. High St. (15)
*Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.*

Baptist Book Store
30 S. Fourth St. (15)
*Approximately 80 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Ohio.*
Bartha Visual Education Service
1946 N. High St.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment shorts and informational.

J. I. Case Co.
1649 Olentangy Rd. (8)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Columbus Film Rental
879 Erickson Ave. (13)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Columbus Public Library
S. Grant St. (15)
Approximately 915 films—educational; distribution restricted to Columbus and Franklin Counties.

Columbus Public Schools
Approximately 700 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Columbus Public Schools.

Eldridge Motion Pictures
4145 N. High St. (14)
Approximately 600 films—entertainment shorts and features; distribution restricted to Ohio.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
4778 McAllister Ave. (13)
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Grandview Heights Public Library
1685 W. First Ave. (12)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment shorts, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Franklin County.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
40 W. Gay St.
Eight films — informational and educational about polio.

Nationwide Insurance Co.
246 N. High St. (16)
Approximately 65 films—educational, some sponsored.

Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
246 N. High St. (15)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Ohio Department of Mental Hygiene and Correction
Mental Hygiene Information Service (16)
Approximately 175 films—educational for adults; distribution restricted to Ohio.

Ohio Department of Public Welfare
Rehabilitation Services for the Blind
85 S. Washington Ave. (15)
Seven films—on the training and industrial employment of blind workers; distribution primarily restricted to Ohio.

Ohio Farm Bureau Federation
Film Service
245 N. High St. (16)
Approximately 100 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

Ohio State Department of Health
Approximately 200 films—medical; distribution restricted to Ohio.

Ohio State University
Agricultural Extension Service (10)
Approximately 75 films—on agricultural subjects; distribution restricted to Ohio county agents and rural organizations.

Ohio State University
Department of Photography
Room 4, Brown Hall (10)
Approximately 30 films—educational.
Ohio State University
Teaching Aids Laboratory (10)
Approximately 400 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to University
 campus.

Ohio Tuberculosis and Health
Assn.
1575 Neil Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Ohio.

Public Library
96 S. Grant Ave. (15)
Approximately 800 films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Franklin
County.

Religious Film Libraries
57 E. Main St. (15)
Approximately 500 films—primarily religious.

State Director of Civil Defense
(18)
Approximately 30 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Ohio.

State of Ohio Department of Edu-
cation
Division of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 2,000 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Ohio schools.

Tandy Leather Co.
140 E. Gay St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
416 New Post Office Bldg. (15)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Ohio.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
222 Old Federal Bldg. (15)
Approximately 85 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Ohio.

The Wartburg Press
Audio-Visual Dept.
57 E. Main St. (15)
Approximately 500 films—primarily religious, some entertainment shorts and educational films.

DAYTON

Dayton and Montgomery County
Public Library
215 E. Third St. (2)
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit plus 38 films in own col-
lection—informational; distribution restricted to Montgomery County.

Religious Film Libraries
The Otterbein Press
Department of Audio Visuals
282–254 W. Fifth St. (2)
Approximately 600 films—primarily religious, some educational.

South Park Photo Shop
1021 Brown
Approximately 200 films—entertain-
tment shorts and features; distribution restricted to Ohio.

Twyman Films, Inc.
400 W. First St. (1)
Approximately 3,000 films—entertain-
tment, educational, religious, and industrial training; distribution primarily restricted to Mid-
western States.

DEFIANCE

Defiance Public School
Approximately 35 films—educational.

DOVER

Dover Public Library
Approximately 40 films monthly
through the Ohio Valley Regional
Film Library Circuit—entertain-
tment, educational, and sponsored;
distribution restricted to Tusca-
rawas County.
EAST CLEVELAND
East Cleveland Schools
14121 Shaw Ave. (12)
Approximately 230 films—classroom; distribution and use restricted to East Cleveland Schools.

EAST LIVERPOOL
East Liverpool Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 65 films—educational; distribution restricted to East Liverpool Public Schools.

ELYRIA
Elyria Library
Approximately 55 films monthly through the Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—informational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Lorain County.

Elyria Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Elyria Public Schools.

EUCLID
Euclid Public Schools
Approximately 490 films—educational and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to school use and community organizations.

FINDLAY
The Ohio Oil Co.
Public Relations Dept.
Fifteen films—on the oil industry.

FREEMONT
Birchard Public Library
Approximately 45 films per month through the Western Ohio Film Circuit; distribution restricted to Sandusky County.

GALLIPOLIS
Gallia County District Library
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Gallia County.

GIRARD
Ohio Leather Co.
1052 N. State St.
One film—on the tanning and manufacture of leather.

HAMILTON
Hamilton City School District
332 Dayton St.
Approximately 325 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts.

Lane Public Library
Approximately 50 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit plus 20 films in permanent collection—informational; distribution restricted to Butler County.

KENT
Davey Tree Expert Co.
Four films—on trees; distribution restricted to Eastern United States.

Kent Free Library
Approximately 35 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Portage County.

Kent State University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 1,200 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution to universities and public schools in Ohio.

LAKEWOOD
Lakewood Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Ohio

Approximately 220 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lakewood Public Schools.

Approximately 110 films—educational. Distribution restricted to Lakewood Public Schools.

Approximately 40 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Lima, Allen County, and out-of-territory card holders.

Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Approximately 60 films, 45 of which are obtained monthly through the Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Stark County.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Lima.

Approximately 45 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit plus 13 films in permanent collection—informational; distribution restricted to Lima, Allen County, and out-of-territory card holders.

Approximately 40 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Circuit plus 7 films in permanent collection—informational; distribution restricted to Washington County.

Approximately 40 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit plus 15 films in permanent collection—informational; distribution restricted to Lima, Allen County, and out-of-territory card holders.

Approximately 45 films—educational; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 40 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 40 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit plus 10 films in permanent collection—informational; distribution restricted to Lima, Allen County, and out-of-territory card holders.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films—educational; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Approximately 45 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.
McARTHUR

The Ohio Apple Institute, Inc.
107½ W. Main St.
One film—on dental health; distribution restricted to Ohio.

MIDDLETOWN

Armco Drainage & Metal Products, Inc.
College Programs Section
703 Curtis St.
Eight films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to engineering societies and colleges.

Middletown Free Public Library
Approximately 40 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

MOUNT VERNON

Mount Vernon Public Schools
Film Library Center
High School Library
Approximately 70 films—educational; distribution to Mount Vernon Public Schools and restricted public use.

NEW PHILADELPHIA

New Philadelphia-Tuscarawas County District Library
Film Service
Approximately 50 films, 45 of which are obtained monthly through the Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—educational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

PAINESVILLE

Painesville Public Schools
Approximately 40 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Painesville schools and related organizations.

PARMA

Parma Public Schools
Approximately 350 films—instructional; distribution restricted to schools and colleges in the Parma City area.

PIQUA

Flesh Public Library
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit—informational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

PORTSMOUTH

The Evangel Press
1220 Ninth St.
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious and several short comedies.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Motion Picture Library
Portsmouth Area Office
P. O. Box 268
Approximately 50 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

SANDUSKY

Sandusky Library Assn.
Approximately 45 films monthly through the Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—entertainment shorts and informational; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards in Erie County.

SPRINGFIELD

Springfield Public Schools
Film Library
Approximately 300 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Springfield and Clark Counties.
Warder Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 85 films, most of which are obtained monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit—informational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Clark County.

Wittenberg College Library
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
Approximately 45 films—informational, religious, and sponsored; distribution primarily to churches.

STEUBENVILLE
Carnegie Public Library
Approximately 50 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Library Circuit plus small permanent collection—entertainment and educational.

TIFFIN
Tiffin Public Library Assn.
Approximately 45 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Seneca County.

TOLEDO
Champion Spark Plug Co. (1)
Four films—educational on the manufacture and uses of spark plugs, and entertainment shorts on racing.

Cousino Visual Education Service, Inc.
2107 Ashland Ave. (2)
Approximately 1,400 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Ohio and Southern Michigan.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
608 Madison Ave. (3)
One film—on the manufacture of glass.

G. E. McLeary Co.
419 Boston Pl. (10)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to 75-mile radius of Toledo.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
National Bank Bldg.
Six films—explaining the uses of fibrous glass products.

Gulf Oil Corp.
P. O. Box 946 (1)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Toledo Public Library
Film Service
325 Michigan St. (2)
Approximately 750 films—informational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Lucas County and for non-school use.

Toledo Public Schools
Visual Aids Dept.
121 Southard Ave.
Approximately 1,700 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Toledo school district.

TWINSBURG
Twinsburg—Miller Corp.
P. O. Box 207
Two films—on roofing and waterproofing.

VAN WERT
Brumback Library
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Western Ohio Film Circuit—informational, some entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to Van Wert County.

WARREN
Warren Public Library
Approximately 55 films monthly through the First Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—educational; distribution restricted to Trumbull County.

Warren Public Schools
Approximately 425 films—educational; distribution restricted to Warren city schools.
WOOSTER

Wooster Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 80 films, 60 of which are obtained monthly through the Cleveland Regional Film Circuit—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Wayne County.

YOUNGSTOWN

Republic Steel Corp.
Truscon Steel Div.
Advertising Dept.
1315 Albert St. (1)
One film—on building products.

Youngstown Board of Education
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
20 W. Wood St. (3)
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Youngstown public schools.

ZANESVILLE

John McIntire Public Library
Approximately 40 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Library Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Muskingum County.

Oklahoma

ADA
East Central State College
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Oklahoma and neighboring States.

Pontotoc County Film Library
c/o Pontotoc County Schools
Approximately 175 films—educational.

ALTUS

Altus City Schools
Approximately 75 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Jackson County.

ALVA

Northwestern State College
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Oklahoma.

Woods County School Film Library
Approximately 140 films—educational.

ANADARKO

Caddo County Film Library
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to Caddo County public schools.

ARDMORE

Ardmore City Schools
Film Library
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Ardmore schools.

Carter County Schools
Approximately 205 films—instructional; distribution restricted to school use.

BARTLESVILLE

Phillips Petroleum Co.
Advertising and Public Relations Dept.
Four films—informational.

Washington County Schools
Approximately 50 films—entertainment and instructional.
BOISE CITY
Cimarron County Schools
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to county schools.

CHANDLER
Lincoln County Schools
Approximately 280 films—educational and entertainment.

CHEROKEE
Alfalfa County Film Library
Approximately 360 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Alfalfa County.

CLAREMORE
Rogers County Film Library
Approximately 295 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Rogers County public schools.

DURANT
Southeastern State College
Film Division
Approximately 450 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Oklahoma.

Thompson Book & Supply Co.
Fifth Ave. and College Blvd.
Approximately 150 films—entertainment; distribution primarily restricted to schools and colleges.

EDMOND
Central State College
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 590 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Oklahoma.

EL RENO
Canadian County Schools
Approximately 135 films—educational and religious; distribution primarily restricted to Canadian County Schools.

El Reno City Schools
Film Library
Approximately 80 films—instructional; distribution restricted to El Reno public schools.

FAIRVIEW
Major County Film Library
Approximately 70 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Major County.

FREDERICK
Tillman County Schools
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Tillman County.

GOODWELL
Panhandle A and M College
Approximately 190 films—classroom; distribution primarily restricted to Oklahoma.

GUymON
Texas County Schools
Approximately 490 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to County schools.

HOBART
Kiowa County Schools
Approximately 110 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Kiowa County.

HOLDENVILLE
Hughes County Schools
Approximately 185 films—educational.
HOLLIS
Harmon County Schools
Approximately 90 films—instructional; distribution primarily restricted to schools.

HUGO
Hugo City Schools
Approximately 55 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Hugo school district.

JAY
Delaware County Schools
Approximately 40 films—instructional.

KINGFISHER
Kingfisher County Schools
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Kingfisher County.

LAWTON
Comanche County Schools
Approximately 335 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Lawton City Schools
Approximately 350 films—prima-ry educational; distribution restricted to Lawton public schools.

MADILL
Madill City Schools
Approximately 40 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Marshall County.

MANGUM
Greer County Film Library
Approximately 240 films—educational; distribution restricted to Greer County schools.

McALESTER
Pittsburgh County Schools
Approximately 25 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Pittsburgh County.

MIAMI
Miami City Schools
Approximately 55 films—instructional.

MUSKOGEE
Holmes & Torbett, Inc.
2902 Denver Ave.
Approximately 250 films—educational and religious.

Muskogee City Schools
Approximately 100 films—educational and sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to city schools.

NORMAN
University of Oklahoma
Extension Division
Educational Materials Services
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 3,000 films—educational, religious, and sponsored.

OKLAHOMA CITY
American Cancer Society
Oklahoma Division
1401 N. Robinson St. (3)
Approximately 20 films—on cancer for both lay and professional groups; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Baptist Book Store
208 NW. Eleventh St. (3)
Approximately 350 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

J. I. Case Co.
21 E. Main St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—informa-
tional about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Cory Motion Picture Equipment
522 N. Broadway (2)
Approximately 200 films—entertainment shorts and religious.

Interstate Oil Compact Commission
P. O. Box 3127
One film—informational.

Dr. Joseph W. Kelso
525 NW. Eleventh St.
Three films—medical; distribution restricted to the medical profession.

Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc.
Public Relations Dept.
Kerr-McGee Bldg.
Two films—educational about oil.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
310 Commerce Exchange Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
408 Baptist Bldg.
1141 N. Robinson St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Oklahoma City Libraries
Film Service
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution restricted to Oklahoma County.

Oklahoma City Public Schools
Visual Education Division
900 N. Klein Ave.
Approximately 2,500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Oklahoma City and Oklahoma County.

Oklahoma Civil Defense
P. O. Box 3366 (5)
Approximately 25 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Oklahoma County Schools
Approximately 500 films—educational, a few entertainment; distribution restricted to school use.

Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation
State Capitol Bldg.
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Oklahoma High School Athletic Assn.
310 Oklahoma Natural Bldg. (2)
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Oklahoma.

Oklahoma State Department of Health
Division of Health Education
3400 N. Eastern (5)
Approximately 1,200 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Oklahoma Tuberculosis Assn.
2442 N. Walnut St.
P. O. Box 3303 (5)
Approximately 40 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
766 First National Bldg. (2)
Approximately 20 films—travelogs, railroad industry, and Southwest Indian films.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
210 NW. Sixth St. (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Tandy Leather Co.
422 W. Grand
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
606 Bankers Service Life Bldg.
114 N. Broadway (3)
Seventeen films—about the United
States and Savings Bonds; distribu-
tion restricted to Oklahoma.

United World Free Film Service
2301 Classen Blvd.
Approximately 20 films—educa-
tional and informational, all spon-
sored.

Vaseco, Inc.
2301 Classen Blvd. (6)
Approximately 2,500 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

PONCA CITY
Ponca City Schools
Film Library
Approximately 140 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
local use.

PUTNAM CITY
Putnam City Schools
5735 NW. 89th St.
Approximately 80 films—entertain-
tment and educational; distribu-
tion restricted to school use.

SAPULPA
Creek County Schools
Approximately 125 films—enter-
tainment, educational, and reli-
gious; distribution restricted to
Creek County.

Sapulpa City Schools
Approximately 50 films—instruc-
tional; distribution restricted to
Sapulpa.

SAYRE
Beckham County Schools
Approximately 125 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Beckham County.

SHAWNEE
Pottawatomie County Film Library
Approximately 325 films—enter-
tainment, educational, and reli-
gious; distribution primarily re-
stricted to Pottawatomie County
schools.

STIGLER
Haskell County Schools
Approximately 70 films—entertain-
tainment, educational, and reli-
gious; distribution restricted to
Haskell County.

STILLWATER
Oklahoma State University
Extension Service
Approximately 1,800 films—prima-
rily educational; distribution re-
stricted to Oklahoma.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
Approximately 25 films—on soil-
and water conservation; distribu-
tion restricted to Oklahoma.

TAHLEQUAH
Northeastern State College
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 400 films—educa-
tional; distribution primarily re-
stricted to Northeastern Okla-
ahoma.

TULSA
American Petroleum Institute
1014 Hunt Bldg. (8)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil
industry.

Baptist Book Store
10 E. Sixth St. (8)
Approximately 275 films—primar-
ily religious; distribution re-
stricted to Tulsa area.
D-X Sunray Oil Co.
Box 381
Six films—on oil, service station management, and on oil corporation.

Kirkpatrick, Inc.
1634 S. Boston Ave. (19)
Approximately 240 films—primarily entertainment, some educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Tulsa.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
515 S. Denver (3)
Approximately 15 films on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tandy Leather Co.
R. O. Box 397
Four films on leatherscraft and carving.

Tulsa County Schools
204 Courthouse
Approximately 285 films—educational, religious, and some sponsored; distribution primarily restricted to Tulsa County Schools.

Tulsa Public Schools
Approximately 815 films—educational and sponsored; distribution of educational films restricted to Tulsa Public Schools.

U. S. Army Engineers
Tulsa District
P. O. Box 61
One film—on earth dam construction.

Jefferson County Schools
Approximately 35 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts.

Southwestern State College
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 600 films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to Oklahoma.

Weleetka City Schools
Approximately 50 films— instructional.

Seminole County Film Library
Approximately 240 films—educational.

ASHLAND
Southern Oregon College of Education
Audio-Visual Aids Center
Extension Division
Oregon State System of Higher Education
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to counties of Oregon and Northern California.

BEND
Bend Public Schools
Department of Instructional Material
Fifty-five films— instructional; distribution restricted to Deschutes County.

CORVALLIS
Oregon State System of Higher Education
Department of Visual Instruction
A Directory of 3,660 16mm Film Libraries

Approximately 3,100 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

EUGENE

Eugene Public Schools
Approximately 500 films—primarily educational.

FOREST GROVE

Pacific University
Eleven films—educational; distribution restricted to colleges and universities.

KLAMATH FALLS

Klamath County School District
Approximately 100 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Klamath County public schools.

LA GRANDE

Eastern Oregon College
Instructional Materials Center
Audio-Visual Aids Service
Walter M. Pierce Library
Approximately 250 films—educational, entertainment, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Eastern Oregon and parts of Washington and Idaho.

PORTLAND

American Cancer Society
Oregon Division, Inc.
1825 SW. Morrison St. (5)
Approximately 50 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Oregon.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Portland Regional Office
309 Education Center Bldg.
220 SW. Alder St. (4)

Audio-Visual Supply Co.
429 SW. Twelfth Ave. (5)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Baptist Book Store
1127 SW. Morrison St. (5)
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Oregon and Alaska.

E. C. Brown Trust
220 SW. Alder St. (4)
Approximately 30 films—educational; distribution restricted to Oregon.

Canadian Pacific Railway
207 American Bank Bldg. (6)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

J. I. Case Co.
1709 SE. Third Ave. (14)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

The Christian Supply Center
825 SW. Fourth Ave. (4)
Approximately 650 films—educational, religious, and sponsored.

Ciné Craft Co.
615 SW. Thirteenth Ave. (5)
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
2129 NE. Broadway
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Films, Inc.
2129 NE. Broadway
Approximately 1,600 films—entertainment, classroom, and religious.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1239 SW. Fourteenth Ave. (5)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Lewis and Clark College
Approximately 40 films—educational.

The Library Association of Portland
810 SW. Tenth Ave. (5)
Approximately 350 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of library cards; no mail service.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
521 SW. Eleventh Ave. (5)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
526 Park Bldg.
729 SW. Alder St. (5)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
304 Park Bldg.
729 SW. Alder St. (5)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Northwest Nut Growers
1601 N. Columbia Blvd. (17)
One film—on the growing and processing of filberts; distribution restricted to group use.

Oregon Education Assn;
Department of Public Relations
1530 SW. Taylor St. (5)
Approximately 80 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Oregon.

Oregon School Activities Assn.
1530 SW. Taylor St.
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Oregon.

Oregon State Board of Health (5)
Approximately 350 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Oregon.

Oregon Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
605 Woodlark Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Oregon.

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.
509 SW. Oak St. (4)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Portland Public Schools
Department of Instructional Materials
631 NE. Clackamas St. (8)
Approximately 4,000 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Portland Public Schools.

Religious Film Libraries
825 SW. Fourth Ave. (4)
Approximately 600 films—entertainment shorts and religious.

Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
6500 NE. Halsey St. (13)
Four films—instructional on machine tools.

Southern Pacific Co.
Public Relations Dept.
Pacific Bldg. (4)
Five films—about railroads.
Tandy Leather Co.
1227 SW. Fifth Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
Tektronix, Inc.
P. O. Box 831 (7)
Three films on the use of the cathode ray oscilloscope.
U. S. Army Engineers
North Pacific Division
210 Custom House (9)
Twenty-six films—primarily on the construction of dams and activities of the Corps of Engineers.
U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
214 Old U. S. Court House Bldg. (4)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Oregon.
U. S. Forest Service
729 NE. Oregon St.
Approximately 65 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to Oregon and Washington.
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
Ross Bldg. (4)
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Oregon.
United World Films, Inc.
5023 NE. Sandy Blvd.
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.
United World Free Film Service
1201 SW. Morrison St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.
The Upjohn Co.
1333 NE. Union Ave.
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.
Western Pine Assn.
510 Yeon Bldg. (4)
One film—on trees and lumber.

SALEM
Oregon Travel Information Division
State Highway Dept.
One film—on the construction of a freeway.
Salem Public Schools
Approximately 800 films—instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Salem Public Schools.
State Director of Civil Defense
Room 12 State Office Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Oregon.
State of Oregon
Department of Motor Vehicles
Traffic Safety Division
Approximately 50 films—on traffic safety and vehicle operation; distribution restricted to Oregon.

SPRINGFIELD
Springfield Public Schools
Approximately 75 films—primarily educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to local school system.

Pennsylvania

ALLENTOWN
Allentown Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 650 films—educational; distribution restricted to Allentown Public Schools.
Lehigh County Tuberculosis and Health Society
24 N. Eighth St.
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lehigh County area.
OREGON—Pennsylvania

BETHLEHEM
Bethlehem Public Schools
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bethlehem.

Hartley's Motion Picture Division
509 W. Broad St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

BLOOMSBURG
Columbia County Schools
Approximately 50 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Columbia County Schools.

State Teachers College
Approximately 600 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

BRADFORD
Kendall Refining Co.
Avenue K., Main Office
Three films—on petroleum, merchandising, and the 1948 National Air Races.

CALIFORNIA
State Teachers College
Approximately 600 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

CARLISLE
American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
P. O. Box 283
Eight films—informational and religious.

CHAMBERSBURG
Chambersburg Film Library
915 E. King St.
Approximately 465 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

CHESTER
H. A. MacNeill Motion Picture Equipment
200 E. Ninth St.
Approximately 485 films—entertainment and educational.

CLARION
State Teachers College
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

CONNELLSVILLE
Connellsville Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Connellsville and nearby area.

EAST STROUDSBURG
State Teachers College
Approximately 450 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

EDINBORO
State Teachers College
Approximately 600 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

EMMAUS
Lehigh Safety Shoe Co.
One film on safety footwear; distribution restricted to business and industry.

ERIE
Erie Public Schools
Administration Annex
Third and French Sts.
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to Erie County.

Grise Film Library
105 E. Ninth St. (1)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Hammermill Paper Co.
Educational Services
E. Lake Rd. (8)
Two films—educational on the manufacture of paper.

GLENSEIDE
Christian Youth Cinema, Inc.
426 Easton Rd.
Approximately 800 films—all religious.

HARRISBURG
American Cancer Society
Pennsylvania Division
301 Muyench St.
Approximately 200 medical films and 20 public education films related to cancer; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
210 Pine St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Health
Division of Public Health Education
P. O. Box 90
Approximately 400 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Highways
Bureau of Publicity and Information
One film—on highway building.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Internal Affairs
Two films—educational.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Public Instruction
Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Welfare
Approximately 180 films—on mental health; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

The Evangelical Press
Department of Audio-Visuals
Third and Reily Sts.
Approximately 150 films—entertainment shorts and religious; distribution restricted to States east of Ohio.

James Lett Co.
225 N. Second St.
Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

J. P. Lilley & Son
928 N. Third St.
Approximately 3,100 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania and adjacent States.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
928 N. Third St.
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Assn.
1613 N. Front St.
Approximately 15 films on sports; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

State Director of Civil Defense
Main Capitol Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.
Poussylossnis

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
203 Market St.
Approximately 25 films — on soil
and water conservation; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

HAWTHORN

B. E. George Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 1,210 films—entertainment, educational; and reli-
gious.

HAZLETON

Hazleton Public Schools
Approximately 105 films—educational; distribution restricted to
schools in Hazleton area.

INDIANA

Indiana Film Service
State Teachers College
Approximately 1,500 films — instruc-
tional and informational.

JOHNSTOWN

The Camera Shop
529 Main St.
Approximately 750 films—entertain-
ment, religious, and educational.

KUTZTOWN

State Teachers College
Approximately 425 films—prima-
lry educational; distribution re-
stricted to Kutztown area.

LANCASTER

Armstrong Cork Co.
Public Relations Dept.
Three films—on home decorating.

American Machine & Foundry Co.
De Walt Division
Advertising & Sales Promotion
Dept.

Approximately 15 films—educa-
tional.

J. M. Hoober, Inc.
Union Stock Yards
Two films—on livestock marketing.

Bucks County Film Library
280 Red Cedar Dr.
Approximately 875 films—all class-
room; distribution restricted to
Bucks County public schools.

LEWISBURG

Bucknell University
Visual Aids Library
Approximately 800 films—educa-
tional, religious, and sponsored;
local distribution only.

LOCK HAVEN

Piper Aircraft Corp.
Six films—on aircraft.

State Teachers College
Approximately 400 films—educa-
tional, primarily on agriculture,
home economics, trade and indus-
trial, and guidance.

MANSFIELD

State Teachers College
Approximately 800 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Pennsylvania.

MAPLETOWN

South Eastern Greene Joint Schools
District
Twelve films — instructional and
informational.

McKeesport

McKeesport Film Library
Vocational School
O’Neil Blvd. & Hartman St.
Approximately 250 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
McKeesport public schools.
MILLERSVILLE
State Teachers College
Educational Film Library Co-operative
Approximately 2,000 films—educational, some sponsored.

MONESSEN
Monessen Public Schools
Approximately 40 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

NEW HOLLAND
New Holland Machine Co.
Photographic Dept.
Five films—informational.

NEW KENSINGTON
New Kensington Public Schools
Approximately 70 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to New Kensington School District.

NORRISTOWN
Montgomery County Schools
Film Library
Court House
Approximately 350 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Montgomery County Schools.

OAKS
Deltra Flag Co.
One film—educational on flags.

PHILADELPHIA
Air France
1422 Walnut St.
Four films—travelogs.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
701 Walnut St. (6)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
Philadelphia Division
20 S. Fifteenth St.
Twenty public education films primarily on cancer and cancer prevention, plus 32 films for professional medical groups; distribution restricted to Philadelphia and Montgomery County.

American Film Co.
1329 Vine St. (7)
 Approximately 60 films—entertainment shorts, educational, religious, and sponsored.

American Friends Service Committee
Visual Aids
20 S. Twelfth St. (7)
Four films on the work of the Committee; request films through regional office of the Committee.

American Petroleum Institute
1100 Broad Locust Bldg. (2)
Eleven films—about oil and the oil industry.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Pennsylvania-West Virginia-Delaware Regional Office
225 S. Fifteenth St. (2)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Associated Hospital Service of Philadelphia
Public Relations Dept.
112 S. Sixteenth St. (2)
Three films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to greater Philadelphia area.

Dr. Harry E. Bacon
255 S. Seventeenth St. (8)
 Approximately 60 films—on medical subjects.

Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania
1835 Arch St. (3)
Approximately 30 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

A. M. Byers Co.
1409 Girard Trust Co. (2)
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
Philadelphia National Bank Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
1036-38 Fidelity Philadelphia
Trust Bldg. (9)
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Capital Film Exchange
309 N. Thirteenth St. (7)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; also 300 16mm silent films.

The Curtis Publishing Co.
Motion Picture & Speakers Bureau
Independence Sq. (5)
One film—educational, on Curtis magazines.

The Diocesan Cooperative Film Library of Philadelphia
Nineteenth and Wood Sts. (3)
Approximately 125 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to Diocesan high schools that are members of cooperative film library.

Evangelical Foundation, Inc.
1716 Spruce St. (3)
Four films—religious.

Frank H. Fleer Corp.
Film Distribution Dept.
Tenth & Somerville (41)
One film—educational.

Gulf Oil Corp.
P. O. Box 8056 (1)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Kruger Motion Picture Service
3145 N. Broad St.
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment and sponsored.

Kunz, Inc.
1319 Vine St. (7)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Ohio.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc.
4729 Ludlow St. (39)
Approximately 275 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
247 S. Broad St. (7)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Bible Press
Film Loan Library
239 S. American St. (5)
One film—religious, on the Bible.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1211 Chestnut St. (7)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Thirteenth & Market Sts. (7)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Pennsylvania Railroad
Safety Manager (4)
Approximately 85 films—educational and sponsored.

Pennsylvania Tuberculosis and Health Society
Social Services Bldg., Room 1000
311 S. Juniper St.
Approximately 40 films—on tuberculosis and public health; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Fellowship Commission
Fellowship Commission Bldg.
260 S. Fifteenth St. (2)
Approximately 55 films—on racial, religious, and intergroup understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Philadelphia Museum of Art
Division of Education
Parkway at Fairmount (30)
Approximately 100 films—mostly on art subjects; also some documentary and experimental films.

Philadelphia Public Schools
Approximately 5,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to Philadelphia Public Schools, except for civilian defense films which are loaned to other Philadelphia groups.

George P. Rosemond, M.D.
3401 N. Broad St. (40)
One film—medical.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
1420 Walnut St.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogues.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
132 N. Twelfth St. (7)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Smith, Kline & French Laboratories
Medical Film Center
1530 Spring Garden St.
Approximately 25 films—all medical for professional and lay groups.

Society of American Bacteriologists
Committee on Materials for Visual Instruction in Microbiology
University of Pennsylvania (4)

Approximately 40 films—on microbiology and general science.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
401 N. Broad St.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tandy Leather Co.
1204 Walnut
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Temple University
Distribution Education Dept.
Teachers College
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and department stores in Eastern Pennsylvania.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Fourth Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Base (12)
Approximately 885 films—225 public information and 660 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Fourth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, Fourth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District
10th Floor, Rittenhouse Square Bldg.
Nineteenth & Walnut Sts. (3)
Approximately 15 films—about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
502 Land Title Bldg.
Broad and Chestnut Sts. (10)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

United World Free Film Service
3145 Broad St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
401 N. Broad St. (8)
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc.
904-06 Chestnut St. (7)
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Wistar Institute
86th and Woodland Ave. (4)
Approximately 75 films—educational, mostly technical films for specialists.

World Wide Pictures
247 S. Broad St. (7)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth, Inc.
P. O. Box 8299 (1)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
Advertising Dept.
11000 Roosevelt Blvd. (15)
Eight films—informational on industrial trucks.

PITTSBURGH

Air France
Wood & Oliver (22)
Four films—travelogs.

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.
Advertising Dept.
2020 Oliver Bldg. (22)
Approximately 20 films—on the manufacture and uses of steel.

Aluminum Co. of America
Motion Picture Dept.
1501 ALCOA Bldg. (19)
Approximately 15 films—entertainment features and informational films about aluminum.

American Hot Dip Galvanizers' Assn., Inc.
1806 First National Bank Bldg. (22)
One film—educational on galvanizing.

The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
416 Seventh Ave. (19)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

A. M. Byers Co.
Clark Bldg.
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
355 Fifth Ave.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
648 William Penn Pl.
Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Chatham College
Woodland Rd.
Approximately 2,500 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Eastern States.

Dravo Corp.
Keystone Division
Neville Island (25)
One film—about the production and transportation of river sand and gravel.

Gulf Oil Corp.
Sales Division
Gulf Oil Bldg. (30)
Twenty films—primarily travelogs.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
214 Third Ave. (22)
A Directory of 3,660 16mm Film Libraries

Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Karel Sound Film Library
214 Third Ave. (22)
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

H. B. Maynard & Co., Inc.
Management Consultants
Amansco Division
718 Wallace Ave. (21)
Twenty films—on industrial engineering methods and management.

Dr. Murray McCaslin
100 Professional Floor
550 Grant St. (19)
One film—medical.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
642 Smithfield St. (30)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Miller Printing Machinery Co.
Advertising Dept.
1117 Reedsdale St. (33)
One film—on the manufacture and production of a printing press.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
210 Grant St. (19)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Nine Safety Appliances Co.
201 N. Braddock Ave. (8)
Two films—instructional for business and industry.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
607 Triangle Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Pittsburgh Diocese
Parochial Schools
111 Boulevard of Allies (22)
Approximately 220 films—instructional and religious; distribution restricted to Catholic schools in Pittsburgh Diocese and other organizations upon request.

Pittsburgh Public Schools
Section on Audio and Visual Aids
Osceola School Bldg. (24)
Approximately 1,600 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pittsburgh Public Schools.

Religious Film Libraries
209 Ninth St. (22)
Approximately 600 films—religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Research Bureau for Retail Training
Distributive Education Dept.
University of Pittsburgh (19)
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools, colleges, and department stores in Western Pennsylvania.

Rockwell Mfg. Co.
Advertising Dept.
800 N. Lexington Ave. (8)
Four films—on meters.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
Union Trust Bldg.—Suite 524
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturing Trade Dept.
1025 Western Ave. (33)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Syndicated Films
1022 Forbes St. (19)
Approximately 20 films—instructional and informational.
Tandy Leather Co.
314 Boulevard of the Allies
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Tuberculosis League of Pittsburgh
2851 Bedford Ave. (19)
Approximately 75 films—on health and tuberculosis; distribution restricted to Allegheny County.

United Presbyterian Church Religious Films Libraries
209 Ninth St. (22)
Approximately 600 films—primarily religious, some entertainment shorts and instructional films.

U. S. Army Engineers
Pittsburgh District
925 New Federal Bldg. (19)
One film—on navigation and flood control.

U. S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines
4800 Forbes St. (13)
Approximately 65 films—on mining and metallurgical industries and on the natural resources of individual States.

United States Steel Corp.
Pittsburgh Film Distribution Center
525 William Penn Pl. (30)
Approximately 25 films—primarily on the manufacture and uses of steel.

United World Free Film Service
623 Wylie Ave.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

Visual Art Films
3524 Fifth Ave. (13)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Clem Williams Films
623 Wylie Ave. (19)

Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

READING

Berks County Schools
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Berks County.

Hollywood Film Service
841 Penn St.
Approximately 550 films—entertainment.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1625 Perkiomen Ave.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Reading Public Museum & Art Gallery
500 Museum Rd.
Approximately 400 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Reading school district.

Reading Public Schools
Approximately 305 films—educational; distribution restricted to Reading Public Schools.

Textile Machine Works
Five films—informational on textiles.

SCRANTON

Everhart Museum
Approximately 175 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Northeastern Pennsylvania.

Scranton Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
Approximately 250 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Scranton Public Schools.

Tandy Leather Co.
311 N. Washington Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.
SHARON
Sharon Steel Corp.
One film on the manufacture of specialty steels.

SHARPSVILLE
L. C. Vath
Audio-Visual Aids
Approximately 1,400 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

SHIPPENSBURG
State Teachers College
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania schools and colleges.

SLIPPERY ROCK
State Teachers College
Approximately 400 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

SPRING GROVE
P. H. Glatfelter Co.
Sales Dept.
One film—educational on the manufacture of paper.

UNIVERSITY PARK
Pennsylvania State University
Audio-Visual Aids Library
Approximately 4,100 films—primarily educational, some entertainment shorts, and a special collection of films in psychology and psychiatry.
Pennsylvania State University
Psychology Cinema Register
Approximately 600 films—on psychology, psychiatry, physiology, and related subjects; distribution primarily restricted to professional groups.

UPPER DARBY
U. S. Forest Service
6816 Market St.
Approximately 65 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to geographical region.

VALLEY FORGE
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge
Two films—informational.

WARREN
Warren County Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Warren County.

WAYNE
Philadelphia Suburban Film Library
Co-operative School Districts
Approximately 950 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Philadelphia suburban area members.

WEST CHESTER
Pennsylvania Regional Film Library
State Teachers College
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 850 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

WESTFIELD
Eberle Tanning Co.
One film—educational on the Tioga Oak.

WILKES-BARRE
Wilkes Barre Public Schools
Approximately 200 films—primarily educational, a few entertain-
Pennsylvania—Puerto Rico

YORK
Alloy Rods Co.
P. O. Box 1828
One film—educational.

Dishl’s Film Library
532 E. Boundary Ave.
Approximately 900 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Public Library
Three films—informational; distribution restricted to residents of York County.

York Film Library
Hartley Bldg.
Approximately 850 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Pennsylvania.

Puerto Rico

RIO PIEDRAS
Director of Civil Defense
107 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Pepe Diaz St. (Esq.)
Stop 27 ½—Hato Rey, P. R.
Box 887
Approximately 160 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Puerto Rico.

University of Puerto Rico
Agricultural Extension Service
Approximately 400 films—agricultural, food and nutrition, health, and recreational; distribution restricted to Puerto Rico.

SAN JUAN
Department of Education
Bureau of School Extension
Approximately 8,540 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Puerto Rico.

Department of Health
Bureau of Health Education
Approximately 115 films—on public health education; distribution restricted to Puerto Rico.

Public Parks and Recreation Administration
Administrative Division
Approximately 500 films—educational, recreational, and sports; distribution restricted to recognized recreational and educational institutions in Puerto Rico.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
P. O. Box 4671
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Puerto Rico.
Rhode Island

GREENVILLE
Avard J. Sloat
4 Maplecrest Dr.
Approximately 800 films—entertainment shorts and religious.

KINGSTON
University of Rhode Island
Library
Approximately 90 films—educational, some sponsored.

PAWTUCKET
Pawtucket Public Schools
Visual Education Dept.
Approximately 355 films—classroom; distribution restricted to Pawtucket schools and community groups.

PROVIDENCE
American Cancer Society
Rhode Island Division, Inc.
100 Lockwood St. (3)
Approximately 30 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Rhode Island.

Federal Products Corp.
1144 Eddy St. (1)
Three films—educational on the dial indicator and gages.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
58 Weybossett St. (3)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
234 Washington St. (3)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Providence-Barrington Bible College
100 State St. (3)
Three films—religious.

Providence Public Schools
Approximately 745 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Providence Public Schools.

Rhode Island Development Council
Film Library
State House
Two films—travelogs on Rhode Island.

Rhode Island Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
76 Dorrance St. (3)
Eleven films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Rhode Island.

State Department of Education
Rhode Island College of Education
Division of Audio-Visual Aids
Park and Hayes St. (8)
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to Rhode Island.

State Director of Civil Defense
1051 N. Main St.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Rhode Island.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
305 Post Office Annex Bldg. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Rhode Island.
Rhode Island—South Carolina

World Affairs Council of Rhode Island
87 Weybosset St. (3)
Approximately 175 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Rhode Island and nearby Massachusetts.

Westerly
G. H. Payne Motion Picture Service
Number of films not reported—entertainment, educational, and religious.

South Carolina

Aiken
Aiken County Board of Education
Approximately 450 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to Aiken County.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Asst. to Manager for Public Education
Savannah River Operations Office
P. O. Box A
Approximately 80 films on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Charleston
Charleston Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Charleston Public Schools.
U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Sixth Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Base
Approximately 885 films—225 public information and 660 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Sixth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

Clemson
Clemson Agricultural College
School of Education
Approximately 2,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

Columbia
American Cancer Society, Inc.
South Carolina Division
206 Caughman Office Bldg.
Approximately 50 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to South Carolina.
Baptist Book Store
1307 Hampton Ave. (1)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to South Carolina.
The R. L. Bryan Co.
Audio-Visual Dept.
1440 Main St.
Approximately 300 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Columbia Public Schools
Instructional Materials Bureau
1607 Laurel St. (1)
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to Columbia Public Schools.
Farm Credit District of Columbia
P. O. Box 1499
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
322 Palmetto State Life Bldg.
1310 Lady St. (1)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.
South Carolina State Health Department
Wade Hampton Office Bldg.
Approximately 300 films—on health subjects; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Owen Bldg.
P. O. Box 752
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State Director of Civil Defense
105 Wade Hampton State Office Bldg.
Approximately 30 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
1401 Hampton St. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

University of South Carolina
Audio-Visual Aids Bureau
1816 Pendleton St.
Approximately 2,800 films—entertainment shorts, educational, and sponsored.

COYCE
South Carolina Electric Cooperative
P. O. Box 597
One film—informational.

FLORENCE
Florence Public Schools
Approximately 75 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Florence Public Schools.

GREENVILLE
Baptist Book Store
108 W. McBee
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

Unusual Films
Bob Jones University
Twenty-five films—sacred musicals, features, educational, and religious.

NORTH CHARLESTON
Cooper River School District #4
Approximately 200 films—classroom; distribution restricted to District schools.

ORANGEBURG
South Carolina State College
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to South Carolina.

SPARTANBURG
Spartanburg City Schools
Approximately 850 films—educational; distribution restricted to Spartanburg public schools.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
Schuyler Office Bldg.
Approximately 150 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Southern States.

South Dakota

ABERDEEN
Northern State Teachers College
Northern Cooperative Film Library
Approximately 180 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to members of cooperative film library.

BROOKINGS
South Dakota State College
Department of Audio-Visual Education
Approximately 1,700 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.
South Carolina—South Dakota

GAYVILLE
Museum of Visual Materials
Approximately 80 films—educational, medical, and anthropology; distribution restricted to public institutions of South Dakota and Nebraska.

HURON
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
60 Third St., SW.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Taylor Films
79 Third St.
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

MADISON
South Dakota Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
J. C. Penney Bldg.
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to South Dakota.

PIERRE
Department of Highways
Division of Motor Patrol
Office of Safety Director
Approximately 55 films—on safety; distribution restricted to South Dakota.

South Dakota State Department of Health
Division of Health Education (6)
Approximately 200 films on health and civil defense subjects; distribution restricted to South Dakota.

South Dakota State Highway Commission
Publicity Dept.
Two films—about South Dakota; distribution restricted to North Central States.

SIoux Falls
J. I. Case Co.
700 N. Main Ave.
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Harold’s Photography
Approximately 200 films—entertainment and religious.

Lynn’s
206 S. Phillips Ave.
Approximately 75 films—entertainment and religious.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
100 S. Dakota
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Sioux Falls College
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to 200-mile radius of Sioux Falls.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
3 Federal Bldg.
Twelfth & Phillip Ave.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to South Dakota.

SPEARFISH
Black Hills Teachers College
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
Approximately 100 films—instructional; distribution restricted to West Missouri River territory in South Dakota.

SPRINGFIELD
Southern State Teachers College
Cooperative Film Library
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to members of Cooperative Film Library.

Southern State Teachers College Film Library
Approximately 150 films—educational.

Tennessee

CHATTANOOGA
Baptist Book Store
734 Cherry St. (2)
Approximately 60 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Bradley and Hamilton Counties.

Chattanooga Convention & Visitors Bureau
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
819 Broad St.
One film—informational.

Chattanooga Public Library
601 McCallie Ave. (3)
Approximately 180 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Hamilton County, not for classroom use.

Chattanooga Public Schools
Audio-Visual Aids Service
Approximately 580 films—educational; distribution restricted to Chattanooga Public Schools.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
3323 Windsor Ct.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

United World Free Film Service
611 Dodds Ave.
Approximately 80 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

JOHNSON CITY
East Tennessee State College
Approximately 150 films—educational; distribution restricted to immediate area.

KINGSPORT
Kingsport Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 80 films—informational; films loaned for group showings, not to individuals.

KNOXVILLE
Baptist Book Store
706 S. Gay St. (8)
Approximately 100 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Eastern Tennessee.

Knoxville Public Schools
Approximately 800 films—educational and religious; distribution restricted to school system.

Knoxville Tourist Bureau
811 Henley St.
One film—traveling on Knoxville and the Smokies.

Lawson McGhee Library (2)
Approximately 115 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Knox County.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
9 Brookview Lane
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Snap Shop, Inc.
615 S. Gay St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—entertainment and educational.

Tandy Leather Co.  
1205 N. Central St.  
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Tennessee Valley Authority Film Services  
Approximately 20 films—primarily about the Tennessee Valley and the TVA.

University of Tennessee Division of University Extension Film Services  
Approximately 4,500 films—educational, religious, and entertainment.

**MARTIN**  
University of Tennessee Division of University Extension West Tennessee Branch Film Library  
Approximately 500 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

**MEMPHIS**  
Baptist Book Stores  
24 N. Second St.  
Box 335 (1)  
Approximately 150 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Shelby County.

J. L. Case Co.  
Louisiana & S. Parkway, W. (2)  
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Catholic Schools  
Diocese of Nashville  
61 N. McLean Blvd. (4)  
Approximately 80 films—informational; distribution restricted to Memphis parochial schools.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.  
18 S. Third St. (3)  
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious and sponsored.

Memphis Public Schools  
Approximately 800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Memphis.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.  
210 S. Cleveland St. (4)  
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews  
415-16 Commerce Title Bldg. (8)  
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

The National Cotton Council Audio-Visual Section  
P. O. Box 9905 (12)  
Twenty-two films—on cotton.

Southern Visual Films  
686 Shrine Bldg. (1)  
Approximately 2,100 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and industrial.

Tandy Leather Co.  
254 Madison  
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Upjohn Co.  
4805 E. Summer Ave.  
Thirteen films—on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.
World Wide Pictures.
210 S/ Cleveland St. (4)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
149 W. Trigg Ave.
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

NASHVILLE

American Cancer Society
Tennessee Division
121 Seventeenth Ave., S. (4)
Approximately 15 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Tennessee.

Baptist Book Store
161 Eighth Ave., N. (3)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Tennessee.

The Methodist Publishing House
201 Eighth Ave., S. (2)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
513 Stahlman Bldg.
211 Union St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Nashville Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 180 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards and members of Tennessee Film Circuit.

Nashville Public Schools
Approximately 525 films—instructional, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Nashville Public Schools.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Trade Dept.
1901 Church St. (3)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
226 Capitol Blvd. (3)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

State Director of Civil Defense
315 Cordell Hull Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Tennessee.

Tennessee Agricultural & Industrial State University (8)
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to campus use but may be borrowed by other institutions on an interlibrary loan.

Tennessee Department of Education
Division of Instruction
Room 117, Cordell Hull Bldg.
Approximately 675 films—classroom, teacher education, and newsreels; distribution restricted to schools and colleges in Tennessee.

Tennessee Department of Public Health
Cordell Hull Bldg.
Approximately 285 films—health education; distribution restricted to Tennessee.

Tennessee Tuberculosis Assn.
602 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. (3)
Approximately 30 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Tennessee.

Tennessee Visual Education Service, Inc.
416 A Broad St.
Approximately 3,000 films—prima-
arily entertainment, some informa-
tional and religious.
U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
638 U. S. Court House
801 Broad St. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United
States and savings Bonds; distribu-
tion restricted to Tennessee.

University of Tennessee
Division of University Extension
Middle Tennessee Branch Film
Library
810 Broad
Approximately 1,500 films—educa-
tional, religious, and entertain-
ment.

Visual Education Co., Inc.
2114 Eighth Ave., S.
Approximately 125 films—all spon-
sored; distribution restricted to
Tennessee.

OAK RIDGE
Oak Ridge Public Schools

ALICE
Alice Public Schools
Approximately 125 films—class-
room, some sponsored; distribution
restricted to classroom use.

ALPINE
Sul Ross State College
Approximately 75 films—educa-
tional for College use only. Also
serves as a sub-library of Texas
Educational Library in distribu-
tion of 1,000 films to schools of
Western Texas.

AMARILLO
Mary E. Bivins Memorial Library
(Public)
Box 2171

Approximately 500 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Oak Ridge Public Schools.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Public Information Officer
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P. O. Box E
Approximately 80 films—on atomic
energy and related subjects; dis-
tribution restricted to geographi-
cal region.

SAVANNAH
Churchwell’s
707 Court St.
Approximately 150 films—enter-
tainment.

TRENTON
Tennessee Secondary School Ath-
etic Assn.
Box 248
Approximately 35 films—on sports;
distribution restricted to member
high schools in Tennessee.

TEXAS
Approximately 390 films—enter-
tainment, educational, religious,
and sponsored; distribution re-
stricted to Panhandle area of
Texas.

J. I. Case Co.
107 N. Polk St.
Approximately 15 films—informa-
tional about agriculture; distribu-
tion restricted to agricultural users
in geographical region.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
408 Santa Fe General Office Bldg.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs,
railroad industry, and Southwest
Indian films.

Tandy Leather Co.
426 S. Taylor St.
Four films on leathercraft and
carving.
ANGETON
Brazoria County Cooperative Audio-Visual Service
Brazoria County Library
Approximately 630 films—educational, and religious; distribution restricted to organized groups in Brazoria County.

ARLINGTON
Arlington State College Visual Aids Library
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to College campus.

AUSTIN
American Cancer Society
Texas Division
5014 Bull Creek Rd. (3)
Approximately 35 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Texas.

Austin Public Library
401 W. Ninth St.
Approximately 330 films—informational, educational, and sponsored; distribution of educational films restricted to Travis County.

Austin Public Schools
Approximately 380 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Austin Public Schools.

Baptist Book Store
1004 Congress Ave. (1)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Austin area.

Good Neighbor Commission
P. O. Box 2116
Capitol Station (11)
One film — informational about children of Latin and Anglo origins.

Leistico's Visual Service
8808 East Ave. (5)
Approximately 80 films—enter-

tainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Texas.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
1008 San Jacinto Blvd.
Eight films — informational and educational about polio.

State Director of Civil Defense
Capitol Station
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Texas.

Tandy Leather Co.
413 W. Sixth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Texas Education Agency
Audio-Visual Library (11)
Approximately 1,200 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools and colleges of Texas.

Texas State Department of Health
Public Health Education (2)
Approximately 1,400 films — on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to Texas.

Texas Tuberculosis Assn.
2406 Manor Rd.
P. O. Box 6158
Approximately 20 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Texas.

University of Texas
Division of Extension Visual Instruction Bureau (12)
Approximately 2,700 films—educational, classroom and adult, some sponsored films.

BEAUMONT
Jefferson County Audio-Visual Center
Lamar Tech Library
Approximately 635 films—classroom; distribution restricted to school districts in Jefferson County.
Tandy Leather Co.
885 Pearl St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

Tyrrell Public Library
Approximately 425 films—entertainment, educational, religious, health, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Jefferson County.

BIG SPRING
Big Spring Public Schools
Approximately 70 films—classroom, informational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to school district.

Tandy Leather Co.
1606 Gregg
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

BRYAN
Bryan Public Schools
Approximately 95 films—instructional and religious; distribution restricted to Bryan Public Schools.

CANYON
West Texas State College
Film Division (2)
Approximately 350 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Panhandle area of Texas and New Mexico.

COLLEGE STATION
Texas A and M College System
Agricultural Extension Service
Approximately 800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Extension agents.

COMMERCER
East Texas State College
Cooperative Film Library
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to members of Cooperative Film Library.

CORPUS CHRISTI
Corpus Christi Independent School District
Audio-Visual Education
515 N. Carancahua
Approximately 650 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to metropolitan area.

Tandy Leather Co.
108 N. Chaparral
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

DALLAS
Air France
1802 Main St.
Four films—travelogues.

American Airlines, Inc.
3406 Republic Bank Bldg. (1)
Nine films—travel documentaries.

American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
2233 Bryan St. (4)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
2623 Magna Vista Dr. (16)
Eight films—informational and religious.

American Petroleum Institute
429 Oil and Gas Bldg.
Eleven films—on oil and the oil industry.

Association Films, Inc.
1108 Jackson St. (2)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment features, educational, and industry sponsored; distribution restricted to Southern States.

Baptist Book Store
701 N. Ervay at San Jacinto (1)
Approximately 350 films—entertainment shorts and religious.
Bauer Audio Video
2911 N. Haskell
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

J. I. Case Co.
4708 Harry Hines Blvd. (19)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.
Supervisor of Training
One film— instructional.

Continental Trailways Bus System Film Dept.
215 Continental Ave.
Nine films—travelogs on the United States and Mexico.

Dallas Independent Schools
3700 Ross Ave. (4)
Approximately 4,000 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to Dallas Public Schools.

Dallas Public Library
Approximately 1,500 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Dallas metropolitan area.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Regional Office
1414 Dragon St.
Approximately 800 films—educational, primarily classroom; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Films, Inc.
1414 Dragon St.
Approximately 1,800 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

Gospel Films Library
1726 Newport Ave. (24)
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
1205 Commerce St.
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, religious, educational, and sponsored.

1910 Main St. (1)
Approximately 1,500 films—prima rily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
1308 Slocum St. (7)
Approximately 800 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christian and Jews
1028 National City Bldg. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
1810 Commerce St.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Agency
6101 Cedar Rd. (85)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

Southwest Soundfilms, Inc.
1104 S. Ervay St.
Approximately 1,125 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
308 S. Akard (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company office.
Southwestern Medical School of the University of Texas
Department of Medical Art and Visual Education
3802 Maple Ave.
Approximately 55 films—on medical subjects; distribution restricted to medical personnel.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
1403 Turtle Creek Blvd.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Stevens Pictures of Texas, Inc.
215 S. Pearl Expressway (1)
Approximately 600 films—entertainment features and religious.

Tandy Leather Co.
106 S. Austin St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 6171 (22)
Approximately 20 films—about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

Texas Educational Aids
4006 Live Oak St. (4)
Approximately 650 films—entertainment, informational, and religious.

U. S. Army Engineers
Southwestern Division
1114 Commerce St.
Santa Fe Bldg. (2)
Seventeen films—on the construction of dams and activities of the Corps of Engineers.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
1114 Commerce St. (2)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Texas.

United World Films, Inc.
2227 Bryan St.
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

The Upjohn Co.
4114 N. Central Expressway
Thirteen films on medical and pharmaceutical subjects.

World Wide Pictures
1308 Slocum St. (7)
Fifteen films—religious.

Wyeth Laboratories
142 Howell St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on medical subjects.

DENTON

Federal Civil Defense Administration
Region 5
P. O. Box 2935, TSCW Station
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense.

North Texas State College
Approximately 185 films—covering a variety of subject matter; distribution restricted to campus use.

Texas Woman's University
Visual Instruction Service
Approximately 800 films—instructional.

EL PASO

El Paso Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education
400 Robinson Blvd.
Approximately 1,500 films—educational and sponsored.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
510 Texas St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

National Conference of Christians
and Jews
610 E. Yandell Blvd.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Tandy Leather Co.
111 E. Overland
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

FORT SAM HOUSTON
U. S. Department of the Army
Commanding General, Fourth Army
Att: Signal Officer
Approximately 710 films—250 public information and 460 training films—distribution of all films restricted to Fourth Army area; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Army.

FORT WORTH
Baptist Book Store
400 Throckmorton St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Texas.

Fort Worth Public Schools
Approximately 1,900 films—classroom and sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools and civic groups of Fort Worth.

Miller's Visual Aids, Inc.
519 Pennsylvania Ave.
Approximately 750 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
505 Danciger Bldg.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Sinclair Refining Co.
Att: Farm Sales
Fair Bldg.
Six films—educational on agriculture; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tandy Leather Co.
800 Throckmorton St.
P. O. Box 791
Four films on leathercraft carving.

GALVESTON
Galveston Public Schools
Approximately 660 films—educational and some sponsored; distribution restricted to Galveston Public Schools.

Rosenberg Library
Approximately 505 films—informational, entertainment shorts and features; distribution restricted to Galveston County.

Santa Fe Film Bureau
212 Santa Fe General Office Bldg.
Approximately 30 films—travel films, railroad industry, and Southwestern Indian films.

U. S. Army Engineers
Galveston District
P. O. Box 1229
One film—on the Intracoastal Waterway.

HOUSTON
Air France
446 Mellie Esperson Bldg.
815 Walker Ave.
Four films—travelog.

A. M. Byers Co.
1502 Mellie Esperson Bldg. (2)
Two films—on wrought iron and snow melting.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Southwest Regional Office
2405 San Jacinto St. (2)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Audio-Visual Services
2310 Austin (4)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, informational, religious, and sponsored.

Baptist Book Store
4111–15 Main St. (2)
Approximately 350 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Houston region.

Ray K. Dally, M.D.
1215 Walker Ave. (2)
Fifteen films—instructional.

Farm Credit District of Houston
480 Lamar Ave. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to Texas.

Gulf Oil Corp.
P. O. Box 2140 (1)
Twenty films—primarily travelogues.

Houston Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept.
3901 Telephone Rd.
Approximately 2,100 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Houston.

Max H. Jacobs Agency
P. O. Box 6098 (6)
Two films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Texas.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
2813 San Jacinto St. (4)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
1110 Scanlan Bldg. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Shell Oil Co.
Film Library
P. O. Box 2099
Approximately 25 films—educational about the oil industry and related subjects.

Southern Pacific Co.
Public Relations Dept.
913 Franklin Ave. (1)
Five films—about railroads.

Southwestern Camera Co.
1416 Main
Approximately 60 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Tandy Leather Co.
1304 Dallas St.
Four films on leathersmith and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 2382
Approximately 20 films—about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

Texas Educational Aids
2606 Fannin St. (2)
Approximately 500 films—educational, entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

University of Houston
Approximately 900 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Texas.

Huntsville
Sam Houston State Teachers College
Estill Library
Film Division
Approximately 550 films—educational.

Kingsville
Texas A and I College
Film Service
Approximately 300 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Kingsville area.
LUBBOCK
Baptist Book Store
1212 Avenue Q
Box 558
Approximately 275 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Lubbock area.

Sound-Photo Sales Co.
2107-A Broadway
Approximately 680 films—entertainment and religious.

Tandy Leather Co.
1218 Avenue H
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

West Texas Cooperative
Audio-Visual Services
Texas Technological College
Approximately 2,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to member schools of cooperative.

NACOGDOCHES
Stephen F. Austin State College
Nacogdoches Film Library
Approximately 150 films—instructional; distribution restricted to East Texas.

ORANGE
8mm-16mm Film Headquarters
P. O. Box 112
Approximately 400 films—entertainment shorts, features, some educational.

Orange Public Schools
Approximately 20 films—instructional and some sponsored; distribution restricted to Orange Public Schools.

PASADENA
Harris County Bureau of Visual Education
Pasadena Public Schools
Approximately 380 films—instructional; distribution restricted to member schools in Harris County.

SAN ANGELO
San Angelo Public Schools
Approximately 335 films—educational and some sponsored; distribution restricted to schools and community organizations in San Angelo independent school district.

SAN ANTONIO
Azteca Films, Inc.
410 San Pedro
Approximately 250 films—entertainment and religious features with Spanish dialogue; distribution restricted to Southern States.

Baptist Book Store
111-115 Lexington Ave. (5)
Approximately 275 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to San Antonio area.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
511-12 Aext Bldg. (5)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

San Antonio Independent School District
Department of Visual Education
Approximately 1,500 films — instructional; distribution restricted to schools in San Antonio Independent School District.

San Antonio Public Library (5)
Approximately 385 films—informational; distribution restricted to adults in San Antonio and Bexar County.

Donald L. Smith Co.
1110 Main Ave.
P. O. Box 1786 (6)
Approximately 380 films—entertainment shorts, features, and sponsored.

Dr. Richard W. Satterthwaite
Box No. 1104
Nine films — medical; distribution restricted to professional medical groups.

Charles G. Stidham Co.
1508 Fredericksburg Rd. (1)
Approximately 375 films — entertainment, educational, and religious.

Tandy Leather Co.
306 E. Commerce
Four films on leathcraft and carving.

United World Free Film Service
1110 N. Main Ave.
Approximately 20 films — educational and informational, all sponsored.

SAN MARCOS
Southwest Texas State Teachers College
Approximately 80 films — educational; distribution restricted to the College.

SNYDER
Snyder Public Schools
Approximately 200 films — classroom; distribution restricted to Snyder city schools.

TEMPLE
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
P. O. Box 417
Approximately 85 films — on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Texas.

TEXARKANA
Texarkana Public Schools
Approximately 295 films — educational; distribution restricted to local schools.

TEXAS CITY
Texas City Independent School District
Film Library
P. O. Box 550
Approximately 800 films — educational; distribution restricted to Texas City schools.

TYLER
Texas Educational Aids
125 S. Broadway
Approximately 165 films — entertainment and religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

VERNON
Vernon Public Schools
Approximately 105 films — classroom; distribution restricted to schools within Vernon trade area.

WACO
Baylor University
Baylor Film Service
Approximately 1,000 films — entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
127 S. Eighth St.
Four films on leathcraft and carving.

Waco Public Schools
Approximately 800 films — educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Waco Public Schools.

WESLACO
Rio Grande Valley Co-op Film Library
Weslaco High School
Approximately 400 films — instructional; distribution restricted to school members of cooperative film library.
WICHITA FALLS
County Superintendent of Schools
Approximately 150 films—entertainment, and educational; distribution restricted to 100-mile radius of Wichita Falls.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
718 Tenth St.
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

LOGAN
Utah State University
Audio-Visual Library
Approximately 600 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.

MIDVALE
Salt Lake County Free Public Library
Approximately 495 films—educational; distribution restricted to Library service area.

OGDEN
U. S. Forest Service
Forest Service Bldg.
Approximately 65 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Weber College
Approximately 160 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Weber College.

PROVO
Brigham Young University
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 3,000 films—entertainment shorts, educational, religious, and sponsored.

SALT LAKE CITY
American Cancer Society
Utah Division, Inc.
176 Social Hall Ave.

Approximately 80 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Utah.

J. I. Case Co.
470 W. Sixth South St. (4)
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

Deseret Book Co.
Film Library
44 E. South Temple (10)
Approximately 3,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
54 Orpheum Ave.
Approximately 8,000 films—entertainment, religious, educational, and sponsored.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
70 S. State St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Charles Bldg.
19 W. South Main St. (1)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

State Director of Civil Defense
207 S. Main St.
Approximately 30 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Utah.
Tandy Leather Co.
712 S. State St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
508 Federal Bldg.
350 S. Main St. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Utah.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service State Office
222 S. West Temple St. (1)
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Utah.

United World Free Film Service
44 E. South Temple
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

University of Utah Extension Division Audio-Visual Bureau (1)
Approximately 3,000 films—educational, instructional, some sponsored.

Utah High School Activities Assn.
19 W. South Temple St.
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Utah.

Utah Tourist and Publicity Council
327 State Capitol Bldg. (14)
Seven films—about Utah.

Utah Tuberculosis and Health Assn.
314 Beason Bldg.
Twelve films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Utah.

Vermont

BARRE
The Barre Granite Assn., Inc.
51 Church St.
Two films—informational about Vermont.

BURLINGTON
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
260 College St.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Savings Bonds Division
109 S. Winooski Ave.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Vermont.

University of Vermont
Vermont Film Library
Approximately 1,200 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Vermont.

Vermont Tuberculosis and Health Assn., Inc.
187 College St.
Approximately 10 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Vermont.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service State Office
University of Vermont
P. O. Box 736
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Vermont.

MONTPELIER
State Director of Civil Defense
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Vermont.

Vermont Cancer Society, Inc.
Division of the American Cancer Society
79 Main St.
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer preven-
tion; distribution restricted to Vermont.

SPRINGFIELD
Bryant Chucking Grinder Co.
Advertising Dept.
Two films—on basic machines and tool designs.

Virginia

ABINGTON
Washington County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Washington Film Library
Wm. King High School
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to Washington County Public Schools.

ACCOMAC
Accomac County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Accomac High School
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Accomac County Public Schools.

ALEXANDRIA
Alexandria Public Library
717 Queen St.
Approximately 250 films through the Suburban Washington Library Film Service—informational, some sponsored.

American Red Cross
Office of Public Information
Eastern Area Office
615 N. St. Asaph St.
Approximately 25 films—informational about Red Cross services; request films through local Red Cross chapters.

AMELIA
Amelia County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to Amelia County Public Schools.

AMHERST
Amherst County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 55 films—educational; distribution restricted to Amherst County Public Schools.

APPOMATTOX
Appomattox County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
County Library
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Appomattox County Public Schools.

ARLINGTON
Arlington County Department of Libraries
Film Service
1028 N. Irving St.
Approximately 100 films through the Suburban Washington Library Film Service—informational, some sponsored.

American Red Cross
Office of Public Information
Eastern Area Office
615 N. St. Asaph St.
Approximately 25 films—informational about Red Cross services; request films through local Red Cross chapters.
Approximately 850 films—educational; distribution restricted to Arlington County Public Schools.

U. S. Marine Corps
Director, Fifth Marine Corps Reserve & Recruitment District
Henderson Hall, Bldg. No. 4 (8)
Approximately 15 films—about the Marine Corps; distribution restricted to geographical region.

BLACKSBURG
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Agricultural Extension Service
Film Library
Approximately 225 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Virginia.

BOYDTON
Mecklenburg County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 125 films—educational; distribution restricted to Mecklenburg County Public Schools.

BRISTOL
Bristol Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Virginia High School
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Bristol Public Schools.

Mary Grey Hosiery Mills
One film—on the story of a stocking.

BUENA VISTA
Buena Vista Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Parry McCluer High School
Six films—educational; distribution restricted to Buena Vista Public Schools.

CHARLOTTESVILLE
Charlottesville Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
406 Fourteenth St.
Approximately 95 films—educational; distribution restricted to Charlottesville Public Schools.

Virginia High School League
Box 3697
University Station
Approximately 25 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of Virginia.

Virginia State Department of Education
Regional Bureau of Teaching Materials
University of Virginia, Extension Division
Approximately 750 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools of Northern Virginia.

CHATHAM
Pittsylvania County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pittsylvania County Public Schools.

CHRISTIANSBURG
Montgomery County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to Montgomery County Public Schools.

CLINTWOOD
Dickenson County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 880 films—educational; distribution restricted to Dickenson County Public Schools.
COVINGTON
Alleghany County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Alleghany County Public Schools.

CULPEPER
Culpeper County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Administration Bldg.
Approximately 60 films—educational; distribution restricted to Culpeper County Public Schools.

DANVILLE
Danville Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Annex
Kemper Rd.
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to Danville Public Schools.

DINWIDDIE
Dinwiddie County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 145 films—educational; distribution restricted to Dinwiddie County Public Schools.

EASTVILLE
Northampton County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Northampton High School
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to Northampton County Public Schools.

EMPORIA
Greensville County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to Greensville County Public Schools.

FAIRFAX
Fairfax County Library
Approximately 250 films through the Suburban Washington Library Film Service—informational, some sponsored.
Fairfax County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 1,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Fairfax County Public Schools and community organizations.

FALLS CHURCH
Falls Church Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 20 films—educational; distribution restricted to Falls Church Public Schools.

FARMVILLE
Cumberland and Prince Edward County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Longwood College
Approximately 50 films—educational; distribution restricted to Cumberland and Prince Edward County Public Schools.

Virginia State Department of Education
Regional Bureau of Teaching Materials
Longwood College
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to schools of Southern Virginia.

FINCASTLE
Botetourt County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Public Schools</th>
<th>Bureau of Teaching Materials</th>
<th>School Board Office</th>
<th>Type of Film</th>
<th>Distribution Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botetourt</td>
<td>Approximately 425 films—educational; distribution restricted to Botetourt County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floyd</td>
<td>Floyd County Public Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 40 films—educational; distribution restricted to Floyd County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>Gloucester County Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 30 films—educational; distribution restricted to Gloucester County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy</td>
<td>Buchanan County Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>Grundy High School</td>
<td>Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Buchanan County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halifax</td>
<td>Halifax County Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to Halifax County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampton</td>
<td>Hampton City Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central Film Library</td>
<td>Approximately 300 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hampton City public schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrisonburg</td>
<td>Harrisonburg Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 15 films—educational; distribution restricted to Harrisonburg Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockingham</td>
<td>Rockingham County Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Rockingham County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia State Department of Education</td>
<td>Regional Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>Madison College</td>
<td></td>
<td>Approximately 1,020 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to 11 counties in Virginia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillsville</td>
<td>Carroll County Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>School Board Office</td>
<td>Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Carroll County Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilton Village</td>
<td>Warwick City Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>118 Main St.</td>
<td>Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Warwick City Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopewell</td>
<td>Hopewell Public Schools</td>
<td>Bureau of Teaching Materials</td>
<td>High School Library</td>
<td>Approximately 70 films—educational; distribution restricted to Hopewell Public Schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Directory of 3,660 16mm Film Libraries

Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to Grayson County Public Schools.

JONESVILLE
Lee County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 250 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lee County Public Schools.

LAWRENCEVILLE
Brunswick County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution primarily restricted to Brunswick County Public Schools.

LEBANON
Russell County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 185 films—educational; distribution restricted to Russell County Public Schools.

LEXINGTON
Rockbridge County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution to Rockbridge County Public Schools.

LYNCHBURG
Lynchburg Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
1101 Court St.
Approximately 95 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lynchburg Public Schools.

LYNNHAVEN
Princess Anne County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Princess Anne High School
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Princess Anne County Public Schools.

MANASSAS
Prince William County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Osborn High School
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to Prince William County Public Schools.

MARION
Smyth County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 160 films—educational; distribution restricted to Smyth County Public Schools.

MARTINSVILLE
Henry County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Box 611
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Martinsville city schools.

NEWPORT NEWS
Newport News Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
1101 22d St.
Approximately 450 films—educational; distribution restricted to Newport News Public Schools.
NORFOLK
Norfolk County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
2313 Cedar Rd., Great Bridge (6)
Approximately 750 films—educational; distribution restricted to
Norfolk County Public Schools.

Norfolk Public Schools
Teaching Materials Library
Department Library Services
Patrick Henry School Bldg.
Colley & Pembroke Aves. (7)
Approximately 700 films—educational; distribution restricted to
Norfolk City public schools.

Tandy Leather Co.
110 W. York St.
Four films on leathercraft and
carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 901 (1)
Approximately 20 films—mostly
about oil and the oil industry, a
few agricultural subjects.

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center
29 Southern Shopping Center (5)
Approximately 400 films—entertain-
tainment, educational and relig-
ious.

U. S. Army Engineers
Norfolk District
P. O. Box 119
Two films—on deep-water harbor
channels.

U. S. Coast Guard
Fifth Coast Guard District
Box 640
New Post Office Bldg. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on the
Coast Guard and its activities; dis-
tribution restricted to Fifth Coast
Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Fifth Naval District
At: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Base (11)
Approximately 885 films—885 pub-
lic information and 680 training
films; distribution of all films re-
stricted to Fifth Naval District;
distribution of training films re-
stricted to educational institutions
at times when not in use by the
Navy.

ORANGE
Orange County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 40 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Orange County Public Schools.

PEARISBURG
Giles County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
County Library
Approximately 90 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Giles County Public Schools.

PETERSBURG
Petersburg Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Department of Libraries
Approximately 510 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Petersburg Public Schools.

Virginia State College
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 165 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Campus use.

POWHATAN
Powhatan County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 15 films—educa-
tional; distribution restricted to
Powhatan County Public Schools.

PULASKI
Pulaski County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Pulaski County Public Schools.

RADFORD
Virginia State Department of Education
Regional Bureau of Teaching Materials
Radford College
Approximately 870 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools in Southwest Virginia.

RICHMOND
American Bible Society
Audio-Visual Dept.
1035 Central National Bank Bldg. (19)
Approximately 10 films—about the Bible and the program of the American Bible Society.

American Cancer Society
Virginia Division
303 W. Franklin St. (20)
Approximately 30 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Virginia.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
North Carolina-Virginia Regional Office
216 N. Second St. (19)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Baptist Book Store
212 E. Grace St. (19)
Approximately 250 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Virginia.

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. of Virginia
703 E. Grace St. (19)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Commission of Game & Inland Fisheries
7 N. Second St. (13)
Fifty-five films—on wildlife and conservation; distribution restricted to Virginia.

Commonwealth of Virginia Governor’s Highway Safety Committee
P. O. Box 1299 (10)
Approximately 105 films—all on traffic safety; distribution restricted to Virginia.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Public Information Dept. (18)
Eight films—educational.

Henrico County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Henrico County Public Schools.

Ideal Pictures, Inc.
219 E. Main St. (19)
Approximately 6,000 films—entertainment, religious, educational, and sponsored.

Stanley B. Markel
Merkel Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1217
One film—educational.

The Methodist Publishing House
Audio-Visual Dept.
Fifth and Grace Sta. (16)
Approximately 1,500 films—primarily religious but also secular educational and entertainment subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
222 E. Broad St. (19)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Room 401
1 N. Fifth St. (19)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Presbyterian Book Store
Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
8 N. Sixth St.
Approximately 550 films—all religious; distribution restricted to churches.

Richmond Diocese
Parochial Schools
807 Floyd Ave. (20)
Approximately 110 films—educational and religious; distribution primarily restricted to schools in Richmond Diocese.

Richmond Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
407 N. Twelfth St.
Approximately 1,700 films—educational, a few sponsored; distribution restricted to Richmond Public Schools.

State Coordinator of Civil Defense
Room 20, The Capitol
Approximately 40 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Virginia.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
900 N. Lombardy St. (20)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Virginia.

United World Free Film Service
219 E. Main St.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

Virginia Department of Conservation and Development
Division of Public Relations and Advertising
Room 820, State Office Bldg. (19)
Twenty-one films—historic, scenic, and recreational attractions of Virginia.

Virginia State Board of Education
Bureau of Teaching Materials (16)
Approximately 2,800 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to public schools and other State agencies of Virginia.

Virginia State Health Department
Bureau of Health Education
Blanton Bldg.
Approximately 75 films—instructional on health subjects; distribution restricted to Virginia.

Virginia State Mental Health Department
Film Library
Twelfth & Main Sts.
Thirty-nine films—on mental health; distribution restricted to Virginia.

Virginia Tuberculosis Assn.
118 S. Third St. (19)
Approximately 30 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Virginia.

ROANOKE
Baptist Book Store
86 W. Kirk Ave. (11)
Approximately 75 films—primarily religious; distribution restricted to Virginia.

Norfolk and Western Railway Co.
Magazine and Advertising Dept.
Three films—entertainment and educational.

Roanoke Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
P. O. Box 2129
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Roanoke Public Schools.
ROCKY MOUNT
Franklin County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Rocky Mount High School
Approximately 60 films—educational; distribution restricted to Franklin County Public Schools.

RUSTBURG
Campbell County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Campbell County Public Schools.

SALEM
Roanoke County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 240 films—educational; distribution restricted to Roanoke County Public Schools.

SALUDA
Middlesex County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Middlesex High School
Approximately 25 films—educational; distribution restricted to Middlesex County Public Schools.

SOUTH NORFOLK
South Norfolk Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Oscar F. Smith High Film Library
2500 Rodgers St.
Approximately 75 films—educational; distribution restricted to South Norfolk Public Schools.

SPOTSYLVANIA
Spotsylvania County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
High School
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Spotsylvania County Public Schools.

STAUNTON
Augusta County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Box 866
Approximately 175 films—educational; distribution restricted to Augusta County Public Schools.

STUART
Patrick County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Approximately 100 films—educational; distribution restricted to Patrick County Public Schools.

SUFFOLK
Nansemond County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 115 films—educational; distribution restricted to Nansemond County Public Schools.

Suffolk City Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
Approximately 115 films—educational; distribution restricted to Suffolk public schools.

TAZEWELL
Tazewell County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 180 films—educational; distribution restricted to Tazewell County Public Schools.

VICTORIA
Lunenburg County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 20 films—educational; distribution restricted to Lunenburg County Public Schools.
WARRENTON
Fauquier County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 155 films—educational; distribution restricted to Fauquier County Public Schools.

WAVERLY
Sussex County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Sussex County Public Schools.

WILLIAMSBURG
Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.
Film Distribution Section
Seven films—educational dealing with varied aspects of life in Colonial America.

Matthew Whaley School
Film Library
Thirty-six films— instructional; distribution restricted to local schools and community organizations.

WINCHESTER
O'Sullivan Rubber Corp.
One film—on the production of rubber.

Winchester Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Handley High School
Approximately 15 films—educational; distribution restricted to Winchester Public Schools.

WINDSOR
Isle of Wight County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 90 films—educational; distribution restricted to Isle of Wight County Public Schools.

WISE
Wise County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
Office of Division Superintendent
Approximately 260 films—educational; distribution restricted to Wise County Public Schools.

WOODSTOCK
Shenandoah County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 115 films—educational; distribution restricted to Shenandoah County Public Schools.

WYTHEVILLE
Wythe County Public Schools
Bureau of Teaching Materials
School Board Office
Approximately 115 films—educational; distribution restricted to Wythe County Public Schools.

WASHINGTON
Bellingham Public Library
Approximately 18 films monthly through the Washington Library Film Circuit, and a film loan service of the Washington Film Library Association—educational, art, and informational; distribution restricted to Library patrons.

Bellingham Public Schools
Audio-Visual Materials Center
Approximately 280 films—educational; some sponsored; distribution restricted to Bellingham.

Whatcom County Schools
County Court House
Approximately 280 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Whatcom County Schools.
CHEHALIS
Lewis County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 365 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools in Lewis County and to Washington State Training School.

ELLensburg
Central Washington College of Education
Office of Visual Education
Approximately 1,700 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Pacific Northwest States.

EVERETT
County Superintendent of Schools
Snohomish County
Approximately 900 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Snohomish County.

KELSO
Cowlitz County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
County Court House
Approximately 615 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Cowlitz, Waukau, Thurston, and Lewis Counties.

LONGview
International Paper Co.
Long-Bell Division
One film—educational.
Longview Public Library
Approximately 15 films monthly through the Washington Film Circuit—children's films, travel, and informational; distribution restricted to Library patrons.

OLyMPIA
State Director of Civil Defense
P. O. Box 519
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Washington.
State of Washington
Division of Safety
Department of Labor and Industries
Fifty-six films—on industrial safety education.

Thurston County Schools
Materials and Curriculum Library
Room 204, Court House
Approximately 250 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Thurston County and Olympia public schools.

PORT Townsend
Clallam and Jefferson County Schools
Instructional Materials Library
Court House
Approximately 175 films—instructional; distribution primarily restricted to Jefferson and Clallam Counties.

PULLMAN
State College of Washington
Audio-Visual Center
Approximately 2,500 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Western States.

RICHLAND
Richland Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 255 films—primarily classroom.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Director, Information Division
Hanford Operations Office
P. O. Box 550
Approximately 20 films—on atomic energy and related subjects; distribution restricted to geographical region.
SEATTLE

Air France
White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Room 616 (1)
Four films—travelogs.

American Cancer Society
Washington Division, Inc.
123 W. Harrison
Approximately 15 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention for both professional and lay audiences; distribution restricted to State of Washington.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.
527 E. Lake Ave.
Apt. 310 (9)
Eight films—informational and religious.

Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
Pacific Northwest Regional Office
2303 Smith Tower Bldg. (4)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious; primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Audio-Visual Center, Inc.
1205 N. 45th St. (3)
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Canadian Consulate General
1407 Tower Bldg.
Seventh & Olive Way
Approximately 100 films—on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
214 Vance Bldg.
Third Ave. and Union St.
Approximately 30 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Canadian Pacific Railway
1390 Fourth Ave. (1)

Approximately 15 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Cinema Service
517 Dexter St. (9)
Approximately 155 films—primarily on the industries and resources of Washington.

Colman’s Kodak Supplies, Inc.
1319 Fourth Ave.
Approximately 75 films—entertainment shorts.

Craig Corp.
1021 E. Pine St. (22)
Approximately 1,000 films—educational; distribution restricted to West Coast States.

Holy Name Films
907 Terry St.
Approximately 40 films—entertainment, educational, and religious.

King County Humane Society
601 Elliott Ave., W.
Eight films—educational; distribution restricted to coastal counties of Washington.

King County Schools
309 County-City Bldg. (4)
Approximately 1,450 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to King County Schools.

Matson Navigation Co.
814 Second Ave.
Two films—educational and travel.

Missionary Film Service, Inc.
826 Gwinn Pl. (2)
Approximately 50 films—all religious.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
5514 University Way (5)
Approximately 600 films—educational and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.
Moran's Cameraland
4541 California Ave. (16)
Approximately 300 films—primarily entertainment shorts; distribution restricted to West Seattle.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
701 Seaboard Bldg. (1)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
215 Lloyd Bldg.
Sixth & Stewart Sts. (1)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Pacific Northwest Trade Assn.
1218 Joseph Vance Bldg.
One film—sponsored; distribution restricted to Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana.

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.
1200 Third Ave. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Portland Cement Assn.
903 Seaboard Bldg.
Ten films—informational; distribution restricted to Washington State and Northern Idaho.

Rarig Motion Picture Co.
5514 University Way (6)
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Northwest States.

Sabena Belgian World Airlines
Securities Building Arcade
Third & Stewart Sts.
Approximately 25 films—primarily travelogs.

Seattle Art Museum
Volunteer Park (2)
Approximately 80 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to schools and colleges in the Pacific Northwest.

Seattle City Light
Public Relations Section
1015 Third Ave.
Two films—educational.

Seattle Police Dept.
Public Relations Bureau
Public Safety Bldg. (4)
Fifteen films—primarily educational; distribution restricted to Seattle area.

Seattle Public Library
Approximately 700 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Seattle and King County.

Seattle Public Schools
Audio-Visual Dept.
815 Fourth Ave., N. (9)
Approximately 3,600 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Seattle Public Schools.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Manufacturers Trade Dept.
1921 Fifth Ave. (1)
Five films—on sewing and sewing machines; distribution restricted to surrounding territory.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc.
223 Westlake, N.
Three films on sports; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Tall's Camera Supply
1415 Third Ave.
Approximately 550 films—entertainment and sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
2024 Third Ave.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

The Texas Co.
P. O. Box 1906
Approximately 50 films—mostly
about oil and the oil industry, a few agricultural subjects.

United Air Lines
School and College Service
1225 Fourth Ave. (1)
Eight films—on airplanes and air travel.

United Cerebral Palsy Association of King County
201 Minor N. (9)
One film—on cerebral palsy.

U. S. Army Engineers
Alaska District's Seattle Branch Office
4735 E. Marginal Way (4)
One film—on the Alaska Pipeline.

U. S. Coast Guard
Thirteenth Coast Guard District
618 Second Ave. (4)
Approximately 15 films—on the Coast Guard and its activities; distribution restricted to Thirteenth Coast Guard District.

U. S. Department of the Navy
Commandant, Thirteenth Naval District
Att: Asst. for Public Information
U. S. Naval Station (99)
Approximately 885 films—225 public information and 660 training films; distribution of all films restricted to Thirteenth Naval District; distribution of training films restricted to educational institutions at times when not in use by the Navy.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
236 Federal Office Bldg.
909 First Ave. (4)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Washington.

University of Washington
Film Center (5)
Approximately 2,400 films—educational, including art and documentary films, some sponsored; primarily for adult and college groups.

Washington Association for Retarded Children
4008 Arcade Bldg. (1)
Six films—informational about retarded children.

Washington Education Assn.
910 Fifth Ave. (4)
Eighteen films—about education; distribution restricted to State of Washington.

Washington State Aeronautics Commission
Director of Aeronautics
Box 3, Boeing Field (8)
Seven films—on aviation safety; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Washington State Department of Game
Education & Information Division
609 Fairview Ave.
Five films—educational on wildlife and game; distribution restricted to Washington.

Washington State Department of Health
Health Education Section
Approximately 200 films—on health and medical subjects.

Washington State Heart Assn.
5131 Arcade Bldg.
Twenty-six films—educational; distribution restricted to Washington.

Washington Temperance Assn.
5131 Arcade Bldg.
Seven films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Washington.

Washington Tuberculosis Assn.
Volker Bldg.
1000 Lenora (1)
Approximately 15 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Washington.

World Wide Pictures
5514 University Way (5)
Fifteen films—religious.
SPOKANE

Church Film Service
4033 W. Princeton (14)
Approximately 400 films—religious, entertainment, features and shorts.

Farm Credit District of Spokane
610 Main Ave. (8)
Approximately 15 films—on farm credit and cooperatives; distribution restricted to States in Farm Credit District.

Gonzaga University
Approximately 60 films—educational, religious, some entertainment shorts.

Inland Audio-Visual Co.
N. 2325 Monroe St. (17)
Approximately 250 films—entertainment, sponsored, and educational.

Spokane County Superintendent of Schools
Instructional Aids Office
Approximately 800 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Spokane County.

Spokane Public Library
Approximately 80 films monthly through a film loan service of the Washington State College, the Washington State Film Circuit and the National Film Board of Canada—educational, art, informational; distribution restricted to city and county Library patrons, excluding schools.

Spokane Public Schools
Department of Audio-Visual Education
W. 615 Fourth Ave. (4)
Approximately 1,500 films—educational, some sponsored.

Tandy Leather Co.
W. 928 Riverside
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
801 Hutton Bldg. (4)
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Washington.

TACOMA

Clover Park School District No. 400
5214 Stellacoom Blvd. (99)
Approximately 180 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Clover Park schools.

Pierce County Instructional Materials Center
504 Court House (5)
Approximately 970 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Pierce County schools.

S & C Motion Picture Service
11002 S. Arnsworth (44)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment and religious.

Tacoma Public Library
Sixty-five films, as a member of the Washington Public Libraries Film Circuit; some sponsored films.

Tacoma Public Schools
Audio-Visual Education Dept. (1)
Approximately 1,000 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to Tacoma and immediate vicinity.

Tandy Leather Co.
118 S. Tenth St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

VANCOUVER

Fort Vancouver Regional Library
Twenty-eight films owned plus seven films monthly through a cooperative film circuit; distribution restricted to Library patrons.
Vancouver Public Schools
Department of Instructional Materials
Approximately 155 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Vancouver Public Schools.

WALLA WALLA
Pacific Cooperatives
P. O. Box 1004
Approximately 200 films—on cooperative subjects, general interest, and entertainment; distribution restricted to Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.

U. S. Army Engineers
Walla Walla District
Bldg. 602
City-County Airport
Four films—on navigation and the construction of dams.

Walla Walla Public Schools
Approximately 400 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Walla Walla Public Schools.

WENATCHEE
Chelan-Douglas County Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Chelan County Court House
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to public schools of Chelan and Douglas Counties.

Johnson's, Inc.
23 S. Mission St.
Approximately 75 films—entertainment, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Chelan, Douglas, Grant, and Okanogan Counties.

YAKIMA
Gospel Films Library
30 N. Third St.
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Washington State Apple Commission
104 W. Yakima Ave.
One film on apple growing in Washington State.

Yakima County Superintendent of Schools
Approximately 500 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to Yakima County public schools.

Yakima Valley Regional Library
Approximately 80 films monthly through a film loan service from varied sources; distribution restricted to Library patrons, excluding schools.

BECKLEY
16mm Motion Picture Film Library and Equipment Co.
108 S. Oakwood Ave.
Approximately 2,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

United World Free Film Service
108 S. Oakwood Ave.
Approximately 20 films—educational and informational, all sponsored.

West Virginia
West Virginia Secondary School Activities Commission
Box 472
Approximately 30 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools of West Virginia.

CHARLESTON
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. of West Virginia
816 Lee St. (1)
Approximately 75 films—informa-
tional and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

Conservation Commission of West Virginia
State Capitol Bldg., Room 677
Approximately 55 films—on conservation subjects; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

Gospel Films Library
P. O. Box 2211
Approximately 50 films—all religious; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Kanawha County Schools
Film Library
200 Elizabeth St.
Approximately 800 films—educational; distribution restricted to Kanawha County.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
612 Virginia St., E. (1)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

Elmer B. Simpson
818 Virginia St., W. (2)
Approximately 1,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to geographical region.

The S. Spencer Moore Co.
118 Capitol St.
Approximately 100 films—entertainment, shorts, educational, and sponsored.

State of West Virginia
Rehabilitation Division
State Capitol Bldg.
Six films—on rehabilitation; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
214 Embleton Bldg.
922 Quarrier St. (1)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

West Virginia Industrial and Publicity Commission (5)
Three films—travelogs on West Virginia.

West Virginia State Department of Health
Bureau of Public Health Education
Approximately 315 films—on health and medical subjects; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

CLARKSBURG
Kyle & Co.
331 W. Main St.
Approximately 210 films—entertainment and instructional; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

FAIRMONT
Marion County Schools
Approximately 140 films—educational; distribution restricted to Marion County.

HUNTINGTON
Cabell County Schools
Approximately 500 films—educational; distribution restricted to Cabell County public schools, Huntington and Marshall College.

Huntington Public Library (1)
Nineteen films—educational; distribution restricted to county and city area.

Marshall College
Audio-Visual Aids Laboratory
Approximately 200 films—educational; distribution restricted to Marshall College and local area; no mail service.

John S. Meadows, Sr.
Film Sales & Rentals
113 Moore Rd. Guyandotte (2)
Approximately 500 films—entertainment shorts and features, and informational; distribution restricted to West Virginia and Kentucky.
West Virginia Cancer Society, Inc.
1034 Sixth Ave.
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

KEYSER

Mineral County Schools
Approximately 50 films—instructional; distribution restricted to Mineral County public schools.

MARBINGTON

Pocahontas County Schools
Approximately 90 films—instructional and informational; distribution restricted to Pocahontas County.

MORGANTOWN

Monongalia County Schools
Approximately 85 films—educational; distribution restricted to Monongalia County.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service State Office
University of West Virginia
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

West Virginia University Library Audio-Visual Aids Dept.
Approximately 1,360 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to West Virginia and for organisational use.

POINT PLEASANT

Mason County Board of Education
Approximately 115 films—primarily instructional; distribution restricted to Mason County.

SOUTH CHARLESTON

State Director of Civil Defense
151 Eleventh Ave.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to West Virginia.

WEBSTER SPRINGS

Webster County Film Library
Webster County Schools
Approximately 75 films—instructional; distribution restricted to member schools.

WEIRTON

Mary H. Welr Public Library
3442 Main St.
Approximately 85 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Library Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to parts of Hancock and Brooke Counties.

WHEELING

Ohio County Public Library
2100 Market St.
Ten films owned plus 40 films monthly through the Ohio Valley Regional Film Library Circuit—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to residents of Ohio County.

Wheeling Religious Film Library
110 Methodist Bldg.
Approximately 800 films—primarily religious, some entertainment shorts.

WILLIAMSON

Mingo County Board of Education
Approximately 105 films—educational; distribution restricted to Mingo County.

WINFIELD

Putnam County Board of Education
Nine films—educational; distribution restricted to Putnam County public schools.
APPLETON

Appleton Public Schools
Approximately 70 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Appleton Public Schools.

BELOIT

Beloit Public Schools
Approximately 250 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Beloit Public Schools.

CHIPPEWA FALLS

Chippewa Falls Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Chippewa Falls Public Schools.

EAU CLAIRE

Eau Claire Public Library
Eleven films bi-monthly through a film circuit—entertainment, informational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Eau Claire.

Eau Claire Public Schools
Approximately 20 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Eau Claire Public Schools.

FOND DU LAC

Damrow Brothers Co.
196–218 Western Ave.
One film—educational and sponsored.

Fond du Lac Camera Center
Audio-Visual Division
7 S. Main St.
Approximately 500 films—entertainment and educational.

FORT ATKINSON

Dwight Foster Public Library
Film Service
Approximately 80 films monthly—entertainment, educational, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Library users who must pick up and return films.

GREEN BAY

Green Bay Public Schools
Approximately 60 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Green Bay Public Schools.

Kellogg Public Library
Thirty-two films plus eleven films monthly through the Wisconsin Library Film Circuit—informational; distribution restricted to Brown County.

Tandy Leather Co.
306 W. Walnut St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

HURLEY

Hurley Public Schools
Approximately 10 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Hurley Public Schools.

JANESVILLE

Rock County Public Schools
Approximately 180 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Rock County Public Schools.

KENOSHA

Cairo Home Movies
5815 Eleventh Ave.
Approximately 935 films—entertainment and religious.

Kenosha Public Schools
Approximately 280 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Kenosha Public Schools.

LA CROSSE

Community Camera
506 Main St.
Approximately 575 films—entertainment and informational.
Dairyland Power Cooperative
Seven films—instructional and informational.

La Crosse Public Library
Film Dept.
Approximately 110 films—educational, some sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of Library cards.

St. Rose Convent
912 Market St.
One film—religious.

LODI
Lodi Public Schools
Approximately 10 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Lodi Public Schools.

LYONS
Five Star Pictures—Mid-America Films
Film Center
Approximately 5,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

MADISON
American Cancer Society
Wisconsin Division
Box 524
Approximately 20 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

Credit Union National Assn., Inc.
Post Office Box 481
Three films—on credit unions.

Madison Public Schools
Approximately 235 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Madison Public Schools.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
450 Washington Bldg.
119 E. Washington Ave. (3)
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

State Director of Civil Defense
3002 Wright St.
Approximately 20 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
State Office
3010 E. Washington Ave. (4)
Approximately 25 films—on soil and water conservation; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

University of Wisconsin
Extension Division
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (6)
Approximately 4,100 films—educational, classroom, and adult, some sponsored films; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Motor Vehicle Department
Safety Division
State Office Bldg. (2)
Approximately 100 films—educational on highway safety; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

Wisconsin State Board of Health
Health Education Division
State Office Bldg. (2)
Approximately 500 films—for public health education; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

Wisconsin State Conservation Commission
State Capitol Bldg. (2)
Approximately 100 films—educational on conservation of natural resources; distribution restricted to organized Wisconsin groups.

MANITOWOC
Manitowoc Public Library
402 N. Eighth St.
Approximately 20 films—some of them monthly through a film circuit of the University of Wisconsin—informational.
Manitowoc Public Schools
Approximately 40 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Manitowoc Public Schools.

MARINETTE
Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Assn.
Approximately 50 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Wisconsin.

MENOMONIE
The Stout State College
Approximately 135 films, all instructional; distribution primarily restricted to Menomonie and Dunn County.

MILWAUKEE
Air France
First National Bank Bldg.
756 N. Water St.
Room 1234
Four films—travelogs.

American Cancer Society
Milwaukee Division, Inc.
728 N. Jefferson St.
Twenty films on cancer—for lay and professional audiences.

Ampco Metal, Inc. (46)
Two films—industrial on Ampco metals.

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Wisconsin-Upper Midwest Regional Office
623 N. Second St. (3)
Approximately 25 films—educational and religious, primarily on intercultural understanding; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Camera Center
3950 N. Oakland Ave.
Approximately 160 films—entertainment shorts and features.

Canadian National Railways
Motion Picture Library
Room 502
231 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Approximately 20 films—travelogs on Canada; distribution restricted to geographical region.

R. H. Flath Co.
2410 N. Third St. (12)
Approximately 850 films—primarily entertainment shorts, a few sponsored films.

William H. Frackelton, M.D.
324 E. Wisconsin Ave. (2)
One film—medical; distribution restricted to medical groups.

The Hell Co.
3000 W. Montana St. (1)
Two films—educational.

Miller Brewing Co.
Film Section
4000 W. State St. (1)
Approximately 45 films—on sports.

Milwaukee County Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Milwaukee County Public Schools.

Milwaukee Public Museum
Film Loan Service
Approximately 4,285 films—educational, religious, and sponsored; distribution restricted to Milwaukee and nearby area.

Milwaukee Public Schools
Approximately 3,225 films—primarily classroom; distribution restricted to Milwaukee Public Schools.

Model Railroader Magazine
Film Bureau
1027 N. Seventh St. (3)
One film—on scale model railroading.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
1696 N. Astor St. (2)
Approximately 800 films—educational.
Wisconsin

Wisconsin and informational, all sponsored films; distribution restricted to geographical region.

Movie Mart
4712-16 W. Burleigh St. (10)
Approximately 1,050 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

National Conference of Christians and Jews
759 N. Milwaukee St. (2)
Approximately 15 films—on racial and religious understanding; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

ROA’s Films
1696 N. Astor St.
Approximately 5,000 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
5310 W. Capitol Dr. (16)
Six films—on the oil industry and farm machinery; distribution restricted to Wisconsin and upper Michigan.

Tandy Leather Co.
2439 N. Third St.
Four films on leathercraft and carving.

U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
535 Federal Bldg.
517 E. Wisconsin Ave. (3)
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

U. S. Forest Service
623 N. Second St. (8)
Approximately 65 films—on the national forests, forest management, and forest fire prevention; distribution restricted to Midwest States.

Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Assn.
1700 W. Wells St.
Approximately 25 films—on tuberculosis and related subjects; distribution restricted to Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Telephone Co.
722 N. Broadway (2)
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request films through local telephone company offices.

World Wide Pictures
1696 N. Astor St. (2)
Fifteen films—religious.

NEENAH
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
Educational Dept.
Two films—educational on health.

Neenah Public Schools
Approximately 10 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Neenah Public Schools.

OSHKOSH
Oshkosh Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Oshkosh Public Schools.

PLAINFIELD
Plainfield Public Schools
Approximately 150 films in cooperative film library—all classroom; distribution restricted to Plainfield, Wautoma, Westfield, Oxford, Hancock, and Wild Rose public schools.

PORT WASHINGTON
Modern Equipment Co.
360 S. Spring St.
Two films—educational.

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
Prairie du Chien Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Prairie du Chien Public Schools.
PRAIRIE DU SAC
Prairie du Sac Public Schools
Approximately 10 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Prairie du Sac Public Schools.

RACINE
Badger Film Service
1223 W. Lawn Ave.
Approximately 1,500 films—entertainment, educational, religious, and sponsored.

J. I. Case Co.
601 State St.
Approximately 15 films—informational about agriculture; distribution restricted to agricultural users in geographical region.

George Gorton Machine Co.
1821 Racine St.
One film—on machining by tracer control.

S. C. Johnson and Son, Inc.
One film—educational.

Racine Public Library
Approximately 275 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to holders of public cards in Racine, Kenosha, and Walworth Counties.

Racine Public Schools
Approximately 375 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Racine Public Schools.

RHINELANDER
Rhinelander Public Library
Five to ten films monthly through outside sources—informational.

RIVER FALLS
Wisconsin State College
Tri-Co. Cooperative Film Library
Approximately 180 films—educational and sponsored; distribution restricted to member schools in Pierce, St. Croix, and Dunn Counties.

SAUK CITY
Sauk City Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Sauk City Public Schools.

SHEBOYGAN
Mead Public Library
Approximately 225 films—all educational; distribution restricted to Sheboygan and neighboring counties.

SOUTH MILWAUKEE
Bucyrus-Erie Co.
Publicity Dept.
Two films—informational about Bucyrus-Erie products.

South Milwaukee Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to South Milwaukee Public Schools.

SPRING VALLEY
Spring Valley Public Schools
Approximately 15 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Spring Valley Public Schools.

STURGEON BAY
Door County Library
Approximately 10 films, some of them monthly through a film circuit of the University of Wisconsin—informational; distribution restricted to Door County.

SUPERIOR
Central Cooperative Wholesale
Approximately 70 films—entertainment and educational; distribution restricted to Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.
Wisconsin—Wyoming

WATERTOWN
Bethesda Lutheran Home
Box 296
Three films—educational and religious.

WESTBEND
Sales Promotion Dept.
One film—on farm equipment.

WILDROSE
Wild Rose Public Schools
Approximately 150 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Wild Rose, Wautoma, Plainfield, Westfield Grade School, and Oxford High School.

CHEYENNE
American Cancer Society
Wyoming Division
Richardson Memorial Laboratory
Approximately 35 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Wyoming.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
1919 Capital Ave.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request for films through local telephone company offices.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
115 E. 22d St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

State Director of Civil Defense
Box 909
Approximately 25 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Wyoming.

WAUSAU
Employers Mutuals of Wausau Film Dept.
Approximately 15 films—on accident prevention and safety.

Marathon County Library
New Court House
Approximately 85 films monthly, some of them through a film circuit of the University of Wisconsin—informational.

Wausau Public Library
Approximately 55 films, some of them monthly through a film circuit of the University of Wisconsin—entertainment, informational, and sponsored.

Wausau Public Schools
P.T.A. Council Film Library
Room 204 A, Central School
Approximately 160 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Wausau area public and parochial schools.

WAUWATOSA
Arkay Film Service
6923 Milwaukee Ave. (13)
Approximately 100 films—entertainment, educational, and religious; distribution restricted to Wisconsin and upper Michigan.

Wauwatosa Public Schools
Approximately 50 films—all classroom; distribution restricted to Wauwatosa Public Schools.

WYOMING

American Cancer Society
Wyoming Division
Richardson Memorial Laboratory
Approximately 35 films—primarily on cancer and cancer prevention; distribution restricted to Wyoming.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
1919 Capital Ave.
Approximately 75 films—informational and public relations; request for films through local telephone company offices.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
115 E. 22d St.
Eight films—informational and educational about polio.

State Director of Civil Defense
Box 909
Approximately 25 films—on civil defense; distribution restricted to Wyoming.
U. S. Department of the Treasury
Savings Bonds Division
301 Federal Office Bldg.
21st and Carey Ave.
Seventeen films—about the United States and Savings Bonds; distribution restricted to Wyoming.

Wyoming High School Activities Assn.
115 E. 22d St.
Approximately 80 films—on sports; distribution restricted to member high schools in Wyoming.

LARAMIE
Laramie Public Schools
Instructional Materials Center
Approximately 80 films—educational; distribution restricted to Laramie Public Schools.

University of Wyoming
Wyoming Film Library
Approximately 1,800 films—entertainment, educational, and sponsored.